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the road and join us in the Happy 
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Happy Hen. 
Worth Crossing Roads For.

on your entire order  
with code “BYPJAN21”

Offer valid thru 1/31/21

20%
OFF!
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Marissa Ames
Editor

Seasons Change, and So Do Plans

Are you ready for winter? Ready or 
not, here it comes!

I figured I was fine, that I wouldn’t 
have to do any winter prep or worry about 
chicken coop heat this year. I moved to this 
new property a year ago, settled in during the 
start of COVID-19, then decided I would start 
chicks again in the spring of 2021. Spanish 
chickens, or Crèvecœurs, or something else 
critically endangered that would also give me 
eggs. I have plenty of time, and I can just sit 
through the winter without worrying about 
frigid chickens.

Right?
As I write this editor’s letter, 11 Cornish 

Cross chicks peep from the guest room. They 
had arrived as an error, a shipment sent after 
a friend canceled her order when she heard 
there would be several months wait due to 
pandemic panic-buying. Those chicks arrived 
today anyway, and she wasn’t prepared. Did I 
want them? I didn’t want to refuse.

Good thing we’ve raised brooder chicks 
many times, including meat chicks.

It looks like I WILL be worrying about 
using heat lamps in winter, since these chicks 
won’t be fully feathered before the first killing 
frost. We have a plan, though. Don’t worry. 
We’ve learned a few things in our years of 
chicken-keeping and have a heat setup that 
we use for our baby goats that offers plenty of 
warmth without a fire hazard. With at least two 
weeks before frost, my husband can build the 
enclosure and the babies can snuggle in their 
brooder. Breathe in … breathe out.

Normally, I would tell chicken owners that, 
unless they live in the most extreme cold 

On The Cover 
Rio, who partners with her mother to raise chickens and sell 
eggs for Hella Hens Homestead. Read about the Ferguson 
family on page 10.

climates, their chickens don’t need heat 
during the winter. These will.

But for those of you with fully fledged 
birds, we have a great story that talks about 
the pros and cons of heating a coop, plus 
alternatives to heat lamps if you feel you 
need heat but want to avoid a barn fire. 

We round up 2020 and start a new year 
with stories about choosing the best coop 
size for your new flock, planning for how 
climate change will affect chickens, and 
learning a few hacks from seasoned owners. 
And our holiday selection includes a recipe 
for shakshuka — a Hanukkah favorite — 
and a story about the history of eggnog. 
Plus, medical professional and longtime 
chicken owner Lacey Hughett tells us about 
aspergillosis, or mold toxicity, an issue that 
affects most animals and humans as well.

We hope 2020 passes quietly into the night 
and 2021 starts as a new year with new hope. 
We will be here at your side during your 
poultry-keeping journey!

Here’s to new years and new plans...
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NATURAL 
PRODUCTS 
FOR HEALTH & VITALITY

Add to drinking water  
to strengthen immunity

Scatter in coop to keep  
it dry and smelling fresh

Promote digestive health and 
support immunity with essential oils 

and prebiotics for backyard flocks

Learn more at GetStrongAnimals.com
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There has never been a time I didn’t 
have animals. In the past, chickens 
have come and gone. I wouldn’t 

say I was ever a chicken person, but I 
have always enjoyed them and having 
fresh eggs. It wasn’t until I had kids that I 
really wanted to explore raising chickens. 
I figured chickens are a good starter pet 
for anyone, and the daily care can easily 
be done by children. 

We live in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. About three years ago, my husband 
and I purchased our first home: a 1917 
craftsman, originally a farmhouse, in the 
middle of the city, and I knew I wanted 
chickens. We, of course, had no space set 
up for them, so our first coop was shabby 
and quickly put together, but it did the 
job. We bought two Ameraucanas at our 
local feed store, and from there, we have 
added many more. 

Sheltering in place due to the pandemic 
has definitely jump-started our dream to 
build a big custom coop. I saw the design 
in my head and knew exactly what I 
wanted. Since then, we have also built a 
smaller transition coop, a barnyard fence, 
chicken swing, and obtained an LLC. 
We sell fresh eggs to our community and 
hatch and sell a variety of chicks during 
the spring. Lately, we have been busy building custom coops. 
It is safe to say I am a chicken lady now, but I cannot take all 
the credit. My seven-year-old daughter, Rio, is my partner in all 
this. Pollo and Loco, our two original chickens, along with the 
rest of the flock, are her chickens. Rio decided she wanted to 
sell fresh eggs; she decorates the egg carton labels and handles 
the selling of chicks. Rio is my mini-me, and we enjoy raising 
chickens together: the good, the bad, and the gross. We have a 
home flock of 17 chickens; four Ameraucanas, two Australorps, 
three Golden Comets, one Barnevelder, one Welsummer, one 
Brahma, one olive egger, one Barred Rock, and three Silkies. 
Over the past spring, we probably hatched and sold over 60 
chicks in a variety of breeds. We cannot have a rooster in 
our city but we enjoy hatching fertile eggs from other local 
breeders. I am very proud that we have helped and encouraged 
many neighbors, family, friends, and complete strangers to start 
raising chickens. We sell out of eggs every week, build custom 
coops often, and I just love the sense of community that comes 

Hella Hens HomesteadHella Hens Homestead
By Mariah Ferguson

together when homesteading.
In addition to chicken life, we have three dogs, one cat, 

one goat, two bunnies, and three horses. We board our horses 
nearby. We have transformed our home into a full-blown mini, 
urban farm. A huge part of the transformation was creating our 
edible garden. We had a shabby side yard that wasn’t being 
used, and we got busy utilizing the space. We grow what we 
eat and often share our bounty with neighbors. The kids really 
enjoy the reward of growing their own food and seeing the 
garden transform.  

As an Afro-Latino family, we really wanted to use the 
Instagram platform to perhaps inspire other families of color 
to engage in homesteading, regardless of demographics. Just 
because you don’t own acres of land doesn't mean you can’t 
create a space that provides for your family. Our Instagram 
really showcases our daily life, in the city, creating things, 
DIYing, growing our own food, raising animals, and teaching 
our children to be more sustainable.  

Rio (7) and Knox (4) are the youngest flock tenders at Hella Hens Homestead. 
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Follow Mariah:
Instagram.com/hellahenshomestead

www.hellahenshomestead.com

Rio always decorates the egg cartons and signs her name in the corner 
of each artwork.

My son, Knox, loves all animals, but especially one of the Silkies, 
Grace Jones.

The porch pickup sign for weekly fresh eggs.

Some of the ladies anxiously awaiting their fresh snacks. 
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XXXXXX

I found these prints on Etsy. I try my best to find modern chic chicken 
décor rather than the traditional diner rooster. 

My husband, Kai, and our daughter, Rio, in the veggie garden grabbing 
fresh goods for lunch.

A glimpse of our DIY coops — modern and simple. The kids and the 
chickens love the chicken swing! 

Vintage finds like the sink basin come in handy for a dust bath and the 
chalkboard was my grandmother's. She was a school teacher. 
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Weekly craft time where we decorate egg carton labels. We add 
fresh flowers, even produce sometimes, with bakers twine for a little 
something special. 

Keep your birds and their water 
from freezing this winter.

HP-125 
Heated Base for metal founts 

up to 8 gallons

HB-60P 
Heated 2 gallon Poultry Drinker 
with Drip/Freeze – Free Nipples

HPF-100 
Heated 3 gallon Plastic Fount

C-50P
Chicken Waterer Deicer 

for Nipple Drinkers

2255 Walter Glaub Drive
Plymouth, Indiana 46563
www.farminnovators.com
8 0 0 . 2 7 7 . 8 4 0 1

Ask for any of these quality 
products at your local retailer.

KL 4038 FI halfpg AD.indd   1 10/8/18   10:01 AM
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COMING EVENTS
The Coming Events listing is gathered and provided by  

www.poultryshowcentral.com. Add your show listing on their website or send to:  
Coming Events, Backyard Poultry, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451, or  

email: editor@backyardpoultrymag.com. To be included in the Backyard Poultry magazine 
listing, event details must be sent 90 days in advance.

ALABAMA

December 5, 2020 — Anniston, Alabama, Bama 
All Bantam Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Expo_Show.html

CALIFORNIA

December 5, 2020 — Granite Bay, California, 
Norcal Winter Classic Pigeon Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Norcal_Winter_Classic_Pi-
geon_Show.html

January 9-10, 2021 — Hollister, California, Gold 
Coast Poultry Fanciers 
poultryshowcentral.com/Gold_Coast_Poultry_Fan-
ciers.html

CANADA

December 12, 2020 — Sarnia, Ontario, Sarnia 
Poultry, Pigeon and Pet Stock Association 
Pigeon Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Sarnia_Poulty_Pigeon.
html

December 12, 2020 — Sarnia, Ontario, Sarnia 
Poultry, Pigeon and Pet Stock Association 
Poultry Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Sarnia_Poulty_Pigeon.
html

FLORIDA

January 9-10, 2021 — Lake City, Florida, Florida 
Sunshine Classic 
poultryshowcentral.com/Florida_Sunshine_Classic.
html

Due to the COVID-19 response, please confirm events are happening before  
attending. Poultry Show Central is working hard to stay updated, but changes are 

being made daily and these events may end up being cancelled.

GEORGIA

January 16, 2021 — Madison, Georgia, Peach-
state Poultry Association's "Just Peachy" 
Classic 
poultryshowcentral.com/Peachstate_Poultry_Asso-
ciation_Just_Peachy_Classic.html

KENTUCKY

January 28-30, 2021 — Louisville, Kentucky, 
NPA Louisville Grand National 
poultryshowcentral.com/NPA_Grand_National.html

LOUISIANA

December 12, 2020 — Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 
Red Stick Poultry Club Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Red_Stick_Poultry_Club_
Show.html

January 16, 2021 — Minden, Louisiana, The 
Louisiana All Game Double Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/The_Louisiana_All_Game_
Double_Show.html

MASSACHUSETTS

January 16-17, 2021 — West Springfield, Massa-
chusetts, Northeastern Poultry Congress 
poultryshowcentral.com/Northeastern_Poultry_
Congress.html

MISSISSIPPI

January 23, 2021 — Columbia, Mississippi, Pearl 
River Classic 
https://www.poultryshowcentral.com/Pearl_Riv-
er_Classic.html

OHIO

December 19, 2020 — Bellefontaine, Ohio, Top 
of Ohio Pigeon Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Top_of_Ohio.html

January 2, 2021 — Fremont, Ohio, Fremont 
Pigeon Club Winter Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Fremont_Pigeon_Club.
html

OKLAHOMA

December 12, 2020 — Norman, Oklahoma, 
CVPC Junior & Open Fall Classic 
poultryshowcentral.com/Canadian_Valley_Poul-
try_Club_Show.html

December 12, 2020 — Shawnee, Oklahoma, 
Oklahoma State Poultry Federation 
poultryshowcentral.com/Oklahoma_State_Poul-
try_Federation.html

December 12, 2020 — Shawnee, Oklahoma, The 
Serama Express 
poultryshowcentral.com/Oklahoma_State_Poul-
try_Federation.html

PENNSYLVANIA

January 9-16, 2021 — Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 
PA Farm Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/PA_Farm_Show.html

January 15-17, 2021 — Reading, Pennsylvania, 
Reading Annual Bird Winter Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Reading_Annual_Bird_
Show.html

TENNESSEE

January 30-31, 2021 — Knoxville, Tennessee, 
Dixie Classic - Tennessee Valley Poultry Club 
poultryshowcentral.com/Dixie_Classic.html

TEXAS

December 6, 2020 — Klein, Texas, Klein Poultry 
Extravaganza 
poultryshowcentral.com/Klein_Poultry_Extrava-
ganza.html

January 2, 2021 — Dripping Springs, Texas, Bra-
zos Valley Poultry Club - Blue Bonnet Classic 
poultryshowcentral.com/Blue_Bonnet_Classic.html

January 9, 2021 — Comanche, Texas, Coman-
che Crossroads All Game Pow Wow 
poultryshowcentral.com/Comanche_Crossroads.
html

January 15-February 6, 2021 — Fort Worth, 
Texas, Fort Worth Stock Show 
poultryshowcentral.com/Fort_Worth_Stock_Show.
html

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419

Designs & Plans For Building 
Your Own Greenhouse

How to Build Your  
Own Greenhouse

Indulge your passion for gardening!
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Do You Have Something  
To Crow About?

We want to hear from you. Send questions, comments, opinions, advice,  
coming events, etc. to: Backyard Poultry Editor, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451  

or email editor@backyardpoultrymag.com. 

Poems

Eulogy for a Hero Chicken
 
Once there was a brave young rooster,
As happy as could be;
He lived in a pretty gingerbread house
And the hens in his harem numbered 33.
 
He spent all his waking hours,
Protecting the flock;
And fluttering and crowing,
He was the cock of the walk.
 
Then one fateful morning,
Came an executioner with a sack;
And took him to the gallows, 
Never to come back.
 
Through all his short life as a rooster,
He always did his part;
If he had been a soldier,
He would have won a purple heart.
 

By Ken Williams, Ohio
 
 
The True Story of the
Rooster’s Demise

Said rooster above has left out the 
reason,
For why he became dinner on the 
Farmer’s Wife’s plate this
Christmas season. 
Mr. Rooster forgot the first rule of 
the coop,
Don’t peck the hand that feeds you
Or she will turn you into chicken soup.
 

By the Farmer’s Wife:  
Melissa Warden, Ohio

 
*This is a true story about a rooster who 

belonged to Melissa, Ken’s granddaughter.

Pigeons
I read your letter to Nizar in Aug/Sept 2020 issue about meat pigeons. Could you 

recommend some books to start someone on raising pigeons? Any information would 
be helpful. How about a future article on pigeon raising?

Thank you.
Edward E. Gardephe, New York

Hi Edward, 
Though the books specifically on raising pigeons for meat are few and far between, 

an author by the name of Jackson Chambers has collaborated with many other au-
thors to create over 16 volumes about raising squabs. You can search “raising meat 
pigeons Jackson Chambers” to find many of his books. We also have a book in our 
Countryside bookstore which focuses on raising on kinds of poultry but also goes 
into detail about pigeons: How to Raise Poultry by Christine Heinrichs. You can find 
it here: iamcountryside.com/shop/how-to-raise-poultry/

Many of these books are independently published, so you won’t find them in book-
stores, but a local bookstore could order them from Amazon for you.

Marissa 

BYP Tote Winner Comb to Tail Health
Mine arrived in the mail yesterday. 

THANK YOU, Backyard Poultry! I 
plan to keep this one in my bookcase 
with my poultry books for easy future 
reference. (That’s after I’m done read-
ing it again.)

Chickiw Woyak

Enjoyed the issue. Very Informative. 
Keep it up. I would like to receive more 
issues of similar type — deep dive on a 
topic. 

K. F. Lee., Beaumont, Texas

    Hi there!
What type of chicken/rooster is that 

on page 40 of your most recent special 
edition? Gorgeous!  

Chickens are ridiculously expensive to 
raise but so far lots of fun. Your emails, 
magazine, and online info are invaluable. 
Thanks so much!

Ken LundSomeone is super excited to win the 
Roo contest from Backyard Poultry!

Kathleen and Creed Henderson, 
Virginia
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GQF MANUFACTURING CO.
PO BOX 1552   

SAVANNAH, GA   31402  USA 

visit GQFmfg.com

Incubators, Brooders, Cages & Supplies

Quality, Utility, and Performance at a Reasonable Price

Hi Ken,
He’s a Golden Duckwing Old English 

game fowl with a single comb. Isn’t he 
beautiful?

We’re so glad we could help you with 
your chicken-keeping journey!

Marissa 

Comb to Tail Health; Quilt
Howdy!
I have subscribed and kept all issues of 

Backyard Poultry since its premier issue.
Thank you SO much for having this 

special issue that addresses the many 
health infections or other health problems 
that backyard flock owners may need to 
know in one special edition!

When working on my farm business 
management degree in the late 1990s 
(after years of getting burned out from 
teaching, and no longer interested in 
pursuing another engineering job), most 
animal health issues were directed toward 
cattle diseases (which we had 60+ dairy 
cows and 100+ registered red Angus 
beef cows when my hubby and I started 
farming 25 years ago, after looking at a 
farm in Minnesota on our honeymoon).

Much of the knowledge I have about 
poultry has been learned the “hard way” 
... then I ask a LOT of questions! I wish 
the poultry study opportunities had been 
available (or that I had known about study 
programs) back in the early 1970s when 
I first was choosing colleges, universi-
ty, or other post-secondary intellectual 
pursuits (double major: engineering and 
education) but having grown up a city 
kid surrounded by wheat fields and 
Hereford cows, plus vet school was not 
an encouraged option for young women 
in that era ...

I remember my uncle Henri having 
some backyard chickens in the early 
1960s until city ordinance banned any 
critters that may have been considered 
“livestock.” He also was a great gardener, 
like my father and both my grandfathers. 

My father was also a “town kid,” but at 
least his high school had FFA, where he 
helped keep a huge garden and had a few 
pet chickens in the foster home backyard 
where he grew up.

When we first settled on a farm, my 
father was thrilled! When he told me 
about his being a poultry judge during his 
high school years shortly before WW2, I 
decided to also get chickens. Then ducks, 
geese, and guineas. (Don’t ask about my 
turkey venture. I didn’t do so well with 
those dumb birds or how different turkeys 
were from my other bird endeavors.)

My uncle Henri gave me the suggestion 
of supplementing treats for birds from the 
day-old bread store; too many sweet rolls 
will influence the flavor of eggs, giving 
the egg a sweet taste. Not good!

My father taught me what he could 
remember about processing or “relocat-
ing roos to the freezer.” I also read Joel 
Salatin books, plus bought PBS and other 
videos on the subject. Thankfully, the 
Featherman Pro Plucker and processing 
kit that I bought years later helped! (This 
is mostly before YouTube.)

When we moved back to Montana after 

my father's health began to seriously fail, 
I also learned about vaccinations, testing, 
etc., and about transporting adult live-
stock across state and county lines. (Yes, 
I moved 100+ assorted birds 950+ miles, 
from Minnesota to Montana. All birds 
traveled in relative comfort in our 24-foot 
Featherlite livestock trailer, accompanied 
by proper paperwork.) We transported 
them non-stop, without incident, except 
for gas station breaks, when a few of my 
prize roosters began to sing ... causing a 
few raised eyebrows from others near the 
gas pumps!

I still subscribe to the Minnesota Ag 
Innovation News. In their July-Sept 2020 
publication, an article discusses “food 
recovery opportunities,” with information 
from the EPA in the food recovery hier-
archy of diverting excess food scraps to 
feed animals. Well, I have “connections.” 
Much of the excess or outdated food 
from the town grocery store is given to 
a soup kitchen or the food bank. I have 
volunteered two days per week at the soup 
kitchen, mostly to be able to bring excess/
discarded food to my critters (my rescued 
llama really enjoys getting bananas, while 
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the rescued goat prefers carrots and kale). 
As a side note, I guess it can be said that I 
“work for chicken feed.” It’s a bit of work 
to sort through the boxes of scraps, de-
termining what my birds may enjoy, and 
what is best for the compost/manure pile.

On the days I journey to town, I also 
sell fresh eggs to my subscriber list, and 
with advice from my tax accountant, I 
have a dedicated vehicle (complete with 
“EGLADY” license plates and chicken 
decals, etc.) that is 100% tax-deduct-
ible, since I only use it for my poultry 
business. Since I have a smartphone for 
texting and emailing my egg customers 
to determine delivery days and times, I 

ementary students really enjoy this part of 
their curriculum that I have helped develop 
with teachers (another degree I have is in 
curriculum development and learning).

Sincerely,
Cari Frahm, Montana

YOUR SOURCE FOR
ALL THINGS POULTRY
• Unmatched Selection
• Unrivaled Prices
• Six Fully Stocked Locations

MN • CA • PA • TX • KY • FL

• Free Shipping*

800-720-1134
strombergschickens.com
* Applies to most orders over $100 to 

the lower 48. Excludes live birds orders.

Call or visit us online 
for a FREE catalog 
with over 100+ new 
products!

2020 Master Catalog

SHIPPI
NG

ON MOST ORDERS OVER $100FREE *

was also informed by my tax guru that my 
smartphone and cell service may also be 
tax-deductible.

I have also studied up on food safety and 
livestock law, knowing what parameters 
are allowed for direct-selling eggs and live 
poultry. Montana law prevents me from 
selling processed birds, but with the “300 
bird exemption” law, folks can pick out live 
birds, and I am able to help them process 
them ... with certain restrictions, of course.

Overall, my venture into the bird biz is a 
fun supplement to my teacher retirement. 
I also provide fertile eggs for hatching in 
area school science programs, along with 
any resources or other information. The el-

P.S. Attached is a photo of a quilted 
wall hanging I sewed a few years ago; 
the pattern is called “Hen Pecked!” by 
rabbit run.

Chicken Treats
While enjoying the Fall 2020 special 

issue of Backyard Poultry, I noticed two of 
our chicken’s favorite chicken treats were 
left off the list. 

Our ladies love the leftovers from 
cleaning hot and mild peppers. The seeds, 
placenta, and the occasional red jalapeno 
are snapped up very quickly. As birds are 
not mammals, their taste buds are different 
than ours and are not subject to the heat 
that we get from the capsicum oil from 
hot peppers. 

Did you know that chickens hate 
shrimps? I mean, our ladies do not like 
shrimps at all, no way. But they love 
shrimp shells. No, it's true. So as good 
stewards of our ladies, we routinely have 
boiled shrimps, shrimp scampi, and garlic 
Alfredo with shrimps. We always keep our 
chickens in mind and give them 100% of 
the shells. It's the keratin in the shrimp 
shells that is good for their feathers. 

My girlfriend, and official farm wife, 
said I had to mention that our chickens 
have never actually had a shrimp, so I don't 
know if they don't like them. They do love 
the shells, though. 

John Bailey, Florida
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Jumbo French 
Guineas, Bantam 

Silkies, Brown Chinese 
Goslings, Muscovy Ducks, & 

Khaki Campbell Ducks

Bantam silkies are 
excellent sitters with a 
gentle nature that make 

excellent pets.

Guineas are fast growing, suitable for 
backyard growers who want to control ticks 

and for those who would want to use them as 
a meat bird.

The Muscovy is fast growing and a 
great range duck with a lean meat that is 

desired by many restaurants.

J.M. Hatchery
178 Lowry Road 

New Holland, PA 17557
717-354-5950 

www.jmhatchery.com

To order Muscovy, Khaki Campbell duck-
lings and Brown Chinese goslings

 call Fifth Day Farm at 
717-917-6729 or order online at

www.freedomrangerhatchery.com

“To order bantam silkies, call Blue Banty 
Farm at 717-917-6729 or order online at 

www.jmhatchery.com”

Tammy's Farm in the City

I wanted to share my mom's chickens and her amazing coop with 
you. She loves her chickens and spoils each one of them.  She is a 
true backyard chicken mama; she has about 10 hens, and each chicken 
gets their nails painted and gets a butt bath each week to stay pretty 
and clean. She turned her backyard into a chicken hotel and general 
store. Here are some pictures to show you what I mean. Enjoy. 

Julie

Coloring Pages
Keep this feature coming! It gives me something to 

look forward to during this awful pandemic!
I am 69 years old, and I really enjoy your magazine.  

I have learned SO much.
I have had chickens since 2011, and they keep my 

life fun, especially since I lost my husband in 2019.
Thank you for a great publication.

Bernadette Gillings, Texas
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@chickenlibrarian

@accidentalcountryfolk

@chickenchikita

@17chickensandcounting

@chickps_creek

@bbfarmsorganic2014

Facebook @backyardpoultry Pinterest @poultrymagazine

Follow us here too!

FollowFlocks to

Tag your pictures with #backyardpoultrymag 
and you could be featured in our next issue!

Follow along with our chicken journey 
on Instagram: @backyardpoultrymag
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Ask the Expert
Ron Kean  
Extension Poultry Specialist
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Marissa Ames
Editor

Backyard Poultry magazine

Ask Our Poultry Experts about Your Flock’s Health, Feed, Production, Housing , and More
All-Access members can read hundreds of health questions and answers online and submit their questions directly to our 

experts through LIVE CHAT: backyardpoultry.iamcountryside.com/ask-the-expert/connect/

If you have health-related poultry questions, send them to us at Backyard Poultry, Attn: Ask the Expert, P.O. Box 566, 
Medford, WI 54451 or email to editor@backyardpoultrymag.com. All submissions will be considered for print publication.  
Please include your name and hometown with your questions, which should be as detailed as possible. Pictures help us  

answer questions, so please include those too!

Chickens Losing Feathers
I bought chicks in the spring: an Aus-

tralorp, Ameraucana, and a Barred Rock. 
I just finished building a Carolina coop, 
which they moved into November 19th. 
Although it was a bit stressful at first, 
they seemed to adjust well. I feed them 
freely NatureWise Hearty Hen (18% 
protein, soy-free), a couple of handfuls 
of five-grain scratch with boon worms, 
and a couple of handfuls of dried black 
soldier fly larvae. I have a dust bath with 
diatomaceous earth, dirt, and sand.

Back in September, I noticed the Barred 
Rock was kind of bald aft of the wings (I 
thought it maybe from the rooster that we 
culled). Now I notice those bald spots are 
about the size of a fist in both sides (she is 
highest in the pecking order). I find a lot 
of feathers on the floor of the hen house 
(from all three chickens). Would they be 
molting while the weather is so cold? I 
have checked for bugs and don’t find any.

Pat

Hi Pat,
Though December seems a little late to 

be molting, it can still happen, especially 
in warmer areas of the country. I’ve had 
chickens start molting in December, and 
I freaked out about how cold they would 
be, come January, but they were just fine. 
If you see the pin feathers starting to grow 
back, then it’s a molt, and you just need 
to keep them healthy, as you already are.

Some pests can cause feather loss but 

may not be visible. Mites are almost 
undetectable until they start causing 
problems, and winter is a time when they 
tend to get worse. Dusting for mites with 
approved poultry dust won’t hurt anyone, 
as long as you and they don’t breathe in 
the dust.

Certain worms can also cause feather 
loss, and a dust bath won’t prevent inter-
nal parasites. You would need a dewormer 
that you add to their water, which means 
treating your entire flock.

But the fact that you see all the feathers 
on the floor lets me think that it’s just a 
molt and nothing to worry about. Here is 
a great story about helping your chickens 
through molt. It also has a really good 
picture that shows healthy pinfeathers 
growing back on the tops of the wings.

backyardpoultry.iamcountryside.com/
feed-health/no-jolt-during-the-molt-
chicken-care-in-7-steps/

Good luck!
Marissa 

Thin Egg Shells
One of my hens (Ameraucauna) is 

laying thin-shelled eggs. She's about three 
years old and appears healthy. Normally 
she lays eggs with pretty thick shells. 
Over the last couple of weeks, they’ve 
gotten thin. I feed my hens Purina Layer 
and also have oyster shell available to 
them. Is there anything else I can do?

Thanks.
M. Booth

Since you are experiencing winter, 
mild as it is, I’m going to guess that 
her thin shells are a result of shorter 
daylight hours combined with the fact 
that she’s no longer a spring chicken. 
Also, since you don’t list a decline in 
feather quality or any problems with the 
rest of your flock, it sounds like you’re 
not dealing with parasites or illness at 
all. Two things you can do are 1) add a 
little cod liver oil over her food as a treat 
(or feed her cold-water fish like salmon 
and tuna), as the vitamin D3 helps her 
metabolize more calcium 2) add some 
other supplements that help reduce 
stress, such as apple cider vinegar in 
the water or brewer’s yeast sprinkled 
onto the food.

Marissa 

I already put apple cider vinegar in their 
water, but I'll try some of the other things 
you suggest. Thank you very much for 
the information.

Hen Changing to a Rooster?
I just read an article about hens that 

crow. I have a Rhode Island Red about 
four years old who has stopped laying 
eggs almost a year ago, and she crows like 
a rooster. Her comb and waddles do seem 
larger. She also has become aggressive at 
times to the other hens, especially when 
I put out food and snacks. Is it possible 
she has changed to a rooster?

Laura Giboney
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Hi Laura,
It sounds like she has undergone the 

spontaneous sex reversal that the story 
discusses. But is she a rooster? I guess 
that depends on your definition of a 
rooster. True roosters have two testes 
upon hatch, located inside their body 
and close to the spine. According to the 
story, “When a hen’s left ovary fails and 
sufficient testosterone levels are reached 
in her body, the hen’s dormant right-side 
gonad becomes activated. When the dor-
mant, right-side gonad is switched on, it 
develops into a male sex organ, called an 
ovotestis. Scientists have found that an 
ovotestis will produce sperm. A sexually 
reversed hen with a ‘turn-on’ ovotestis 
will actually try to mate with the other 
hens in the flock. There is conflicting 
information as to whether a hen that has 
undergone a spontaneous sex reversal and 
developed an ovotestis can sire offspring. 
At least one account of a sex-reversed 
hen fathering chicks exists on the web.” 
So not even scientists have yet agreed on 
whether this makes her a true “rooster” 
since she still doesn’t have the exact 
gonads that a natural rooster has, even if 
she may be able to perform all the duties 
of a rooster.

It’s a fascinating topic, for sure!
Marissa 

Editorial note: The story about spon-
taneous sex reversal can be found here: 
backyardpoultry.iamcountryside.com/
feed-health/spontaneous-sex-reversal-is-
that-my-hen-crowing/

Chickens Not Laying
I have six hens: a mix of Barred Rock, 

Rhode Island Red, and Cream Legbar.
They haven't started to lay at six 

months old. They live in a pen 20’x20’ 
and 6' high. It is fenced on three sides, 
covered over all the top. I have followed 
all recommendations concerning food. 
It's 95 degrees F during day. Not sure 
about sunlight. They're in the shade all 
day. Any ideas? Thank you in advance.

Dave

Hi David,
In reality, six months is about when 

heritage chickens start laying, though 
hybrids like Golden Comet may lay as 
early as four months. It could be that 
they’re just on the verge of producing, 
but the hot weather is enough of a stressor 

to hold them back a bit. It sounds like 
you have your bases covered as far as 
nutrition and a happy environment, so 
at this point, I would sit back and wait 
until it gets cooler, and hopefully, you 
will have an egg soon. When new pullets 
start, it’s often an Easter Egg hunt for the 
first month or so until they discover the 
nesting boxes, so don’t forget to check in 
any crevices or especially protected areas. 
Sometimes, they just drop a random egg 
on the ground.

Good luck!
Marissa 

Lash Egg
Hi, 
I went to collect eggs this afternoon and 

saw something in one of the nest boxes 
that wasn’t an egg. I picked it up, thinking 
it was a chunk of wood in the shavings. I 
immediately realized it was NOT wood, 
and I dropped it. I grabbed an exam glove, 
picked it up, and took it outside to have 
a closer look. At first, I thought it looked 
like a finger! Nope. I rolled it around and 
searched the recesses of my brain. Could 
it be a dreaded lash egg? And if it is, how 
on earth do I determine which of my nine 
hens laid it? Help! It’s kind of tan-col-
ored, rubbery, and approximately 2” long 
by ½” wide, and it’s in two segments.

Any thoughts would be appreciated. 
Thanks.

Sincerely,
Karen Carlson

Hi Karen,
Even without seeing it, I can almost 

certainly say it’s a lash egg. There isn’t 
much else that would deposit a similar 
object into a nest. Now your challenge is 
to see which hen laid it because she has 
an infection that could use some tending 
to. This may involve extreme vigilance 
for the next few days to match up new 
eggs with hens that were in the nesting 
boxes, to see who isn’t laying good eggs.

Good luck, and I hope you find the 
right hen!

Marissa 

Starting a New Business
I want to start a new business. My aim is 

to sell eggs to the community and shop. I 
really need someone to assist where to start, 
how, and what I must have to start. Please 
advise me. Thanking you in advance.

Mankgele DR

Hello,
We have some great resources that dis-

cuss marketing, packaging, and handling 
of the eggs for a successful business. I 
recommend these two great stories. This 
one talks about choosing the best eggs 
and where to sell them: backyardpoultry.
iamcountryside.com/eggs-meat/selling-
eggs-as-a-business-on-the-homestead/

And this one focuses on packaging and 
marketing: backyardpoultry.iamcoun-
tryside.com/eggs-meat/marketing-your-
farm-fresh-local-eggs/

Good luck with your business!
Marissa 

Liquid From Chicken's Mouth
I have an Ameraucana hen that's about 

four years old. Lately, I noticed that when 
she dips her head to eat, sometimes a 
cloudy liquid pours from her mouth. 
She's eating, but I think she's slowly 
losing weight. Her poops are small and 
usually loose.

Any help you could give me would be 
greatly appreciated. Thanks.

M. Booth, California

It sounds like sour crop, which is a 
yeast/fungal infection within the crop. 
Once it gets bad enough, it can affect 
health to the point of death. Though some 
people advocate helping the hen empty 
her crop, it’s not recommended by ex-
perts because doing it the wrong way can 
injure the chicken. The Merck Veterinary 
Manual recommends adding antifungal 
medication Nystatin to the feed.

Good luck!
Marissa 

Swollen Foot
My beautiful Big Rooster has injured 

his foot. There are no calluses or broken 
skin. He was fine when I let them out this 
morning, but later today his foot is very 
swollen and he is limping badly. I have 
no idea how to find a vet. Is there a way 
to look for one? I live in the Washington 
Tacoma area. How do I go about finding 
one? He is so sore. I hope to find someone 
to help him.

Barbara

Hi Barbara,
I’m sorry to hear he is in so much pain. 

Since you said there are no calluses or 
broken skin, I suspect he has an acute 
(temporary) injury, but it’s still causing 
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him a lot of trouble. The veterinary site 
vetswift.com is a great place to search for 
veterinarians that treat specific animals.

I hope your rooster heals soon!
Marissa 

Broken Eggs
I have laying hens that are from one 

year to two and a half years old. I have 
broken eggs, two or three every day.  I 
feed them free-choice laying pellets and 
mix in oyster shells. The shells on the 
eggs are soft and easily broken. Is there 
something else I need to give them?

Bill Littrell, Kentucky

Hi Bill,
Though offering oyster shell is the 

most highly recommended remedy for 
soft shells, here are some other reasons 
that shells may be soft:

• The hens are older. (This certainly 
doesn’t apply to your hens.)

• Their diet contains too much phos-
phorus. Cereal grains are known for high 
levels of phosphorus, so if you feed a lot 
of scratch grains, consider trading those 
for fresh, leafy greens or a very leafy 
bale of alfalfa hay. A good layer feed 
should already be balanced in regard to 
phosphorus levels.

• High temperatures — When it gets 
hotter than 90 degrees F (32C), they spend 
more energy trying to keep themselves 
cool, and shell integrity can weaken.

• Vitamin D3 deficiency — Vitamin 
D3 deficiency is most common in winter 
months as the hens are in the sunshine less, 
but can present at other times. Good sources 
of D3 include cold-water fish like salmon 
and tuna, cod liver oil, and egg yolks.

• Stressed-out hens — If something is 
constantly disturbing your hens, or they 
are just very excitable, that can affect 
normal egg production, and the shells can 
come out less-than-admirable.

• Infectious bronchitis — In the last 
six months, have any of your chickens 
exhibited runny noses or raspy breath? 
IB can affect the shell gland of even 
asymptomatic chickens.

As far as what you can give them, I 
recommend offering the oyster shell in a 
separate dish to the hens can choose to eat 
it only if they need it. You can also mash 
up their own yolks to feed back to them 
or give them canned tuna. You can also 
pour cod liver oil on their food (not too 

much, or it will upset digestion). Since 
winter is coming, if you choose not to put 
a light in the coop, their bodies will take a 
normal, seasonal break, and that may be 
just what they need for nutrition to reset 
so they can make strong eggshells again 
in the spring.

Good luck!
Marissa 

Chicken Troubles
I love your magazine. I have also writ-

ten to you before, and have been very 
happy at your quick response to my letter.

I have a flock of 40 chickens. They 
have access to plenty of space to roam 
and water and feed, but lately, I have 
been having some problems. My Buff 
Orpington, Sam, has been acting lethargic 
off and on for a few months now, but it 
lasted a little longer this past time. Do 
you know of anything she could have?

Also, my Frizzle Bantam Cochin, 
Sandy, is being picked on pretty bad … 
half her bottom is turning blue! I am sep-
arating her as soon as I have a coop open. 
Do you know what could be causing the 
change in skin color? Once I separate 
her is there anything that would increase 
feather growth and relax her? I would be 
very grateful for any help.

Rylee Shockey, Oregon

Hi Rylee, 
Though it’s tough to diagnose without 

a list of more symptoms, the thing that 
most catches my attention is how you say 
Sandy’s skin is turning blue. Backyard 
Poultry contributor Jeremy Chartier says 
this about cyanosis:

“Cyanosis is a bluish or purple coloring 
of the skin. The face, comb, and wattles 
are vascular (they have a lot of little veins), 
so the condition of these surfaces gives 
us an excellent gauge of how a chicken is 
circulating (moving blood) or saturating 
(absorbing oxygen). If a chicken is not 
saturating well, these surfaces turn blue.

This sign is not exclusive to respiratory 
infections in chickens because a cardiac 
deficiency can cause the same symptom. 
Just like facial swelling, you need to 
consider the combination of symptoms 
before making any conclusions. A bird 
displaying this sort of sign is experiencing 
hypoxia (lack of oxygen to the tissues of 
the body). Hypoxia in chickens can be 
expected to cause altered behavior and 
lethargy.”

This sounds scary, and it’s certainly not 
something to ignore. If the same thing is 
causing both Sandy’s blue skin and Sam’s 
lethargy, then I would take a look at envi-
ronmental issues that might be limiting 
their oxygen intake. How is the air around 
you? Is it smoky from wildfires? Is your 
coop overly dusty, or does it have too much 
ammonia that needs to be mitigated? Are 
the chickens showing any other symptoms 
of respiratory distress, such as panting, 
holding their beaks open more often than 
you think they should, or swollen faces?

If you notice any other symptoms, 
please let us know, and perhaps we can get 
to the bottom of this. And in the meantime, 
do your best to augment their environment 
and be sure they have good ventilation and 
that Sandy has some places in the coop 
where she can run and hide from the other 
hens so she can get a break!

Here is a great story that discusses ba-
sic nutrition in addition to why chickens 
need these hiding places: backyardpoul-
try.iamcountryside.com/chickens-101/
chicken-husbandry-five-welfare-needs/

Good luck!
Marissa 

Fertile Eggs
What is the difference between a roost-

er-fertilized egg and one not fertilized?
Dumont Gouge

Hi Dumont,
To determine if an egg is fertilized, 

you would either have to crack it open 
to see if there is a blastodisc (white dot 
on the yolk of an unfertilized egg) or a 
blastoderm (the white dot looks more like 
a donut), or you would need to incubate 
it for five days then candle it to see if 
veins have grown along the inside of the 
shell. Other than that, there is really no 
difference in shape, size, color, taste, or 
nutrition. (I add that last one because 
some people believe that fertilized eggs 
are more nutritious than unfertilized, but 
this is false.) Some vegetarians prefer to 
buy eggs from flocks with no roosters 
because there’s absolutely no chance that 
the eggs could have produced life.

I hope this helps!
Marissa 

Chick Food
I recently got some chicks from my 

local feed store (one Ameraucana, one 
Java, and two Leghorns). I bought some 
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Purina medicated feed for them, and I 
noticed the following on the package: 
Type C medicated feed. For the preven-
tion of coccidiosis where immunity to 
coccidiosis is not desired. Do you have 
any idea what that means?

M. Booth, Galt, California

Hi,
Great question! To understand that, 

let’s first talk about coccidia: there are 
many types of this protozoa, and most 
are species-specific, meaning the types 
that infect chickens won’t infect goats. 
But within those that infect chickens, 
there are also several different types. One 
type could reside on your property, but 
your chickens develop an immunity to it 
through exposure, so you don’t realize it’s 
there. However, if a friend with chickens 
visits and carries another type in on their 
shoes, your chickens could get sick since 
they don’t have an immunity to that one.

So why not let chicks develop an 
immunity? That would be a great idea, 
except tiny chicks are so sensitive to 
coccidiosis that they often die before 
they’re immune. Their little bodies just 
can’t take it. After the chicks are a week 
or two old, and their digestive systems 
are stronger, you can choose whether or 
not to transition to a non-medicated chick 
starter so they can develop that immunity 
that the rest of your flock enjoys. During 
this transition, though, watch the chicks 
closely for any sign that coccidia are 
causing deadly problems that could kill 
the chick before immunity is achieved.

I hope this helps!
Marissa 

Egg Laying Behavior
I am a new chicken keeper, and I have 

eight hens who are just reaching laying 
age. My first one to lay an egg (at 20 
weeks old) was an Australorp named Al-
pharetta. She laid one egg on September 
4th, then another on September 5th. Then 
the next day, she became very listless and 
unhappy-looking, with a pale comb. She 
was pumping her tail and going in and out 
of the nest box for long periods. 

We thought she might be egg bound, so 
we took her inside, fed her some water 
with calcium in it, gave her a warm bath 
to sit in for a while, and put her in a warm, 
private storage box for the night. I did put 
my finger in her vent and did not feel an 
egg right there, but I did feel a hard, egg-

shaped thing under her feathers at the low, 
rear part of her belly.

The next day, she was looking much bet-
ter. The hard thing was gone (but there was 
no egg to be found), she had pooped a bunch 
of times, her comb was regaining color, 
and she was perkier. We put her back into 
the coop with her sisters, and she has been 
fine ever since (today is September 14th).

So here is where I need help to figure 
out if something is wrong. She laid noth-
ing for a week after that. Then yesterday 
(September 13th), she laid two shell-less 
eggs. Today, another shell-less egg. Is she 
sick? Should we be worried? We have had 
plenty of calcium available to all the birds 
this whole time (oyster shell and ground-
up eggshells). I can't figure out if she is 
okay. Alpharetta is my favorite chicken, so 
any help you can give is SO appreciated.

Liz

Hi Liz,
I believe you were right that she was 

probably egg-bound but that she finally 
laid the egg. It might not have been a huge 
egg, but since she’s a first-timer, it still 
might have been bigger than her vent was 
ready to handle just yet. But where is the 
egg? Perhaps it broke, and the chickens 
ate it, which is very normal. The shell-less 
eggs and the periods of off-and-on laying 
are also normal for a new layer, as well.

When a hen first comes into production, 
her oviduct isn’t the productive conveyor 
system that it will become. It starts slow, has 
hiccups, sometimes fails to put a shell on the 
egg, sometimes produces double yolkers. If 
the hen is otherwise acting fine, I wouldn’t 
worry, especially if she is this young. Other 
chicken owners will tell you to add calcium, 
but in new layers, their calcium levels aren’t 
yet depleted, so that’s not the issue.

If Alpharetta continues to lay shell-less 
eggs after a good month, I suggest con-
sulting with a veterinarian to be sure it’s 
not something like infectious bronchitis 
or egg-drop syndrome, both of which 
don’t have cures, but most hens eventu-
ally do recover from both.

It sounds like you¹re doing everything 
right. Just consider that she’s new at this, 
and so is her oviduct.

Here is a great story on those weird eggs 
that we may see in our hens’ nesting boxes:

backyardpoultry.iamcountryside.com/
eggs-meat/why-hens-lay-weird-eggs/

Good luck!
Marissa 

Apple Cider Formula
What is the ratio for apple cider vin-

egar in chicken water?  I don’t want to 
overdo it and scare them away from water 
fountains.

Thanks for the help. You and your 
magazine have been a godsend to my wife 
and me over the last two years.

God bless,
Joe Gaitan

Hi Joe,
Longtime chicken owners usually 

advocate one tablespoon of apple cider 
vinegar (the real kind, not the flavored 
clear kind that’s actually made from corn) 
to one gallon of water. ACV is only for 
glass and plastic waterers, though, since 
the acid can degrade the metal.

This is where I jump in, for the sake of 
keeping Backyard Poultry factual, with 
the disclaimer that scientific studies have 
not yet shown any benefits of adding ACV 
to water. They have fully debunked the 
myth that ACV prevents parasites such 
as worms and coccidia, and they warn 
that leaning on ACV and ignoring proven 
measures can be negative to your flock’s 
health. But most of the veterinarians I 
have spoken to, regarding using ACV in 
conjunction with those proven measures, 
uphold, “Can’t hurt. Go ahead and try it.”

I hope this helps!
Marissa

Broody Hen
Hi, I have a broody hen and have never 

had hatched chicks before. Do they still 
need chick feed, and do they need to be 
separated from the rest of the flock? Any 
other tips you have would be appreciated. 
Thank you.

Cindy Britton

Hi Cindy,
Once the chicks hatch, they will need 

chick feed because any laying feed has 
too much calcium for the kidneys of 
non-layers. The mother hen can enjoy 
chick feed at that time, too, since she 
won’t be laying eggs. If the hen and 
chicks aren’t free-ranging where the 
chicks can eat tiny stones, they will also 
need chick grit. I prefer to isolate my hens 
while they brood, since other hens may 
try to enter the nest and bully the mom 
out, which can result in broken eggs. It’s 
also nice to give the hen a fully protected 
area so she can just concentrate on hatch-
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ing eggs instead of defending herself. 
Dog kennels work great, and if they’re 
large enough, you can enclose her for the 
entire time, opening it just long enough to 
clean out droppings and to refill food and 
water. Once all eggs have had a chance 
to hatch, you could put the mom back 
with the other hens, but I like to give her 
a few days to a few weeks to bond with 
the chicks first.

Good luck!
Marissa

Coop Design Help

I am finally ... finally finishing my 
“monument to management” chicken 
coop. I am an old hand at construction, 
so it is quite the palace. But I am new 
(or renewed from childhood) to chick-
ens. There does not seem to be a clear 
answer in terms of where the feeders 
and waterers go, inside the coop or out 
in the enclosed attached run. This is my 
“as-built” layout. There is a 3’x5’ picture 
window in the one side so the chicken 
coop has a well-lit natural environment. 
It is fully insulated and has HVAC. 
The walls on the interior are showing 
unfinished but they now have a “board 
and batten” finish with pine shiplap on 
the ceilings. The entire structure sits on 
cyclone fencing embedded in the ground 
with a 3’ perimeter. So even if something 
tunnels in, it can't go up.

Your wisdom would be greatly appre-
ciated! Any suggestions for things I have 
missed also appreciated.

Thanks.
Ken Lund

Hi Ken,
That coop looks like it’s going to be 

amazing, and we would love to see pic-
tures when it’s done.

The answer to where the feeders/wa-
terers go often depends on the owners 
themselves. Many owners place the feed-
ers in the run because they draw mice and 
owners don’t want mice inside the coop, 
and water in the run because it might 
spill and create humidity in the winter, 
increasing the chances of frostbite. But 
for those people that make automatic 
nipple-style waterers, they may depend 
on the heat inside the run to keep the 
system from freezing. Heated water bas-
es can keep a fount from freezing in the 
winter, but these can also be a fire hazard 
so should be kept away from bedding (so 
the run would be better for that, too). If 
the run isn’t covered, the weather might 
ruin chicken feed and increase waste, so 
inside the coop might be better. Those 
waste-reducing feeder tubes made from 
PVC pipe could cut down on weather 
damage and spillage, so those might go 
either inside or outside. So, I guess the 
answer would be to look at your area 
(weather patterns, potential for pests 
like mice and squirrels to get the feed) 
and your plans for the coop (with all that 
insulation, you probably want to reduce 
humidity as much as possible, and you 

wouldn’t want water leakage to damage 
your hard work).

I hope this helps!
Marissa 

Chicken With Split Beak
My neighbor has a hen that is about 

seven to eight months old and just no-
ticed her beak is split in half. Is there 
anything she can do to help her? She is 
not sure when or how this happened, and 
currently trying to find out if she is eating 
or drinking yet?

Kindly,
Renée Lenzi

Hi Renée,
The good news is that, since the beak 

has to last her entire life, it grows out just 
like our fingernails do. So, if you can keep 
it from splitting further and snagging on 
anything, she can eventually grow all that 
damage out.

First, if that crack is up super high, you 
need to keep it from cracking further. It 
sounds like it’s up in the quick (the living 
portion of the beak). First, have someone 
restrain the chicken since she is NOT 
going to agree that she needs to have 
this done. Wrapping her in a towel and 
holding her wings against her body works 
great. Then clean the beak very well 
with soap and water, dry it thoroughly, 
then mend it. Though I’ve used super-
glue to mend chicken wounds together, 
I recommend a surgical glue for a beak 
because it’s less toxic. (If you can’t find 
surgical glue, then super glue will work in 
a pinch, but not preferable when it comes 
to something that will be on the chicken’s 
mouth.) Put a dot of glue at the top of the 
crack and hold the beak firmly until the 
glue is set. This may take a while, and be 
careful not to glue yourself to the bird.

After you have stopped the beak from 
splitting further, trim away any excess 
beak. The chicken does this naturally by 
scraping it against rocks because, like I said, 
it constantly grows the way fingernails do. 
So, use fingernail clippers and trim as you 
would with fingernails: gently clip away 
parts that are translucent on the very tips, 
but don’t clip up into the pinker areas. After 
that, use a fingernail file to smooth away 
any jagged edges which might catch on 
something and re-open that crack.

This story contains great information 
regarding where to trim and how much 
you can trim (only the last 1/5) before 
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hitting that quick: backyardpoultry.
iamcountryside.com/feed-health/how-
to-trim-chicken-beaks-claws-and-spurs/

Keep an eye on that crack, replacing the 
glue if it seems to peel/wear away, and trim-
ming away the excess as the beak grows out.

If she is having trouble eating, isolate 
her with a gentle friend, so she has far 
less competition for food, and keep a 
nice crumble available so she won’t have 
problems eating it.

Regarding preventing this from happen-
ing again: Some chickens’ beaks are more 
problematic than others, so your neighbor 
may need to keep an eye on the beak for 
the rest of the hen’s life. The same diet that 
helps chickens during molt can help beak 
growth since both feathers and beaks are 
made of the protein keratin. Give her higher, 
good-quality protein, but not too much, as 
too much can cause gout. A grower feed 
or a game bird feed has more protein, plus 
supplying oyster shell free-choice can take 
care of any calcium that the feed is missing.

I hope this helps! Good luck!
Marissa

Chicken Feed
Hello, I am trying to find a healthy 

chicken feed for my girls. I have been 
using Home Grown Layer Crumbles, a 
no soy, no corn which is supposed to be 
a non-GMO product. I noticed on the 
ingredient label that it has processed grain 
by-products in it, is this a healthy choice, 
or do I need to go organic? What do you 
recommend?

Thanks,
Bob Sharrocks, Virginia

Hi Bob,
Great question! “By-products” in foods 

are often a manufacturer’s way of cutting 
costs for both themselves and the consum-
ers by avoiding waste. In human foods, that 
often means unmentionable leftovers from 
the beef and pork industry, stuffed into hot 
dog skins for swift consumption by an 
unwitting eater. But with poultry food, it’s 
not as nefarious. These grain by-products 
can mean spent grains from breweries, 
which still have a lot of nutrients, includ-
ing cancer-fighting phenolic compounds. 
Here is a study on the nutritional value 
of spent grains: onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/full/10.1111/1750-3841.13794. Other 
grain by-products can increase health for 
chickens, such as leftover bran and hull 
from milling wholegrain wheat into white 

flour, removing the most nutritious parts of 
the whole grain for humans’ detriment but 
your birds’ benefit. No matter by-products 
the manufacturer adds, they are required 
to list the nutrition on the bag’s label, so 
in the end, that label can help you decide.

When it comes to whether you should go 
organic, these grain by-products can still be 
organic while being by-products, such as 
if they were leftover from making organic 
beer or organic white flour. The organic ar-
gument here is a whole different topic since 
that would discuss the use of pesticides and 
GMOs rather than when the grains were 
first milled, and for what purpose.

One benefit of using these by-products 
is that it does keep the cost low for you, 
especially when the grain farmers expe-
rience setbacks such as drought or the 
derecho winds. A short supply of grain 
can serve two purposes, rather than go-
ing straight into your chickens’ feed and 
boosting the price you pay at the store.

I hope this helps!
Marissa

Thank you, Marissa. Your response is 
a big help and the article you sent about 
brewers spent grain (BSG) was very en-
lightening. I can now make an informed 
decision on what feed to buy.

Thanks again,
Bob

Bananas For Chickens
My chickens have available to them all 

the bananas (without the skins) they can 
eat. Is this ok?

Sandra

Hi Sandra,
Overall, there is nothing wrong with giv-

ing bananas to chickens, and they provide 
some nice carbohydrates and nutrients 
to your flock. The only caution I would 
add is to be sure the chickens also eat an 
adequate amount of their regular feed, 
since a good poultry feed is balanced to 
include everything the chicken needs and 
if they eat too much of a different food 
then they are deviating from this nutrition. 
But considering bananas’ texture, I find 
that chickens only eat so much of them 
anyway, so you shouldn’t need to worry.

Marissa

Thank you so much for your reply. It is 
just what I was hoping to hear.

Sandra

New  
coop 
lights!
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This little chick is one month old and her name is Pickle. 

She is a crowd favorite. She is the smallest of the flock 

and very friendly. — Alanna Douglas, Ontario, Canada

Our flock eating their  morning Grubblies in front of their supervisor, Diesel.  — Karen England, Virginia

I currently raise 

a small flock of 

Silkies. They’re 

super docile and 

love cuddles. 

They are the 

best moms and 

of course SUPER 

fluffy! What 

is there not to 

love about this 
breed?   

— Courtney 

Powell, Ohio

A beautiful sample of eggs from about a year ago. My 
Shelly, a rescued chick, is too old now to lay her blue 
eggs. I miss them. — Sherry Robichaux, Louisiana
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Our Mixed (Motley) Crew  Band: Easter Egger, D’Uccles, 

and Barred Rock — Amber Beaulieu, Connecticut

My Silkie rooster in mid-crow. — Ellen Warren, Minnesota

My Barred Rock (Plymouth Rock) hen, Thelma, seems to enjoy taking comfort to the patio furniture as much  as I do. — Sandra Sheppard, Pennsylvania

On coop cleaning day our chickens  

found a more comfortable place to roost. 

— Richard Burzynski, New York
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By Lacey Hughett

THE FACTS:
What is it? A respiratory disease caused by mold spores.  
Causative Agent: Most often, the mold species Aspergillus 

fumigatus, but can be caused by other molds as well.  
Incubation period: 2-5 days. 
Disease duration: Usually acute, but can become chronic. 
Morbidity: Noncontagious, though birds in the same living 

condition will also be at risk.  
Mortality: High. 
Signs: Difficulty breathing, fever, lack of appetite, weight 

loss, and listlessness.   
Diagnosis: Through clinical presentation and gross lesions 

mainly, but a histological examination of fungal elements ob-
served in the lungs and air sacs is more definitive. 

Treatment: None. 

THE SCOOP:
Aspergillosis, also known as mycotic pneumonia, is a fun-

gal disease resulting from the inhalation of mold spores. This 
disease can affect most animals, including humans. Spores are 
inhaled from contaminated bedding, feed, dust, or even air ducts 
and hatching equipment. Once inhaled, the mold aggressively 
attacks the respiratory tract of the host, causing an array of nasty 
but expected symptoms.

Any kind of inhaled pathogen can cause inflammation in the 
lungs, which is going to lead to mucous production and difficulty 
breathing. Birds will pant rapidly with an open mouth. Once the 
host’s immune response recognizes an infection, body temperature 
rises. Fevers occur when the host is attempting to kill off the patho-
gen because higher body temperature is often enough to handle 
many infections; however, this is not the case with aspergillosis.  

Animals struggling to breathe naturally expend extra energy, 
and soon the host will not seek out food or activity as it attempts 
to fight off the infection. Increased metabolic demands, coupled 
with a lack of appetite, bring about rapid weight loss.  

Young birds during the first few weeks of life are infected 
more often, leading to the third moniker of this disease: brood-
er’s pneumonia. Chicks are more at risk not only because of an 
immature immune system, but because they are in environments 
where these molds are most likely to grow. Brooders are warm, 
often humid, and high in ammonia from feces, creating a great 
environment for the mold to flourish.  

Aspergillosis

Older birds who are exposed to the disease are more likely 
to survive, but as a result are also more likely to develop the 
chronic form of the disease. The chronic form can exhibit as 
the typical respiratory complications with added blindness and 
neurological issues. Generally, the acute form only causes these 
complications if the spore exposure load is high. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
Wear a mold respirator or mask 
while handling infective materials. 
Since it is possible for people to get 
this disease, precautions need to be 
taken to prevent human infection.
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ALL COOPED UP is a collaboration between 
medical professional Lacey Hughett and poultry 
specialist at University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Sherrill 
Davison. Every "All Cooped Up" publication has 
been vetted by Dr. Davison.

A postmortem examination is done at home or by a vet and 
will reveal grey or yellow plaque and nodules in the lungs and 
air sacs, and in severe cases in the trachea. These will be visible 
to the naked eye and grow as large as a few centimeters. The 
plaque may also be seen in the intestines and liver. The lungs 
may seem congested and swollen.  

Aspergillosis does not spread between birds, but several 
members of the flock can get this disease at once. Environmental 
factors are the largest cause of this disease followed by food 
quality. Not cleaning the coop often or well enough can help the 
mold grow, as well as poor ventilation and wet environments. 
When bird feed is stored long term or in an unprotected area, 
it can get wet; mold may also form.  

If an outbreak occurs in a brood of meat birds meant for 
consumption, infected chicks may appear to recover or not 
have the disease at all, only for owners to find signs of it during 
processing. If a bird has any signs of this disease, they are not 
safe for eating, and the meat should be disposed of safely.  

There is no clinically effective treatment for aspergillosis. 
Most generally in chickens, the bird succumbs to the infection 
or spontaneously recovers. Supportive therapy is helpful for 
recovery, and practices such as separation, removal from the 
environment, stress reduction, and encouraging hydration can 
have a positive impact on the bird. Once they have respiratory 
symptoms, however, survival is rare.

In addition to supportive therapy, pet birds have seen some 
benefits with added fluids and antifungal drugs. However, this 
type of treatment is costly and prolonged and is generally not 
a viable option for farmers unless the birds are valuable or 
beloved pets. Most vets won’t treat poultry, only “pet” birds 
like parrots. Preventing re-exposure to the mold will increase 
the chances of survival.  

To reduce the severity of the outbreak and the worsening 
of already infected birds, remove all birds from the area to a 
new, clean living space. Clean the old area of any bedding and 
thoroughly disinfect feeders and waterers with something that 
kills spores. Cleaners that specifically kill mold spores can be 
found online and in some stores; search or ask for a fungicidal 
disinfectant safe for animals.  

While cleaning a contaminated area, take care not to create 
clouds of dust. Move any animals from the area, including dogs 
and other pets. Wear a mold respirator or mask while handling 
infective materials. Since it is possible for people to get this dis-
ease, precautions need to be taken to prevent human infection. If 
symptoms occur in any human exposed, get medical attention.  

If an outbreak happens with a batch of chicks, the brood will 
have to be moved to an entirely new area and given supportive 
care to minimize losses. Incubators are a huge source of mold 
spores when they haven’t been cleaned appropriately between 
hatches. In addition to clean incubating and hatching equipment, 
good husbandry is key.  

Some hatcheries and owners choose to wash their eggs prior 
to incubation. This is optional, but ensure that eggs are other-
wise clean and damage-free before incubating them. Eggs can 
become contaminated and burst in the incubator, spreading a 
multitude of organisms and pathogens into the hatching space. 

For maintenance practices, rotate water and food dishes fre-
quently to allow the ground to dry out and stay clean. Develop 
a cleaning schedule for the coops and equipment and sanitize 
incubators between hatches. Never feed birds moldy, wet, or 
otherwise contaminated feed. Uneaten food should be disposed 
of. If storing chicken feed, do so in a dry area that is protected 
from rodents and the elements.  

Like many diseases, aspergillosis can be mostly prevented 
through good practices and biosecurity. If you think you might 
have an outbreak, good luck and reach out for help if needed 
through Backyard Poultry’s Ask the Expert feature. 

Environmental factors are the 
largest cause of this disease 
followed by food quality. Not 
cleaning the coop often enough 
can help the mold grow, as well 
as poor ventilation and wet 
environments.
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By Lacey Hughett

THE FACTS:
What is it? A respiratory disease 

caused by mold spores.  
Causative Agent: Most often the mold 

species Aspergillus fumigatus, but can be 
caused by other molds as well.  

Incubation period: 2-5 days. 
Disease duration: Usually acute, but 

can become chronic. 
Morbidity: Noncontagious, though 

birds in the same living condition will 
also be at risk.  

Mortality: High. 
Signs: Difficulty breathing, fever, lack 

of appetite, weight loss, and listlessness.   
Diagnosis: Through clinical presenta-

tion and gross lesions mainly, but a his-
tological examination of fungal elements 
observed in the lungs and air sacs is more 
definitive. 

Treatment: None. 

THE SCOOP:
Aspergillosis, also known as mycotic 

pneumonia, is a fungal disease resulting 
from the inhalation of mold spores. The 
spores may come from contaminated 
bedding, feed, dust, or even air ducts and 
hatching equipment. 

Once inhaled, the mold causes lung 
inflammation, which leads to mucous 
production and difficulty breathing. Birds 
pant rapidly with an open mouth, and 
body temperature rises. Animals strug-
gling to breathe naturally expend extra 
energy. Increased metabolic demands, 
coupled with a lack of appetite, bring 
about rapid weight loss. Neurological 

Aspergillosis

symptoms may present due to especially 
high spore exposure.  

It more often infects birds in the first 
few weeks of life, leading to brooder’s 
pneumonia. Chicks have immature im-
mune systems, and their brooders are 
warm, often humid, and high in ammonia 
from feces, creating a great environment 
for the mold to flourish.  

While more likely to survive, older 
birds are also more likely to develop 
chronic aspergillosis, exhibiting respi-
ratory complications plus blindness and 
neurological issues. 

Postmortem examinations reveal grey 
or yellow plaque and nodules in the lungs 
and air sacs, and in severe cases in the 
trachea. These will be visible to the naked 
eye and as large as a few centimeters. 
Plaque may also appear in the intestines 
and liver. Lungs may seem congested 
and swollen.  

Aspergillosis does not spread between 
birds. Environmental factors are the 
largest cause — dirty/wet coops and 
poor ventilation — followed by wet/
moldy food.  

Infected meat chicks may appear to re-
cover or be asymptomatic, only for owners 
to find signs during processing. Birds with 
aspergillosis are not safe for eating and the 
meat should be disposed of safely.  

There is no clinically effective treat-
ment for aspergillosis. The bird succumbs 
to the infection or spontaneously recov-
ers. Supportive therapy such as sepa-
ration, removal from the environment, 
stress reduction, and encouraging hydra-

tion can aid in recovery. Once they have 
respiratory symptoms, however, survival 
is rare. Pet birds have seen some benefits 
with added fluids and antifungal drugs, 
but treatment is costly and prolonged 
and is generally not a viable option for 
farmers. Preventing re-exposure to mold 
increases chances of survival.  

To reduce outbreak severity, move all 
birds to a new, clean living space. Remove 
old bedding and thoroughly disinfect 
feeders and waterers with a fungicidal 
disinfectant safe for animals.  

While cleaning a contaminated area, 
take care not to create clouds of dust. 
Move all animals from the area and wear 
a mold respirator or mask. This disease 
can affect most animals, including hu-
mans. If symptoms occur in any human 
exposed, seek medical attention.  

For outbreaks involving chicks, move 
the brood to a new area and give support-
ive care to minimize losses. Inappropri-
ately cleaned incubators are a huge source 
of mold spores. Sanitize incubators 
between hatches and ensure that eggs are 
clean and damage-free before incubating. 

In coops, rotate water and food dishes 
frequently to allow the ground to dry out. 
Develop a cleaning schedule for the coops 
and equipment. Never feed birds moldy, 
wet, or otherwise contaminated feed. 
Dispose of uneaten food. Store chicken 
feed in a dry area protected from rodents 
and the elements.  

Like many diseases, aspergillosis can 
be mostly prevented through good prac-
tices and biosecurity. 
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By Rita Heikenfeld

Shakshuka. “All mixed up.” A perfect meaning of a 
North African/Middle Eastern combo of poached eggs, 
tomatoes, onions, spices, and cheese. That’s because 

shakshuka is adaptable to just about any ingredients on hand. 
Think of the recipes I’m sharing almost like blank canvases. 
If you have tomatoes and eggs, you’ve got the base for an 
easy and really delicious meal for any time of day. 

Shakshuka is a much-loved specialty for Hanukkah, as well. 
Make it mild tasting, spicy, or bitingly hot — you choose!

Get where I’m going here? Let your creative juices flow. 
Yummy with warm pitas or flatbread for dunking into 

eggs and sauce.

Shakshuka
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Brinsea Products – bringing innovation 
to chicken keepers for over 40 years!

ChickSafe Eco and Advance
automatic coop door openers…

protect your birds when you can’t

µ  Brinsea have re-designed the coop door opener 
from scratch. The NEW ChickSafe Eco and 
Advance patented designs have only one moving 
part and no mechanical switches for the ultimate 
rugged reliability and ease of use.

µ  A tough two-piece alloy door 
is also available.

Prices from $99.99

Visit www.brinsea.com
or call 1 888 667 7009 for details

Prices from $99.99

NEW

SHAKSHUKA WITH VEGETABLES, 
GREENS, AND GOAT CHEESE

If finishing in oven, use an ovenproof 
skillet. No goat cheese? No worries. Just 
about any cheese works. This is a warm, 
not-too-spicy-tasting shakshuka. My 
students love this version.

 
Ingredients
• ¼ cup or so extra virgin olive oil
• 1 real large onion, chopped or thinly 

sliced
• 1 large red or other bell pepper, 

chopped or thinly sliced
• 1 tablespoon garlic, minced 
• 1 teaspoon sweet paprika or to taste
• 1¼ teaspoons cumin or to taste
• Cayenne to taste (start with 1/8 

teaspoon)
• 28 oz. diced or whole Italian tomatoes 

with juice, smooshed fairly small 
• 2 cups, 8 oz. goat cheese, divided into 

1½ and ½ cups
• Salt and pepper
• 6 eggs, room temperature
• Seasonal greens, chopped (optional 

— a good handful)
• Chopped cilantro (or other herbs) and 

hot sauce for garnish

Tips from Rita’s Kitchen 
Not a fan of finishing shakshuka in the oven?
Place a lid or foil on pan and finish cooking on top of stove.

Instructions
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees F.
2. Heat oil in a large skillet over 

medium heat. (I used a 12” sauté.)
3. Add onion and bell pepper and cook 

at a gentle simmer until soft, about 20 
minutes. 

4. Add garlic and spices and cook a few 
minutes more.

Pour tomatoes in, give it a stir, and 
simmer until they’ve thickened, about 
10 minutes or so. 

5. Gently stir in 1½ cups cheese. Leave 
some lumps in. Season with pepper. 

6. Stir in greens.
7. Make six indentations with the back 

of a large spoon for the eggs. Crack one 
egg into each of the indentations. 

8. Place skillet in oven and bake until 
eggs are set, six to 10 minutes. Don’t 
overcook. (If you like yolks runny, check 
at about five minutes.) 

9. Sprinkle with cilantro, the rest of the 
cheese, and hot sauce.
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8. Cover and cook until whites are set but yolks are still runny, 
rotating the skillet halfway through, about five to eight minutes.

9. Remove from heat, sprinkle with feta and parsley, and 
drizzle with a bit more oil.

PITA BREAD: SOFT OR CRISP?  
YOU DECIDE

Preheat oven to 350-375 degrees F. 
Crispy edges: Brush lightly with olive oil on top.
Wrap in foil and heat 10 minutes or so until hot.
Steaming hot and soft:
Take a piece of parchment paper large enough to wrap pitas 

(in stacks of three). Scrunch it up and wet under the tap. Shake 
off excess water and smooth it out.

Wrap around pitas all the way to the bottom and tuck in sides. 
Heat on baking sheet in oven, 10 minutes or until hot.

SIDES TO SERVE WITH SHAKSHUKA
Hummus, tzatziki, marinated olives

MARINATED OLIVES
These need to be done ahead but are good keepers in the 

refrigerator.

Ingredients
• 1 pound of mixed olives, pitted if possible, 2 cups or so
• 1/3 cup extra virgin olive oil
• 3 tablespoons red wine vinegar or to taste
• 2 bay leaves
• 2 cloves garlic, minced
• ½ teaspoon dried thyme
• ½ teaspoon dried fennel seed, rosemary, or favorite herb
• Lemon juice to taste

Instructions
1. Put everything except olives and lemon juice in a saucepan. 

Bring to a simmer, then remove from heat and add lemon juice. 
The mixture will taste a bit strong.

2. Put olives in a jar and pour marinade over. Shake.
3. Refrigerate an hour or so or up to three weeks. Remove 

bay leaves and serve.

SHAKSHUKA WITH HARISSA, VEGETABLES, AND 
FETA

Christopher Kimball came to Cincinnati early this year to 
promote his cookbook: Milk Street, the New Rules. I chatted 
with him after a book signing. Chris and I have been telephone 
“colleagues” for years, and his recipe for shakshuka is so good. 
It calls for harissa, a spicy red chili paste. Find harissa in the 
international section. I’ve adapted his recipe only slightly.

Ingredients
• ¼ cup extra virgin olive oil
• 2 large red or yellow bell peppers, sliced thin or chopped
• 1 medium red onion, thinly sliced
• Jalapeno chilies, thinly sliced, to taste (start with 1 large 

or 2 small)
• Salt and pepper to taste
• ¾ cup water
• Harissa to taste — start with 1/3 cup
• 2 cups cherry or grape tomatoes, halved, or equivalent 

regular tomatoes, chopped
• 6 large eggs
• 1 heaping cup crumbled feta cheese
• Handful parsley, chopped fine

Instructions
1. Heat oil over medium-high heat in 12” nonstick skillet 

until shimmering. 
2. Add peppers, onion, and salt and pepper. Cook until onion 

is golden, about 5 minutes. 
Stir in ¾ cup water and reduce to medium.
3. Cover and cook, stirring occasionally, until vegetables have 

softened, about 5 minutes.
4. Stir in harissa and half of the tomatoes. 
5. Bring to a simmer over medium high and cook, uncovered, 

stirring occasionally, until thickened. The spatula will leave a 
trail when drawn through. This takes just a few minutes.

Scatter rest of the tomatoes over sauce. Taste and season.
6. Reduce to medium-low, and using the back of a large 

spoon, make six evenly spaced indentations into the sauce, 
each about 2” large.

7. Crack one egg into each indentation, then season.

Marinated olives.
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ISRAELI-STYLE HUMMUS
Easy, healthful, and so tasty alongside the 

shakshuka.

Ingredients
• 2 cans chickpeas, drained but not rinsed
• 2 cloves garlic, chopped, or more to taste
• 1 generous teaspoon salt or to taste
• Dash cayenne pepper powder or to taste
• ¾ to 1 cup tahini (sesame seed paste)
• ¾ cumin or to taste
• 2-4 tablespoons lemon juice
• Water as needed
• Paprika, chopped parsley, olive oil for garnish 

(optional)

Instructions
1. Place chickpeas, garlic, salt, and cayenne in food processor. 

Process until as smooth as you like. 
2. Add tahini, cumin, and lemon juice. Process until well 

blended. 
3. Add a little water as needed to loosen up the mixture just a 

bit. You won’t need much, so start with a couple of tablespoons. 
Blend again and place in a bowl, make a swirl with a spoon, 
and garnish. 

A s k  f o r  R e d  L a k e  E a r t h ®  a t  y o u r  l o c a l  F a r m  a n d  F e e d  S t o r e s .

• Food Chemical Codex Grade 

• Non-Calcined Diatomaceous Earth

• GRAS (Generally Recognized As Safe) 

• OMRI® Listed for use in all organic production

w w w.absorbentproduc ts.com

R L E

I t ’s the little things... that matter.

Absorbent Products Ltd. is a research 
based company that seeks and 
utilizes the opportunities that science 
provides in the creation of our 
mineral based products.  To research 
studies and articles on Diatomaceous 
Earth and other minerals please go to 
researchdiatomaceousearth.com.

Tol l  Free 1 .800.667.0336

 is registered for use for further manufacturing in animal feed.
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You know those nights, the ones 
when you forgot to plan for 
dinner. “In-a-pinch meals” are 

quickly becoming my favorite meals. 
Even when I plan them out. Because 
they are simple. Fairly quick. And full of 
flavor. This one is an “in-a-pinch" meal 
I’ve been baking up since my early 20s. 
Back before I was a mama of four. It’s 
easily adjustable to feed a few or feed a 
crowd. This is the “feed a crowd” size. I 
sure hope you enjoy it, be it in a pinch or 
planned ahead. 

BREADED CHICKEN ALFREDO BAKE

Ingredients:
• 4-6 pieces panko-crusted chicken 
tenderloins (cooked and cubed)
• 16 oz bowtie pasta 
• 28 oz can diced tomatoes 
• 16 oz roasted garlic alfredo sauce 
• 3 cups shredded mozzarella cheese
• 1 cup shredded Romano cheese
• Pepper to taste

Instructions: 
Cook pasta as directed on package.
In a large mixing bowl, stir together 

cooked pasta, alfredo sauce, diced toma-
toes, cooked cubed panko-crusted chick-
en, and three cups mozzarella cheese. 

Pour mixture into a greased 9x13 baker.
Top with one cup Romano cheese. And 

bake for 15 minutes. 

Breaded Chicken 
Alfredo Bake

The Farm Girl’s Guide to Preserving the Harvest

How to Can, Freeze,  
Dehydrate, and Ferment Your  

Garden’s Goodness

This guide takes home preservers 
through the beginning, moderate, and 
advanced stages of preserving. New-
comers can start with a simple jam 
and jelly recipe using a hot water bath 
canner, while others may be advanced 
enough to have mastered the pressure 
canner and are ready to move onto cur-
ing and smoking meat and fish.

With more than 30 delicious and 
healthy recipesand Ann’s expertise and 
encouragement, the home preserver 
will build confidence in the most com-
mon methods of preserving.

By Ann AccettA-Scott

iamcountryside.com/shop ~ 970-392-4419
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By Kenny Coogan

Homesteading Poultry 
Hacks for 2021

We reached out to some of the most popular YouTubers to get the best 
2021 homesteading hacks for raising poultry. Whether you’re a veteran 
or just getting into the hobby, these tips will increase your productivity 

and efficiency. 

Jason Smith: Cog Hill Farm
Our chickens just love fresh fruits and vegetables. One hack we love is getting 

fresh produce from our local market.  Ask your local markets what they do with 
their discarded produce. What we found is that our local market would discard any 
produce that looked ugly or was a day or two from being past its “Best Sell” date. 
They let us have it for our chickens, for free. This means our chickens get fresh fruits 
and vegetables all year round, and it cost us nothing but our time. Generally, your big 
box stores will not do this, but we’ve found that your locally owned markets or even 
the vendors at the farmers markets probably will. Just be sure you inspect anything 
you give to your chickens, and to research what your chickens can and cannot eat 
before feeding them any produce.

Cog Hill Farm.
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Justin Rhodes
Chickens act like they’re starving all 

the time! But don’t be fooled. One might 
say savage. Others might liken them to 
pigs with feathers. They are biologically 
wired to pig out (to constantly stay full) 
because they don’t know when or where 
their next meal will come from. They’re 
survivors. I know you’ve fed them 
faithfully for that last 1,000 days. Still, 
they don’t trust you. It’s either that or 
they’re experiencing a major case of bird 
brain and forgetting. I think it would be 
cooler to say they’re gangster, not dumb, 
so let’s go with that. 

Here’s a couple of hacks to keep your 
wallet in your pocket. Hack #1: Ration 
their feed to 1/3 pound of feed (dry weight) 
a day per chicken. That’s all they need. 
They’ll eat more, but they’ll also drop 
production the fatter they get. Hack #2: 
Cut your feed 15% by tomorrow by 
simply taking a day’s ration and putting 
it in a bucket. Then, cover the feed with 
water until your water is at least 4” over 
the feed. Leave it till morning, then strain 
off the water and feed that soaked feed. 
Just by soaking those grains, you’ve 
broken down anti-nutrients and made 
that feed 15-25% more digestible. And 
remember, I’ve got your back.

Al Lumnah: Lumnah Acres
My favorite hack for raising happy, 

healthy chickens is to raise them in a 
moveable coop. Chickens love to eat 
grass and insects. Allowing your chickens 
to eat grass and insects keeps them from 
getting bored and makes for tastier eggs. 
The yolks get so orange when they can 
forage. The other benefit is that they will 
fertilize your lawn for you while they 
are eating your insects and making the 
best eggs. 

If you can’t have a moveable coop, then 
you could have an enclosed run for them. 
When we lived in the suburbs, we would 
bring our chicken the grass clippings 
along with the leaves that we would rake 
up. The other nice thing with chickens 
is that they are omnivores. So, there is 
no need to throw away your food scraps 
anymore. Just feed them to your chickens, 
and they will love you forever.

Melissa Norris: Pioneering Today                    
Our chickens not only provide us 

with farm fresh pastured eggs, but they 
help improve our pasture for us as well. 

Lumnah Acres.
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Due to a large number of natural predators where we live, we quickly learned free-
ranging was disastrous to our flock (18 chickens killed by a pack of coyotes in two 
days). However, we wanted our chickens to be able to eat bugs, grass, and clover, 
and enjoy fresh pasture while still staying safe. With busy schedules and sometimes 
nasty weather, we didn't want to run out every night and transfer them to the coop. 
We came up with a chicken tractor/coop combo hack. We built an A-frame coop 
that sits on top of an 8’x10’ rectangular chicken tractor. The water and feed buckets 
hang from hooks so they stay clean and I don't have to climb in every time we want 
to move them to fresh grass. By rotating them around the pasture, they scratch up 
the top surface (this really helps with moss in our Pacific Northwest climate), their 
droppings help to fertilize the field for our cattle, and they're always on fresh grass. 
We've found this to be the perfect solution for both us and our hens.

Mark Valencia: Self Sufficient Me
When we first started homesteading and keeping poultry, in Australia in 2006, funds 

were tight so I made our initial poultry run/pen on the cheap by wrapping galvanized 
chicken wire around a dozen (or so) gum trees with a makeshift gate I hammered 
together out of old recycled 4x2. This kidney-shaped quick DIY job is still standing 
and in use today!

However, due to the pen perimeter being made from standard-sized chicken mesh, 
it could only ever be used as a poultry run throughout the day as pythons easily 
navigate the wire at night. Therefore, last year I decided to build a smaller but snake- 

Pioneering Today.

and predator-proof run directly off our 
chicken coop so that, if the chickens and 
ducks needed to be locked up for a period 
of time, they would still have a decent 
and safe area to roam until we were able 
to let them out into the free-ranging area.    

I sourced recycled and free materials 
to build our predator-proof rectangular 
chicken run from scratch. In the end, I not 
only saved money, but I had a lot of fun 
building our “over-engineered” poultry 
run that I’m certain our hens adore.   

My hack is: building a poultry run or 
chicken coop need not be an expensive 
off-the-shelf exercise. Some good chicken 
wire, a bunch of logs, and salvaged wood 
can be easily constructed to make a 
functional and safe home for your birds.     

Jason Contreras: Sow the Land
An easy chicken coop hack is to 

add wood chips around your backyard 
chicken coop. Add a thick layer of fresh 
wood chips in the chicken run once a 
week to prevent smells and keep the 
area sanitary for your backyard flock. 
You can find free wood chips from local 
landscapers and tree trimmers in your 
area. With the combination of chicken 
poop and wood chips you are also 
creating compost for your garden.

Jake Grzenda: White House on the 
Hill

Keep them mobile. Static chicken coops 
are a thing of the past. We have a large 
mobile chicken coop on a homemade 
trailer, four larger chicken tractors and 
three smaller chicken tractors. Getting 
chicks on grass as soon as possible is 
ideal. And keeping them on fresh grass 
and off of dirt is better for their health 
(fresh grass and bugs) and keeps them 
from getting bored and fighting with 
each other. 

Self Sufficient Me.
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By Janet Garman

Choosing the Best Chicken 
Coop Size for Your Flock

Thinking about the best chicken coop size for your flock? 
This requires evaluating a few factors. Obviously, a 
large flock packed in a small coop makes no sense. Did 

you know that a small flock in a large coop can also be the 
wrong choice?

Factors Influencing Coop Size
One size coop does not fit all. The factors that influence 

the best chicken coop size include the breeds of chickens, the 
number of chickens in the flock, community or HOA guidelines, 
and the size of your property.

Starting with property size, also think about the accessibility 
of your backyard. Buying a ready-made coop is a great option 
,but delivery might be a concern. If your property does not have 
access to the backyard because of other buildings or permanent 
fencing, it will take some modifications to deliver the coop. 

Build-it-yourself coop kits are usually on the small size. 
These are great in most backyard situations. For a small flock 
of three or four chickens, these tiny coops can be the perfect 
solution. Small coop kits are attractively designed, and easy to 
assemble. I recommend adding additional hardware cloth and 
latches to the kit. It is important to use the best chicken coop 
security features possible. 

What Breeds are Suited to a Small Coop?
Bantam breeds are smaller versions of larger chicken breeds. 

They lay eggs that are a little smaller but still delicious! These 
are often a perfect choice for a backyard flock. Up to six 
Bantams can exist comfortably in a small coop. Standard-size 
chickens can use a small coop for roosting at night, but it does 
not give them much room to move around during the day. 
In addition, cramped coop living can lead to pecking order 
issues and bullying. Small coops can only house two or three 
standard-size hens.

Homeowners Associations (HOA) and local ordinances may 
restrict the size of a backyard flock to a low number. Check 
with your local zoning board if you are thinking about raising 
chickens.

Benefits to a small coop include it being easy to clean. The 
coop part is usually above the included run. This limits the 
amount of bending you must do when gathering eggs or cleaning 
the nesting and roosting area. A drawback is that there isn’t 
much extra room for food and water during bad weather. We 
put our small coops inside a 10’x10’ chain-link enclosure and 
covered the top. This gives the flock more room to move about 
during the day, when we are working, and protects them from 
aerial predators.
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What is the Space  
Recommendation for the Best 
Chicken Coop Size?

If your chickens can be out of the 
coop, either free-ranging or in a chicken 
run for most of the day, the coop size 
recommendation is two to four square 
feet of space per chicken. If your flock 
needs to be confined regularly for longer 
periods of time, the recommendation is 
seven to eight square feet of space per 
bird.

When your chickens are cooped up 
for longer periods of time, the space per 
chicken should be increased. Although 
I do not recommend keeping chickens 
inside the coop as a rule, occasionally, 
there are extremes due to weather or 
predators that require more time cooped 
up. For this reason, I do not like to 
overcrowd my coops. 

Is a Medium Chicken Coop Just 
Right?

Medium-sized coops often resemble a 
garden shed or other outbuilding on the 
property. This size coop is perfect for a 
flock of 10 to 12 chickens. A medium-
size coop allows you to add a chicken or 
two occasionally without overcrowding. 
There may not be much space inside for 

long-term coop living, but there is space 
for food and water when it is necessary.

Cleaning a medium coop is harder than 
cleaning a small or large coop simply 
because you have less room to move 
around inside. Other than that, a medium 
coop can be the best chicken coop size for 
most chicken keepers.

When is a Large Coop the Best Coop 
Size?

When should you build or buy a large 
coop? 

1. You have over a dozen full-size 
chickens.

2. Your flock consists of some large-
breed chickens: Brahmas, Jersey Giants, 
Cochins, and others.

3. You are tired of building new 
structures to house your chicken-buying 
tendencies.

4. Plans for the future include acquiring 
more chickens or hatching more fertile 
eggs.

I love our largest coop. It is a redesigned 
garden shed and has plenty of room 
to move around. It is easier to clean 
because of this factor. The large coop is 
surrounded by a big fenced-in run. The 
chickens have access to the coop during 

the day for egg-laying, hiding from 
predators, or sheltering from the weather. 
This was our original coop on the farm 
and has served us well. Unfortunately, 
as chickens have died off, the flock has 
shrunk in size. 

Drawback to a Small Flock in a 
Large Chicken Coop

There is now a flock of 11 where there 
once were 30. In the summer, this is not 
a concern. In the winter, less body heat 
produced overnight and fewer chickens 
to huddle together on the roost may 
mean some birds get cold. Of course, we 
minimize drafts and bed the coop heavily 
to counter any heat loss. There will not 
be a problem this year, as a dozen new 
pullets will soon be calling the large coop 
their home.

Additionally, a large coop gives me 
flexibility on how to use the space. I 
have rearranged the coop many times. 
By adding a wire enclosure inside the 
coop, I was able to integrate pullets and 
let them safely meet the older hens. I 
have also housed our sturdy brooder in 
the coop, freeing up space in our feed 
and supply shed.

As with everything, having a flexible 
plan before you start is the best scenario. 
Buy or build the space you will need for 
your flock. The best chicken coop size 
will comfortably house your chickens 
and provide enough space and protection 
for them in the event of bad weather or 
other circumstances. The best coop for 
chickens does not mean a large palace 
for a flock of three backyard chickens. 
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Do Your Chickens Need Heat?
By Rebecca Sanderson

Every winter, chicken owners trying 
to do their best end up losing their 
coop and flock to a heat lamp 

fire. These devastating stories serve as a 
warning against heat lamps, yet people 
still use them. Some chicken owners 
will tell you that chickens never need a 
heat lamp while others swear by them. Is 
there a definite answer to the oft-asked 
question of whether or not chickens 
need heat in the winter? Well, there is 
no one answer because every situation is 
different. However, perhaps this article 
can help you decide if and how to heat 
your own chicken coop.

Why Heat Lamps are Dangerous
It seems that heat lamps are the first 

choice of many livestock owners who 
need additional heat. This is probably 
because they often have the lowest 
upfront cost (although not necessarily the 
lowest extended cost with electricity) and 
are offered in most feed stores. They have 
been commonplace for years, so many 
livestock and chicken owners accept that 
they are the answer even while knowing 
the danger. These heat lamps get very hot; 
hot enough to burn your skin if you brush 
up against them. It is no wonder that when 
combined with the dryness of straw or 
shavings and animal dander, a stray piece 
of straw or feather could easily combust. 
The design of these lamps is often not 
easy to secure in a stable way without 
being dangerously close to materials 
that could combust. There are simply too 
many ways in which these heat lamps can 

The Dangers of 
Heat  Lamps

fail, whether it be a drop of water causing 
the bulb to explode, a screw coming loose 
and sending hot parts crashing to the 
floor, or even as simple as extension cords 
overheating and causing fires. 

Another Argument Against Heat 
Lamps

According to some studies, chickens 
can have permanent eye damage when 
exposed to continuous light such as having 
a heat lamp on all night. This also applies 
to brooding chicks and the use of heat 
lamps with them. Continuous light is also 
believed to trigger aggression leading 
to more bullying and feather pecking. 
Although some suggest red heat lamp 
bulbs in order to lessen the effect on day/
night rhythms, eye problems were actually 
found to be worse with the red lights.

Do Chickens Need Heat?
There is a huge argument amongst 

chicken owners on whether or not 
chickens need supplemental heat during 
winter. One side states that chickens are 
descended from jungle birds and are 
therefore not built for cold temperatures. 
The other side states that farmers went 
without electricity and heat in their coops 
for hundreds if not thousands of years, so 
of course, the chickens don’t need heat. 
Neither side is 100% correct. 

Yes,  chickens were or iginal ly 
domesticated from birds that lived in the 
jungle areas of southeast Asia. However, 
that process began at least 2,000 years 
ago (some historians speculate up to 

10,000 years ago), and chickens have 
been selectively bred for various purposes 
since then. That is a very long time to 
selectively breed for certain qualities, 
including a much higher tolerance for 
cold than the chicken’s early ancestors. 
That being said, there are certainly 
some breeds of chicken that have been 
developed for colder climates and are 
much better suited to winter with below-
freezing temperatures. Breeds such as 
Silkies, Egyptian Fayoumi, and varieties 
such as Frizzles are not well-suited 
to cold weather. Due to their feather 
structure or even body type, they cannot 
insulate well enough. There are many 
cold-weather chicken breeds that thrive 
in winter and even keep laying eggs. They 
typically are larger-bodied with dense 
feather coverage and were developed in 
places with harsher winters. With proper 
coop design, they should be fine with 
most winter temperatures.

If these hardy breeds are not your style, 
then you will need to consider adding 
supplemental heat to your coop that is 
safe. Be aware that any electricity will 
add risks of your chickens pecking or 
even mice eating through a wire. This 
can also result in a coop fire. Make sure 
that any wires are well away from your 
chickens and out of the way of other 
gnawing critters. Radiant heat plates are 
quite safe and can be hung above the 
roosting area or set to the side. These 
may have a high upfront cost, but they 
are much better on electricity usage 
than a heat lamp. An oil-filled radiator 
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is one more option as long as it has a 
shut-off feature in case of being tipped 
over. Ceramic bulbs can also give heat 
without extra light, but they may still be 
a fire hazard. Chickens do not need as 
much heat as humans because they wear 
their down coats all the time. Just a few 
degrees difference can help your less-
hardy chickens during the winter months. 

If you live in a particularly cold climate 
(I’m talking –20 degrees F or colder), you 
may consider a little heat on the colder 
nights even if you have hardy breeds. Be 
aware of your chickens. Check on them 
frequently to see how they are faring 
during winter. If they are huddled together 
even during the day, they may need help. 
However, if you have a properly-sized 
coop for the size of your flock, you may be 
surprised at the temperature difference that 
the birds simply being in there will bring. 
Other factors can help, such as insulation. 
An easy insulation is hay or straw bales 
stacked against the outside of the coop, 
but do watch for pests that these may 
attract. Other little aids include feeding 
some scratch grains in the evening so that 
the digestion process can help warm your 
chickens through the night.

Conclusion
For the most part, your chickens can 

manage cold temperatures on their own. 
I cannot say exactly what temperature is 
too cold because that will vary for breed of 
chicken, age of chicken, humidity in your 
area, and many other factors. The most 
important factor is how your chickens 
are reacting to the cold. However, they 
are probably not feeling the cold as much 
as you think. 
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How a New Chicken Waterer 
Changed My Life

By Mark Hall

It’s not often that something as 
simple as a chicken watering device 
generates a profound improvement 

in the life of a person. However, that 
is precisely what I experienced one 
Christmas, and three years later, I’m still 
thankful for it. I was needlessly primitive 
in my entire approach to raising chickens, 
and a heated three-gallon poultry fountain 
updated my practices by at least a century 
or more.  

For years, my alarm sounded at 3:30 
a.m. so I could get up and feed the 
chickens before going to work. As I lay 
awake in our warm bed, the thought of 
getting up seemed horrendous, but so 
were mental images of chickens pecking 
at a solid ice block all day long. At length, 
I stood up and shuffled to the door. Then 
I crept down the stairs, disappeared into 
the kitchen, and set a large pot of water 
on the stove to boil.  

While I waited, I walked to the utility 
room to put on my chores duds. I tugged 
an old pair of jeans up over my pajama 
pants and sucked in my waist as I fastened 
them up. On a shelf nearby, a hodgepodge 
of sweatshirts and plaid flannels were 

neatly stacked and ready to be worn 
under my chore coat. After quite a bit 
of bending, twisting, and pulling, I had 
somehow managed to stretch a total of 
five or six thick shirts on top of me. By 
this point, I was roasting and sweating 
profusely. Now I knew it was time to 
stop layering.

I walked back into the kitchen to check 
on the water, and it was indeed boiling. 
After turning off the burner, I grasped the 
pot by the two side handles and carried it 
to the door. Still holding it in both hands, 
I grasped and turned the doorknob with 
two fingers of my right hand. (As I think 
about it, that was quite dangerous. One 
misstep and I could have experienced 
first-degree burns, at least. Of course, that 
is assuming the boiling water could have 
penetrated all of those layers.) I carefully 
opened the door the same way, as well 
as the frost-covered storm door, and 
carefully poured the scalding contents 
into a frigid two-gallon bucket waiting 
just outside the door. I stood and watched 
steam soar high out of the bucket until 
my eyeglasses were completely fogged.  

Going back inside, I returned the pot to 

the sink and finished getting ready to head 
out. I donned my fleece neck warmer and 
pulled my knit toboggan hat low over 
my ears. Then, I snugly strapped on my 
nifty headlamp for plenty of hands-free 
capabilities. Finally, I pressed my already 
stiff arms through the thick canvas 
sleeves of my Dickies coat, pulled the 
hood over my head, and tightened the 
string. I was covered from head to foot, 
except for my eyes and, unfortunately, 
my hands. I always felt that it was easier 
to complete almost any form of work 
without wearing gloves, and my hands 
took a beating over the years for it.  

Grabbing the metal egg basket, I opened 
the door to an Arctic blast. Waddling out 
the door, I looked like the boy from the 
movie, A Christmas Story, who was 
incapable of putting his arms down for 
all his many layers. I’m certainly glad 
that I didn’t fall down because I’m not 
sure that I could have picked myself back 
up. Sitting in the snow and ice, next to 
the bucket, sat my frozen rubber boots, 
which had the flexibility of concrete. 
Not only were they stiff, but they were 
frozen into the ice beneath them. After 
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dislodging them, I brushed the snow off 
my three layers of socks and shoved each 
foot into its place.  

After finally managing to get the boots 
on, I picked up the steaming water bucket 
and the egg basket again. Walking across 
the deck, I realized that there was still a 
huge chunk of ice still attached to the 
underside of one boot, while old, frozen 
boards groan sharply under my footsteps. 
There is nothing quite like the experience 
of stiffly hobbling across the deck like 
Frankenstein’s monster as gunshot blasts 
echo in the dark against the surrounding 
hills.

Eventually, the ice wore off of my 
boots as I made my way down the 
steps and across the backyard. In spite 
of the bitter cold temperatures, I was 
toasty warm under all my layers. My 
hands, unfortunately, were another 
story. Repeated exposure to the elements 
threatened to split my severely chapped 
hands wide open, but still, I trudged 
onward.

All was covered in darkness, but for the 
narrow beam of light from my headlamp 
that directed my path. Ahead sat the 
coop, where an ominous scene was soon 
revealed. Just outside lay the casualties 
of many twice-daily battles between man 
and frozen chicken waterers. Hundreds of 
ice chunks and some old broken waterers 
littered the ground. Soon, memories of 
the past came flooding back, such as the 
time an airborne gallon of water instantly 
coated my coat sleeve in ice. I had been 
hacking away at a block of ice with a 
screwdriver when suddenly a geyser shot 
straight up into the air and froze onto me 
before it could hit the ground. My arm 

was fixed at a 90-degree angle for the 
remainder of that morning’s chores.     

Determined to end this war, I marched 
into the coop, grabbed the waterer, 
and hauled it outside. As usual, one 
solid block of ice filled the reservoir, 
threatening to pull me into conflict, but 
that was not to be. Today, I laughed 
and unceremoniously tossed it aside. I 
had brought something else with me, 
something to permanently stop the 

madness. Filled with joy and great hope 
for the future, I swung my head all around 
until my new heated waterer appeared 
in the lamp’s beam. I picked up the 
contraption with awe, as though looking 
at it for the first time. After filling it, I 
carried it triumphantly into the coop, 
hung it, and plugged it in.

Ever since that early morning, life has 
been so much better. That wonderful, new 
waterer provides three gallons of unfrozen 
water. One pleasant feeding after work is 
all that is required. Now, if I happen to 
wake up at 3:30 a.m., I smile, roll over, 
and go right back to sleep. There are no 
more ice blocks. No geysers. No frozen 
arms. I don’t even layer up like I used to. 
Nowadays, I’m down to only four! 
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By Ann Accetta-Scott

A Simple Suet  
Recipe for 
Chicks and 

Adult Poultry

Suet blocks for chicks and poultry are popular among 
poultry keepers, and a large retail market has formed 
around selling them. Little do people know, a suet recipe 

is easy to create, and your flock will go crazy over it! The main 
ingredient to have on hand for making suet cakes: fat. Healthy 
animal and vegetable fat is the element that binds the other 
ingredients together. Before jumping in to make suet cakes, it 
is important to know why they are healthy and why they are 
good to have on hand.

Healthy Boredom Buster Treat
Suet cakes are not only healthy for your flock, they help 

to minimize boredom and pecking issues within the flock, 
especially a flock which is kept in an enclosed space. Suet 
blocks can be catered to the season or based on the needs of 
the bird.

• Summer — utilize peanut butter, herbs, whole grains, seeds.
• Fall, for molting — suet, dried bugs, dried herbs, whole 

grains, seeds, black oil sunflower seeds.
• Winter, for warmth — suet, dried corn, whole grains, black 

oil sunflower seeds, herbs.
• Spring, empty the pantry — suet, dried fruits and herbs, 

oats, seeds.

The ingredients will change; however, one thing which will 
remain the same: suet must be used.

Ideal for Molting
During molting season, create a suet recipe that is high in 

protein for your flock. Add items such as black oil sunflower 
seeds and dried grubs promote feather growth.

Perfect Winter Treats
In the winter months, especially for those who reside in extreme 

temperatures, suet blocks add healthy fats to your chickens’ diet. 
Slightly fattening your birds will keep them warm during the 
coldest parts of winter. It is during this time which many people 
add whole or cracked corn to suet blocks. When given in small 
amounts, corn is beneficial for your bird; giving your chickens corn 
cobs during the summer is also a great boredom busting treat. Make 
sure to minimize the amount of scratch grain to give your flock.
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Suet Blocks for Chicks
A suet block for chicks will contain 

the same ingredients as one created for 
mature poultry. Chicks can consume the 
same types of grains and seeds, dried fruit, 
and the same choice of suet as adult birds; 
however, the ingredients must be small 
enough for easy digestion. A food chopper, 
NutriBullet, or food processor can chop 
whole ingredients for younger poultry.

Selecting the Best Fat Option
It is the suet that binds the ingredients 

together.
Suet cakes are made with natural fats 

such as tallow, lard, meat drippings 
(hamburger or bacon grease), poultry 
fats (chicken or duck fat), and coconut 
oil. Traditionally, animal fats were used; 
however, many of the animal fats are 
hard to come by. For this reason, coconut 
oil has become a popular choice among 
backyard chicken keepers. Not only is it 
readily available at many markets,  but 
coconut oil is also high in saturated fats 
,making it a healthy option for chickens 
and wild birds.

Unlike the other fats mentioned, bacon 
grease contains high amounts of salt, 
which is not healthy for chickens and 
other poultry. Chickens are not able 
to consume high amounts of salt, and 
when a large amount is consumed, it can 
become toxic. With that said, poultry do 
need a small amount of salt to thrive; 
without it, a chick's growth is slow, and 
the birds often have little energy with dull 
feathers. Salt is already added to many 
balanced chicken feeds, so mix bacon 
grease with another fat, cutting back on 
the amount of salt offered. Or avoid using 
meat drippings altogether.

Another alternative to rendered fat and 
coconut oil is low-sodium peanut butter. 
Peanut butter is much less expensive than 
the other fats suggested, not to mention 
it is an ideal ingredient for making suet 
cakes during the summer months since it 
holds its shape well. Peanut butter contains 
vitamins A, C, D, E, K, thiamin, riboflavin, 
niacin, vitamin B6, folate, pantothenic 
acid, choline, and betaine, which are 
essential to strong bones and eggs.

Grains, Seeds, Whole Corn Kernels
Chickens are not picky eaters, though 

we as poultry keepers are picky as to 

what our birds consume. For this reason, 
I suggested healthy ingredients for this 
suet recipe.

• Whole Grains — wheat, barley, oats.
• Seeds — dried peas, millet, black oil 

sunflower seeds or shelled sunflower 
seeds, and even packaged bird seeds.

• Nuts — chopped, unsalted nuts of 
any variety.

• Whole or cracked corn.

Feel free to mix and match the 
ingredients based on what you have 
available.

Dried Fruit and Herbs
Dried fruits are good to add to suet 

block for chicks and adult poultry; 
however, they should be offered in small 
quantities since they are high in sugar. 
A few common dried fruits found in a 
suet recipe include raisins, cranberries, 
blueberries, and strawberries, though any 
type of fruit can be used.

Dried herbs are also an excellent item 
to add to suet recipes. Oregano, thyme, 
and sage are immune-boosting herbs for 
chicks as well as adult birds.

Dried Bugs
Add a little excitement and extra 

protein to a suet recipe by adding dried 
bugs. Mealworms, grubs, soldier fly 
larvae, and even crickets are beneficial 
for your flock of all ages. Dried bugs are 
exceptionally healthy. Feel free to add as 
much as your flock will consume.

Storing Pre-Made Suet Cakes
Suet cakes can be made in bulk and 

stored in the freezer to prevent them from 
turning rancid. In the right conditions, 
suet blocks can last for days but watch 
for any signs of mold and spoilage. Also, 
keep in mind that suet blocks which are 
left out, especially at night, will attract 
rodents.

Make suet blocks for chicks and 
adult poultry together as a family. Your 
children will enjoy making treats for the 
flock, as a matter of fact, this makes an 
excellent learning experience for little 
ones. Also, a suet recipe can be modified 
according to what is in season. Create 
multiple cakes and see which one your 
birds enjoy the most. 

SIMPLE SUET RECIPE

Ingredients
• 2 cups coconut oil, or suet of 
choice
• ½ cup black oil sunflower 
seeds
• 2 cups whole grains
• ¼ cup raisins
• 5 tablespoons dried grubs

Equipment
• silicone mold
• mixing bowl
• spatula
• suet holder, or rope

Instructions
1. Melt the coconut oil or suet 
until it is liquid.
2. Add the ingredients.
3. Place all ingredients into sili-
cone mold.
4. Cover with a dishtowel and 
allow to harden.
5. Remove from the silicone mold 
and place into the suet holder. 
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Anyone whose kids balk at cleaning their rooms but run to collect eggs first thing in the morning know that poultry and 
children go together like eggs and toast. Many kids get their start in 4-H showing poultry, and last year youth entries at 
the Ohio National Poultry Show filled a sizable portion of the judging area. We all know that reading is an important 

skill and the easiest way to get little ones to pick up a book is to find one that suits their interests. So, whether you’re a parent, 
grandparent, aunt, or otherwise to a young chicken lover, here are some great picture and middle-grade books that will keep 
them wanting to turn the pages.

Chicken Books
for Young Readers

By Tove Danovich

Prairie Evers 
by Ellen Airgood

Ten-year-old Prairie Evers has been homeschooled in North 
Carolina her whole life when her parents decide to move back 
to her mother’s hometown in Upstate New York. Nothing feels 
right about this new place until Prairie convinces her parents 
to buy her 18 chickens so she can start an egg business. Prairie 
learns how to care for chicks, sell eggs, and how to make and be 
a friend in this wonderful middle-grade novel perfect for tween 
readers. While the chickens bring some levity to the book, the 
story also deals with more serious issues when Prairie finds out 
her new best friend is having trouble at home. The book deals 
with these themes in a way that’s still suitable for young readers.

 

Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer 
by Kelly Jones

When 12-year-old Sophie Brown moves from Los Angeles to 
a small farm with a run-down chicken coop, she has no idea just 
how extraordinary chickens can be. Her white Leghorn has teleki-
netic powers, and her Barred Rock’s stripes help her camouflage 
with her surroundings so thoroughly the chicken disappears! It’s 
as if Roald Dahl decided to write a book about chickens. Told 
through a series of letters, the book will teach young readers 
chicken care basics, anatomy, and even a little bit of math, but 
it’s so much fun the learning sneaks right by you! The chickens 
and this book are magic. It’s filled with illustrations of grumpy 
and unusual chickens that you won’t be able to help but smile 
at. This book and its sequel, Are You Ready to Hatch an Unusual 
Chicken? will make any young reader believe that their chickens 
might just have special powers too.

Chicken Talk
Written by Patricia MacLachlan, Illustrations by Jarrett J. Krosoczka

Siblings Willie and Belle live on a farm with their parents, where they keep a rooster and 11 
hens. It’s just chicken chores as normal until Willie and his sister begin to find strange notes 
scratched in the dirt — all of which seem to be written by the chickens! It’s a lovely picture book 
with sweet illustrations and a fun story that is sure to appeal to the youngest chicken tenders you 
know. It’s easy to imagine finding a shady spot near the chicken coop and reading this book to 
some little ones, your own birds chattering away happily nearby.
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Where, Oh Where, is Rosie’s Chick 
by Pat Hutchins

This is the perfect book to read out loud 
to any little one who wants to snuggle 
over your shoulder and look at the photos. 
In this book, Rosie the chicken has just 
hatched a chick but can’t seem to find 
where her baby has gone. When she looks 
underneath the henhouse, the chick is on 
top of it. When Rosie looks out across the 
fields, we see her chick toddling behind 
her, out of sight. It’s the kind of book 
that’s impossible to read without yelling, 
“Your chick is right there!” It’s a sweet 
picture book you’ll want to gift or add 
to your collection. And, if it’s a big hit, 
this book is actually the sequel to Rosie’s 
Walk, published in 1967, where Rosie 
goes for a stroll, unaware that a wily fox 
is trying to eat her! 

exciting discovery: chickens are related 
to the Tyrannosaurus Rex. (Which is true! 
Chickens and ostriches are the closest living 
relatives to the T. Rex.) The perfect book for 
any dinosaur-loving kid with poultry. Who 
wouldn’t want to discover there are fluffy 
dinosaurs living in their backyard!

Interrupting Chicken 
by David Ezra Stein

What starts out as a story about papa 
chicken trying to read his chick some 
classic fairy tales as a bedtime story turns 
into a hilarious series of interruptions as 
the chick can’t help but keep guessing 
what’s going to happen on the next 

Chick-O-Saurus Rex 
by Lenore and Daniel Jennewein

When Little Chick begins researching his 
family tree, he makes a big discovery. He 
hears a legend that the bones of an ancient 
ancestor might be hiding somewhere on 
this very farm! Little chick and his father 
begin excavation and stumble onto an 

page. If you have or know a little one 
who likes to chime in at storytime, this 
is the perfect book to read together. This 
book won a Caldecott Honor, the most 
prestigious prize in children’s literature, 
and its sequel Interrupting Chicken and 
the Elephant of Surprise is just as funny. 
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By Cappy Tosetti

More Than Just 
a Holiday Beverage

Eggnog!Eggnog!

Like fruitcake, there’s no middle 
ground when it comes to voicing 
one’s opinion about the taste of 

eggnog. Some folks relish the creamy 
concoction with great anticipation during 
the holidays, while others would rather 
pour it into the nearest poinsettia plant.  

Then there’s the debate about store-
bought products vs. Nana’s delicious 
homemade recipe. If it’s not the real 
McCoy, many eggnog connoisseurs 
would rather choose a hot mulled 
wine, refusing to even consider sipping 
something from a common container 
found in the dairy aisle. What about 
adding alcoholic spirits to the mix? 
Some are adamant, saying absolutely 
not, especially if children are present, 
while others discuss the merits of their 
favorite libation — everything from 
brandy to rum.

Start a conversation about eggnog, and 
see what happens. One could untangle 
a box of Christmas lights and decorate 
a six-foot pine tree from top to bottom 
while people continue nattering on about 
the beverage with great emotion. There’s 
just something about a glass of eggnog 
that sparks a lively exchange of ideas.  

A Bit of History
Traditional eggnog is a velvety mixture 

of milk, sugar, egg yolks, whipped egg 
whites, heavy cream, vanilla extract, and 
aromatic spices — cinnamon, cloves, and 
nutmeg.  It’s a classic holiday beverage 
that’s enjoyed from Thanksgiving to New 
Year’s Day — usually served chilled in a 
glass cup or mug with a dollop of whipped 
cream on top.  

The word “nog” was first used in North 
America in the late 1600s, stemming from 
noggin, a term used in the Middle Ages 
to describe a small, carved wooden mug. 
Other names include egg-and-grog, milk 
punch, and spiced egg milk. A nog or nug 
(strong drink) was also a variety of ale 
brewed in East Anglia — an area on the east 
coast of England that includes the counties 
of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Cambridgeshire.  

Long before eggs and nog were used 
in language, the word was called posset 
(historically spelled poshote, poshotte, or 
possenet), a hot drink of sweetened and 
spiced milk curdled with sack, a wine 
similar to sherry. British monks during the 
13th century are believed to be the first 
individuals to combine such ingredients. 
They liked their strong and spicy brew 

served with figs, believing it was a cure for 
congestion, fever, flu, and as a sleep-aid.

Posset in no way resembled the beverage 
we know today. It actually served two 
purposes — a warm mulled, eggy milk 
drink and a gooey dessert combined 
together in a two-handled ceramic or metal 
vessel called a posset pot. The dessert 
portion was a thick layer of gruel, made 
of sweetened porridge, bread, fruit, and 
almond paste, floating above the liquid. 
The posset pot was usually passed from 
one person to the next, where mugs were 
filled from the spout, and spoonfuls of the 
mush scooped out from the center opening. 
Passing the posset pot was a popular custom 
during the Middle Ages at weddings — 
toasting the bride and groom with good luck 
and prosperity. Often, the happy couple 
received the posset pot after the reception 
as a housewarming gift.  

The practice of enjoying a bit of brew 
and dessert continued into the 17th century 
— both with royalty and the average 
person stopping by the pub. Evidently, 
Shakespeare was a fan. He mentioned 
possets in a handful of his plays, including 
Hamlet and The Merry Wives of Windsor. 
And, it was Lady Macbeth who used a jug 
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of posset to poison the guards outside Duncan’s quarters so her 
husband could murder the king and take the Scottish throne for 
himself.  

In America, the combination of milk and eggs, without the 
added gruel, became a popular drink during the 1700s, especially 
at gatherings at Christmastime. George Washington was a big fan, 
creating his own recipe laced with a generous amount of brandy, 
rye whiskey, dark Jamaican rum, and a bit of cream sherry. He 
and Martha’s guests were often warned about the potency of the 
holiday punch bowl.

Today, posset is a delicate, chilled dessert, similar to a luxuriously 
mousse or pudding. It’s light and refreshing, made with just three 
ingredients: cream, sugar, and lemon or other citrus juice.

Baking with Eggnog
There’s more to this velvety beverage served in a crystal cup; 

eggnog is a great substitute for milk and buttermilk, adding an 
extra bit of sweetness and spice to a recipe. It’s a tasty addition to 
cookies, cakes, pies, bread pudding, cinnamon rolls, doughnuts, 
and quick breads. Why not start the morning with a heaping platter 
of pancakes made with eggnog, or serve up some French toast and 
waffles, sprinkled with powdered sugar and a dash of nutmeg?  

It’s not just for breakfast or dessert; a spoonful can perk up a 
cup of coffee or some chai tea for a relaxing treat. It’s also easy to 
whip up a delicious eggnog latte. Just combine it with one’s favorite 
brewed coffee and nutmeg — blending until frothy in an electric 
mixer. Top it with whipped cream for a festive drink.

Savory dishes like this Eggnog Sweet Potato Casserole can add a 
new twist to autumn and holiday meals. Made with mashed sweet 
potatoes, it can be prepared the day before; just refrigerate overnight 
and let it stand at room temperature before popping into the oven.

Ingredients:
Five or six large sweet potatoes 
2/3 cup eggnog — store-bought or homemade
1 egg
½ cup golden raisins or dried cranberries
1 tablespoon melted butter
2 tablespoons sugar 
1 teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon cinnamon
¼ teaspoon nutmeg
¼ teaspoon ground cloves
2 teaspoons grated orange zest

Topping:
¼ cup all-purpose flour
¼ oatmeal — quick-cooking oats
¼ cup brown sugar — packed
3 tablespoons melted butter
¼ cup chopped pecans or walnuts — optional
¼ teaspoon nutmeg
½ teaspoon cinnamon

Scrub sweet potatoes and pierce with a fork.
Bake one hour until tender in the oven at 350 degrees F or 

cook in the microwave.
Let cool. Peel and mash. Yield: approximately six cups.
Stir together the mashed sweet potatoes and other ingredients.
Place in a greased baking dish.

Topping: 
Mix ingredients together.
Sprinkle over mashed sweet potatoes.
Bake uncovered 35 minutes at 350 degrees F until the topping 

is lightly browned.

As most cooks know, it’s fun experimenting with something 
new at the dinner table or breakfast brunch. Eggnog can liven 
things up, especially for those individuals who shy away from a 
chilled cup of the beverage. They just might become an aficionado 
when served a nice slice of pumpkin pie this holiday season. It’s 
up to the host to divulge what makes that dessert so delicious! 
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Reader
Submitted

Feature

By Doug Sharp

I don’t know how, at the age of 60, one decides to become 
a backyard chicken tender, but here I have found myself. 
And, like my gardening interest in owning one of every 

type of plant, I now, of course, wanted one of every kind of 
chicken. So, I did all the chick raising research, built a big, 
fancy coop, headed to the local co-ops, and came home with 
10 adorable fluffs of peeping love. But at about six weeks 
old, I noticed one of the chicks was not like the other. Her 
name was already Henrietta, a Golden Laced Wyandotte, and 
I noticed her upper and lower beaks seemed to be growing 
apart, or at least not lining up together.

An internet search informed me that I had a cross beak 
chicken and that there were no chicken orthodontists to 
install braces or an Invisalign to help straighten it out. Some 
of the articles even frightened me that she may not survive 
past a few months or a year due to her inability to get enough 
nutrition. Her beak deformity would continue to grow in such 
a way to inhibit her from being a normal chicken doing all the 
chicken things they need to do to survive and stay healthy. 
Well, I wasn’t hearing of this and would ensure Henrietta 
would live a long and happy life.

A cross beak (or scissor beak) is a misalignment of the 
beak, which results in the bird’s inability to close their 
mouth completely, preen properly, peck efficiently and eat 
and drink well enough to maintain sufficient nourishment 
and water. The condition can affect either the top or bottom 
beak and tends to overgrow in size relative to the other beak 
due to the bird’s inability to self-maintain it when going 
about normal beak care, such as wiping or sharpening on a 
hard surface. The source of the condition may vary, from 
being a genetic defect (such as a skull malformation) to an 
incubation temperature issue or hatching event. The result 
is all the same … the bird cannot pick up its food like others 
can. It can also cause other social problems like winding 
up on the bottom of the pecking order. These special needs 
chickens can break your heart when you watch them try to 
pick up scratch feed or bugs. It’s as frustrating to watch as 

Henrietta
A Cross Beak Story
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it must be for them to actually perform 
this basic chicken function.

Depending on the severity of the 
condition, there are ways to help these 
flock members succeed. First off, they 
need to have continuous access to 
food so that they can eat on their own 
schedule and not have to fight for their 
meal. They will need access to food and 
water in an open container where they 
can scoop their food versus having to 
pick it up from a small opening. I can 
always find Henrietta perching on top 
of the metal gravity feed container, 
scooping her meal from the large 
opening (I swear she follows me into 
the coop to make sure I top it off every 
day). The same goes for their water 
being in a scoopable container or by 
using a hanging bucket with nipples 
on the bottom so they can tap out the 
water into their lower beak. I have a 
water trough both inside and outside 
the coop in their run, which works great 
for my birds. In severe deformity cases, 
a bird might have to be fed separately, 
which might include feeding soft foods, 
such as a yogurt and feed mix, or even 
a feeding tube. (A feeding tube should 
never be attempted without proper 
training as it is critical that the food 
wind up in their crop and not the lungs.) 
Beak trimming can be performed to 
help reduce the over (or under) bite 
and help straighten out the beak for 
help with eating. This can be performed 
with dog nail trimmers or ground with 
a file such as a Dremel tool. Care must 
be taken not to trim too much, as beaks, 
like an animal’s claws or toenails, have 
a quick which might begin to bleed.   

Another concern is their inability to 
preen and clean their feathers properly. 
Regular dust baths are imperative 
to help with the control of mites 
or lice. They might even need an 
occasional bath. Diatomaceous earth 
in their dusting area, as well as regular 
inspections for parasites, will help with 
controlling pests. But even with the best 
of efforts, some birds will not thrive 
and will need to be separated from the 
flock and culled.

I’m not sure where Henrietta’s social 
ladder stands but she is nowhere near 
the top. She tends to keep to herself 
with her chicken friend, Omeletta, a 
Silver Laced Wyandotte, and is less 
friendly than the others, who were all 
hand raised. Last year, she was one of 
two chickens that were the victims of 
much feather picking on the rear back, 
but a winter molt now has her looking 
good as new. When it comes to treats, 
however, she is often first to the gate 
when I show. She bustles to the front 

of the line and uses her scooping 
ability to gouge up chinks of banana, 
oatmeal, or any other soft treat I might 
have (and often provide just for her), 
and has no problem stabbing a chunk 
of cabbage or other garden leaf and is 
able to shimmy it into her mouth. I’m 
lucky that Henrietta adapted to her 
condition on her own because I was a 
clueless new chicken owner who didn’t 
know a chicken vent from a heater 
vent. With proper education from the 
efforts of past poultry owners, you can 
successfully raise a flock member with 
special needs to thrive and live a long 
and healthy life. 
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By Cappy Tosetti

Portugal's Symbol of Good 
Luck and Happiness

Perched on a plateau overlooking the 
River Cavado, in northern Portugal, 
is the charming medieval town of 

Barcelos. This is the Minho region of the 
country, known for its beautiful green hills, 
dense forests, meandering valleys, thriving 
vineyards, and picturesque villages.  

Barcelos is home to the largest open-air 
market in the country and one of the biggest 
in Europe. Every Thursday, people flock 
to Campo da Republica, an immense tree-
lined public square in the middle of town, to 
enjoy the day at Feira de Barcelos. Colorful 
tents dot the landscape with festive displays 
of regional foods and products, farm-fresh 
produce, flowers, eggs, live chickens, 
handicrafts, pottery, embroidery, and linens.  

The market manages to retain its rural 
roots in spite of its popularity with tour-
ists and townsfolk from other parts of the 
country and beyond. Thursdays in Barcelos 
are a weekly tradition — a time to stock 
up on everything from sausages to farm 
equipment.

The Legend of the Galo de 
Barcelos

One night in the village of Barcelos, 
a stranger lingered awhile at a local inn, 
hoping for a meal and a place to sleep. He 
said he was following the path to Santiago 
de Compostela in Spain — the culmination 
of the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage 
route. He was tired and hungry, hoping 
for a respite before traipsing on the next 
morning.

Suddenly, word spread that a valuable 
piece of silver had been stolen during an 
elaborate banquet hosted by a wealthy 
property owner. A search began with men 
carrying torches, scouring the town for 
the culprit who did this dastardly deed. 
Suddenly, the lone stranger found himself 
accused of the crime, despite his pleas of 
innocence.  

No one believed the bearded man hud-
dled in the darkness behind the inn; he was 
an obvious suspect and needed to appear 
before the judge who happened to be a 
guest at the banquet. Soon, without any 
discussion, it was declared the stranger 
was guilty and sentenced to death by 
hanging.

Hoping for a reprieve, the man cried out 
in desperation while pointing to a platter 
on the banquet table with a roasted rooster 
surrounded by potatoes and carrots, “It is 
as certain that I am innocent as that rooster 
will crow when they hang me.”

The judge pushed aside his plate, 
declining to eat his meal, but otherwise 
ignored the stranger’s plea. Without delay, 

Taking center stage throughout the 
market is a colorful character known 
as the Galo de Barcelos (Rooster of 
Barcelos). Some tables are stacked high 
with ceramic and metal statuettes in a 
variety of sizes, while others display 
his image on kitchen linens, placemats, 
coffee mugs, corkscrews, ceramic tiles, 
and a host of other household items and 
souvenirs. 

This happy rooster with a bright red 
comb, adorned with hearts and flowers, 
is the unofficial symbol of Portugal, 
representing honesty, integrity, trust, and 
honor. He is said to be the embodiment 
of the Portuguese people’s love of life.  

One might wonder how a barnyard 
bird managed to capture the hearts of 
so many villagers in Barcelos, and how 
widespread his likeness is throughout the 
country. It all began with a folktale from 
long ago in the 14th century. There are 
many versions of the story that continue 
to be embellished as time goes by.
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he ordered the sentence to be carried out, 
instructing his henchmen to proceed with 
the hanging.

Just as the rope was placed around the 
stranger’s neck, the rooster sprang from 
the platter and crowed at the top of his 
lungs. A bit bewildered and obviously 
aware of his error, the judge ran to the 
gallows where he discovered the man 
had been saved from death, thanks to 
a poorly tied knot in the rope. He was 
immediately freed and sent off on his 
pilgrimage in peace.

Years later, as the story unfolds, the man 
returned to Barcelos to sculpt the Calvary 
(Crucifix) to the Lord of the Rooster 
(Cruzeiro do Senor do Galo) — a tribute 
to show his gratitude for his feathered 
friend. A stone sculpture still stands today 
in Barcelos at the open-air Archaeological 
Museum (Museu Arqueológico) that was 
built over the ruins of what was once the 
Palace of the Counts of Barcelos.

A curious note — if this really is just 
a fable, who carved the crucifix with a 
rooster holding up a man on the cross? 
Evidently, someone in the village was 
inspired and compelled to chisel the like-
ness in stone. It seems the tall and narrow 
obelisk originated from Barcelinhos, one 
of the 60 parishes in town, where it was 
moved to the palace in the 18th century 
as a tribute to the rooster and the stranger. 

All Around Town
 Souvenirs and a sacred stone aren’t 

the only images of the famous rooster 
in Barcelos. There are vibrantly painted 
murals on retaining walls and buildings 

in every neighborhood, and giant statues 
stand tall in parks and on street corners. 
The Museu de Olaria (Museum of Pottery) 
is showcasing a special exhibit, through 
December, 2021 of the happy rooster with 
9,000 pieces of art on display. It’s obvious 
the Galo do Barcelos is a prominent mem-
ber of the community, reminding everyone 
that hope and happiness are achievable. 

“It’s a delight how the rooster has 
brought such notoriety to Barcelos,” 
says Goretti Medeiros, owner of Rooster 
Camisa, home of Portuguese-inspired 
products here in the United States, 
“He’s definitely a goodwill ambassador 
that brings a smile to everyone, whether 
visiting the city or ordering something 
online.”

From an early age, Goretti grew up with 
enthusiasm for all things Portuguese. Her 
parents immigrated to California from the 
Azores, an archipelago of scenic islands 
west of mainland Portugal in the Atlantic 

Ocean. She speaks the language fluently 
and enjoys visiting her adopted country 
frequently.

In July 2019, Goretti felt like a kid in 
the candy store when she was invited to 
tour one of the certified factories in Bar-
celos that produce the rooster statues. The 
creation of the figurines is passed down 
from generation to generation — a proud 
art form that is taught with great care and 
pride. Imagine her surprise when intro-
duced to one of the master painters at the 
factory, getting to sit by her side to paint 
whimsical red hearts on one of the statues. 
You can find a very informative video and 
more information about Goretti’s factory 
tour on her blog at the company website: 
roostercamisa.com.   

Long live the Galo de Barcelos! He 
reminds to keep smiling and remember 
that when one rises above the storm, there 
will be sunshine! 

Goretti Medeiros
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Mycoplasma
Mycoplasma — it's the word 

you never want to hear when it 
comes to your chicken flock. 

Yet, it's probably the ailment you need 
to learn about the most since it affects 
flocks all across the world. Learn about 
treating and preventing Mycoplasma in 
your chicken flock now, so that you don't 
have to deal with it later. This tiny bacte-
rium can wreak havoc on your chickens, 
and prevention is key!

Mycoplasma gallisepticum (MG) is 
the respiratory illness that chickens get 
and that chicken experts tell you can’t 
be treated — ever. I have high hopes that 
some new studies can be done to help 
eradicate this bacterium from infected 
flocks without the use of antibiotics, but 
we'll have to wait for those studies to 
happen one day. In fact, because of the 
cellular structure of this bacterial infec-
tion, antibiotics alone typically don’t cure 
the chicken or flock because the antibiot-
ics aren’t efficient enough to breakdown 
the entire bacteria. This is why chickens 
are often labeled as “carriers for life” of 
Mycoplasma. 

MG is often contracted from wild birds 

symptoms of MG finally started to show.
Mycoplasma infections will typically 

present symptoms such as nasal and 
ocular discharge, coughing, stunting of 
growth in young birds, and general dis-
ease symptoms (fatigue, loss of appetite, 
gaping, etc.). Sometimes chickens will 
also begin to emit a rather foul smell from 
their head. This is a telltale sign that it 
could signal MG. Mycoplasma is mostly 
a respiratory issue when it comes to 
symptoms; however, its ability to spread 
goes much deeper than that. 

MG isn’t just transferable like wildfire 
from chicken to chicken. It’s also trans-
ferable from chicken to embryo. Mean-
ing, chicks that came from MG infected 
hens can be born with MG themselves. 
This is why Mycoplasma diseases are so 
scary, and should be taken seriously.

In a study conducted in 2017, a break-
through was made when studying the 
effects of meniran herbs (Phyllanthus 
niruri L.) with Mycoplasma, specifically 
Mycoplasma gallisepticum, which caus-
es Chronic Respiratory Disease (CRD). 
When a 62.5% to 65% Phyllanthus niruri 
L. extract came in contact with the My-
coplasma, it completely eradicated the 
bacteria. 

Because of the wealth of chemical 
compounds in the meniran herbs — like 
tannins compounds, saponins, flavonoids, 
and alkaloids — growth of bacteria can 
be inhibited and eradicated by meniran 
extract, according to the study.

While most of us won’t have this herb 
lying around our yard, there are some 
preventative measures we can take to help 
inhibit bacterial growth in our chickens 
before they become full-blown issues. 

We can also create our own meniran 
tinctures and extracts if we can find the 
herb from a trusted source. This herb also 
goes by the names of Gale of the Wind, 
Stonebreaker, and Seed-under-leaf. It is 
most often found in the lower 48 states of 
the U.S., and in tropical climates. 

Naturally Preventing  
Mycoplasma in Your Flock

The best way to prevent Mycoplasma 
in your flock is to start adding natural 
antibacterial and antiviral herbs to your 
chicken's daily feed ration. Herbs like 
astragalus, thyme, oregano, lemon balm, 
garlic, stinging nettle, yarrow, and echi-
nacea are a great place to start. 

Make sure you’re giving these herbs in 

By Amy Fewell

and geese that migrate through the area. 
It then settles into the respiratory tract, 
and the rest is history. This is why it's 
important to keep bird feeders out of your 
chicken coop and run area so that your 
flock isn't coming into contact with wild 
birds. MG can also be brought onto your 
property from other people's clothing 
and shoes. 

Over 65% of the world's chicken flocks 
are considered carriers of Mycoplasma. 
These chickens will not show symptoms 
of the bacteria until they become stressed 
— either due to molting, lack of protein, 
moving to a new coop or property, or even 
a stressful predator attack.

I can remember the first time we dealt 
with MG. We bought our very first set of 
chickens from a chicken swap in town. 
Upon bringing the chickens home, within 
24 hours, one of them became extreme-
ly ill. She had foamy eyes, she started 
coughing, and she simply wasn't doing 
well. We ended up having to cull her. 

Keep in mind, this chicken didn't have 
these symptoms when we bought her. But 
because of the stress of going to a new 
home wore down her immune system, the 
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their feed on a regular basis, and consider 
adding an infusion to their waterers once 
or twice a week as a preventative. 

If giving herbs in feed and water isn't 
your style, you can always make an 
antiviral/antibacterial tincture to give to 
your chickens in their waterer once a day 
for one week out of each month. This is 
a great way to prevent MG in your entire 
flock at once.

Naturally Treating Mycoplasma in 
Your Chickens 

MG is extremely aggressive. At the first 
sign of symptoms, immediately quaran-
tine your sick chicken(s) and treat the rest 
of the flock while treating the individual 
bird separately. Just know that, because 
of its aggressiveness, natural treatment is 
much harder than modern antibiotics. Pre-
vention truly is key with natural remedies.

You can make the Phyllanthus niruri 
L. tincture mentioned in the study above 
with a ratio of 65% dried herb and 35% 
liquid (80-proof vodka). Because there 
is more herb than liquid, you’ll need to 
turn the herb into a crushed-up mixture, 
or at least submerge the herb with a fer-
mentation stone. 

Tinctures are really easy to make! Just 
place the dried herbs and vodka in a glass 
jar and cap tightly. Set the jar in a dark 
place (like your pantry or a cabinet) and 
shake it once a day. Do this for four to 
six weeks, then strain out the herbs and 
bottle the liquid in a dark-colored bottle 
with an eyedropper.

Obviously, this is something that needs 
to be made in advance in order to have it 
when you need it. So you should abso-
lutely put this on your to-do list for your 
chicken medicine cabinet!

Administer the tincture (two drops) 

orally, once a day, until symptoms sub-
side. Or, add a dropper full of tincture to 
your flock’s one-gallon waterer to treat 
the entire flock twice a day for one month.

Ultimately, it's always best to put pre-
ventative measures in place so that you 
never have to deal with the actual issue. 
But should the issue arise, keep in mind 
that the only way to know if your chick-
en or flock has MG is to have it tested 
through your local ag extension office. 
Should your flock test positive, you'll 
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have to either cull or shut your flock off 
for years to come. 

This is why it's so important to keep 
a closed flock. Something many peo-
ple try to work towards when living a 
sustainable life, either way. No matter 
what you choose to do, however, giving 
your flock these preventative herbs, and 
arming yourself with knowledge, is the 
best step you can take before, and when, 
MG arises! 
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By Anita B. Stone

Pecking Away at Climate Change

Chickens are a great addition to 
any home and have always been 
a staple of homesteads. They 

provide healthy, consistent protein in the 
form of meat and eggs, and they’re superb 
composters, all of this while providing 
excellent fertilizer for your garden. 
Besides the economic values, chickens 
are fun — they can be comical and make 
interesting pets. But, unfortunately, 
chickens don’t have a local meteorologist 
to tell them what the weather is going 
to be. So, they can’t get ready for any 
changes. Yet, they need to know and be 
cared for, because with more frequent and 
intense climate changes, the result may 
become a critical factor in their health 
and production levels.  

The three climate issues that affect 
chickens’ welfare are temperature, 
humidity, and insect availability for 

A Chicken's Struggle for Survival 

to manage heat stress in hatcheries. The 
NIFA emphasized heat impact in their 
annual report and also referenced the 
vast difference between beef cattle and 
chickens with regard to their carbon 
footprint. The difference between beef and 
chicken and greenhouse gas emissions is 
so great that there is no doubt that chickens 
leave a smaller carbon footprint. Another 
interesting factor in chicken’s response 
to heat and other climate changes is 
that chicken’s skin detects temperature, 
pressure, and pain from numerous sensory 
receptors. One way to alleviate possible 
problems is to provide plenty of cool, 
clean water and added electrolytes to the 
water. Poultry nutritionist Jeff Mattocks 
recommends farmers provide a rain shelter 
to get chickens up and off the cold ground. 
“Even if it’s up on slats or old pallets,” 
he says, “they’re going to be a lot more 

foraging, especially for free-range 
chickens. Even if chickens are cooped 
up in their private “apartments,” they will 
react to changes in the weather in a variety 
of ways. And climate change has become 
a priority on the homestead.

Extreme exposure to heat stress is one 
of the most influential climate changes for 
chickens. Researchers at the University 
of Delaware and the National Institute of 
Food and Agriculture (NIFA) have been 
studying how climate change affects 
production. They concluded that heat 
stress is one of the biggest hazards to 
chickens with regard to reduction in actual 
chicken numbers in the United States. 
The researchers studied chickens from 
around the world and mapped genetic 
markers that may improve heat tolerance. 
Their research could revolutionize 
poultry breeding by reducing the need 
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comfortable, less stressed, and healthier.” 
For laying hens, climate change can 

cause physical stress and changes in 
productivity levels. Laying hens are very 
sensitive to climate change, especially 
extreme environmental temperature 
variations, hot or cold. According to 
researchers at Macquarie University, in 
Australia, higher temperatures could be 
especially dangerous for hens. Decreased 
food intake during high heat periods is one 
harmful consequence of high temperatures. 
This stress leads to a decrease in body 
weight, reduced production and quality 
of eggs, and may lead to a decrease in the 
ability to digest food and reduce protein 
and calcium levels. Such stress may also 
reduce the egg weight and thickness of 
the eggshell, which results in damage and 
loss. Another study reported that if a laying 
hen is at a temperature of 86 degrees F (30 
degrees C) for an extended period of time, 
she will respond by decreasing feed intake, 
resulting in a decrease in egg production.  

Temperature fluctuation can also 
affect the rate of hatching of fertile eggs. 
Professor Simon Griffith, of Macquarie 
University, states, “If temperatures were 
to increase, it would play havoc with the 
family dynamic of these birds, possibly 
creating situations where a single nest 
contains chicks of different ages, even 
causing some embryos to die.” Griffith 
also stated, “Parent birds normally lay 
one egg daily and control incubation 
by modifying temperature that triggers 
embryo development to produce a clutch 
of about five chicks that all hatch at the 
same time. If one chick hatches before the 
rest, the first chick will have a monopoly 
on food and, if the temperature rises 
above 113.9 degrees F (45.5 degrees C), 
it could be lethal for all chicks.”

At 105 degrees F, there is a chance for 
death, and if the ambient temperature 
reaches 116 degrees F, you have absolute 
chicken expiration. The optimum 
temperature tolerated by laying hens is 
between 59 degrees F and 68 degrees F. 

Humidity often rises as temperatures 
rise. Fluctuations in humidity level will 
inevitably accompany climate change and 
are a factor in overall animal health and 
function. “Chickens do not like wet feet 
and too much rain stresses them. When 
the ground is wet, they will be constantly 
in a state of mild hypothermia,” explains 
poultry nutritionist, Jeff Mattocks. “As 
the moisture is dries off their bodies, 

core temperatures are not going to be at 
the right level.”

Humidity above 70 degrees F can 
inhibit the process of expending body 
heat, raise the possibility of bacterial 
disease and increase fungi and parasite 
populations. At the opposite end of the 
humidity spectrum, drought, especially 
unanticipated drought brought about by 

climate change, can be a serious issue. In 
humidity below 60 degrees F, the amount 
of dust in the air is raised, increasing 
the likelihood of respiratory disease in 
chickens.

With severe and unpredictable weather 
patterns, the hen’s control is lost, causing 
eggs to hatch earlier than they are 
supposed to or at an uneven pace.  
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Chicken owner, Mari Cantrell, purchased a breed called Gold-
en Comets. “Within a few weeks they were running up and 
down the porch joyfully. I watched my babies put themselves 
to bed each night. One evening, one chick came out from the 
hutch and emitted a chirp, as if to say, ‘aren’t you coming?’” 
Cantrell paused. “After a moment, the chick’s demeanor 
slumped and she scooted back into the hutch for the night. 
How sweet was that? I was chicken mom, the Alpha Chicken.” 
Cantrell sighed. “My babies count on me to protect them, not 
only against wildlife, but also climate changes, to be sure they 
remain comfortable and happy.”

During drought, it’s harder for chickens 
to stay cool. “There’s nothing green out 
there,” says Mattocks. “If you’ve ever 
laid down in green grass and felt how 
cool it makes you feel, in a drought, we 
don’t have that. Being outside is good for 
birds, but it also makes them vulnerable 
to extreme weather.”

An often-overlooked consequence of 
climate change is the effect these changes 

react to weather for reasons besides direct 
responses to temperature or humidity 
gauges.

Ecologist Jason Chapman points out 
that, “High altitude insect migration 
represents the most animal movement in 
ecosystems on land. We may not realize, 
but with insect migration, so goes insects 
and the food that chickens are used to 
eating.”

Keeping up-to-date with information 
about chickens’ reactions to environmental 
changes is important. Any alterations 
in steady and secure weather patterns 
should sharpen awareness that chickens’ 
customary expectations and bodily 
requirements may not react quickly or at 
their highest peak and may require our 
intervention. Chickens are not equipped 
for rapid adjustments to habitat loss, 
forage alterations and sudden temperature 
and humidity changes.  Farmers are 
now becoming more attentive to these 
issues. Some are raising poultry outside 
in moveable facilities, like a structural 
overhead tent, that provides protective 
cover against changing weather.     

The main thing for poultry owners, 
whatever their focus, is to be conscious 
of climate issues that could affect their 
flocks and to form plans pertaining to any 
future changes. Keeping up with climate 
change data will give chicken farmers 
a leg up on protecting their birds and 
production levels. Poultry nutritionist, 
Mattocks, states, “It’s a matter of taking 
steps to keep up with climate change and 
our chickens.” 

will have on insect populations. Insects 
are an essential food for free-range 
chickens. During a drought, it’s harder for 
chickens to stay cool, and there are also 
fewer insects to eat. If the temperature 
swings into a warming effect, chickens 
have an issue because the climate affects 
the migratory route and schedule of many 
migrating insects. This is a domino effect.

We have to remember that chickens 
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Raising Pheasants for Profit
By Kenny Coogan

Poultry math is not restricted to 
chickens. Once you mastered lay-
ers, you may find yourself raising 

pheasants for profit, researching ratites, 
or different types of pigeons to diversify 
your farm. While pheasants are a wild 
bird and have many different character-
istics than our domestic poultry, many of 
their husbandry requirements will seem 
familiar to you. We reached out to Chris 
Theisen, Chief Operating Officer of 
MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc. to learn more. 

“Their behavior is unique and would 
offer a change of pace if someone was 
looking to do something a bit different,” 
Theisen explains. “People raise pheasants 
for a multiple of reasons, some of which 
include for meat, hunting, or simply to 
release into the wild. I have even heard 
of them being raised for a pet. Given this 
diversity, they are a popular bird to raise 
which can serve a multitude of purposes.”

MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc has been in 
the game bird business since 1929. They 
have grown to be the largest pheasant 
producers in North America. In 2018 they 
produced 1.8 million day-old pheasant 
chicks.

A great way to start your profitable 
pheasant business is by purchasing 
chicks. 

“They will need to stay inside until 
they are about six to seven weeks of age,” 

Theisen says. “You will need 0.6 square 
feet of floor space for every pheasant 
chick. Heat, water, and ventilation in the 
building are a must.”

On their website, they have an expansive 
list of resources, which include incubation 
and brooding tips, a flight pen construction 
manual, and pheasant recipes. 

“When the birds go outside, they will 
need to go into a pen that is covered by a 
2” net. They need 28 square feet for every 
bird — assuming you put an anti-pick 
device (perfect peeper) on the birds at 
five weeks of age.”  

Theisen says quality feed is important. 
He remembers the adage, “garbage in, 
garbage out.”

“To produce a quality bird with beau-
tiful feathers, good feed is a must. Don’t 
skimp on this step by simply feeding 
whole grains.”

Raising pheasants for profit will re-
quire you to know what your input costs 
are. Theisen says, “Too often people don’t 
understand how much cost actually goes 
into each bird. Without knowing what 
you’re putting in, you can’t know if you 
are making a profit.”

“Don’t take shortcuts. Pheasants can 
be finicky. Small changes or shortcuts 
can cause big problems. Follow the plan. 
Don’t crowd the birds. Give them plenty 
of feeder space.”

An excellent flight bird, the Manchurian/Ringneck Cross is similar in 
size and weight to Chinese Ringnecks. Photo provided by MacFarlane 
Pheasants, Inc.

Aerial view of MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc. Photo provided by 
MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc.

Pheasant Habitat 
Pheasants require medium-high grass-

lands. Undisturbed legumes and grasses 
are ideal for nesting and brood rearing. 
Wetlands offer windbreaks of dense cover 
to protect the birds from heavy snow and 
cold winds and are also excellent pheas-
ant habitat. Fields of grain and weeds 
left unharvested to give the pheasants 
a consistent food source year-round is 
another good choice. 

If your goal is to set up a sustainable 
population on a new property, there are 
two strategies to consider. You can choose 
between a fall release or spring release. 
While most people choose a fall release 
option, both have pros and cons.

A fall release is popular with hunt clubs 
and individuals who have raised chicks in 
the spring and don’t want to carry them 
over the winter. You would release an 
equal number of hens and roosters. This 
strategy allows the birds to get acclimated 
to the land and establish their territory as 
the winter comes in. The con is that the 
birds must survive not only the winter on 
their own, but also predators and hunters. 

A spring release is when mature hens 
and roosters are released in late February 
or early March. More hens are released, 
than roosters, with the plan to have them 
breed within 30-40 days. This allows the 
first wild generation to be mature by fall. 
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This melanistic mutant is a pure breed. These large, beautiful pheasants 
feature an iridescent, greenish-black plumage. A favorite variety for 
release, they display a remarkable ability to survive and reproduce in 
the wild. Photo provided by MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc. Pheasant chicks. Photo provided by MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc.

A con would be the expenses you ensured 
keeping them feed and enclosed during 
the winter. 

“Pheasants can get tame like any other 
animal,” Theisen says. “To prevent this, 
limit your time with them. And on the flip 
side, you could spend a lot of time and 
train them to come when you call them.”

In addition to pheasants, MacFarlane 

Pheasants, Inc also sells partridges. 
“Partridge are different than pheasants. 

Partridge are a smaller bird with differ-
ent body chemistry. As such, we feed 
them differently (higher energy, higher 
protein). They are not as aggressive as 
pheasants and they do not require as much 
space in the pens.”  

“Raising pheasants can be a challenge 

at times. It is certainly a constant learning 
process at the very least. However, raising 
a healthy, well-feathered pheasant to ma-
turity is extremely rewarding. If you are 
looking to try something different, give 
pheasants a try.”

In the next issue, we’ll dive into the 
world of exotic pheasants. 

Pheasant Chick Rearing Tips
1-2 weeks prior to

chick arrive

Clean and sanitize brooder, brooder barns, and outdoor enclosures. Provide heat 
source and large kiln-dried wood chips as bedding. To avoid consumption, chopped 
straw is okay for older chicks. Avoid cannibalism by providing adequate space and 
ample feed and waterers. 

Dip chicks' beaks in the water and place them under the heat lamp. Provide 
feed ad-lib. Do not allow feed or water to run out. 

28% game bird pre starter 
with a coccidiostat. 

26% game bird starter with a 
coccidiostat. 

20% game bird grower. 

14% game bird maintenance. 

Check on them regularly to ensure they are warm enough. 

On warm sunny days open the brooder to an outdoor predator-proof run. The 
pen should allow one to two square feet per bird. 

During the day when the birds are out, the heat lamp can be shut off. Provide 
heat during the night until they are three to four weeks old. 

Pheasant chicks will need a larger pen at this age. MacFarlane Pheasants, Inc. provide their 
birds with 25 square feet per bird in their covered pens at this age. If cannibalism starts 
add branches and alfalfa hay to the run for the birds to be occupied with. 

Continue to use amprolium until the birds are mature. 

A mixture of low (bird level) and taller plants is ideal for the pen. 

Day 1 -
Chicks arrive 

Week 1 

Week 2 

Week 3 

Week 4-5 

Week 6 

Week 7 

Week 8-20

Week 20+
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The Kenyan Crested Guinea Fowl
at Cotswold Wildlife Park, England

By Susie Kearley

Cotswold Wildlife Park is nestled in a quiet part of the 
English countryside, renowned for its quaint villages 
and yellow stone cottages. The park is home to a wide 

range of animals, from rhinos to giraffes to exotic birds. Today 
we’re meeting Chris Green, one of the bird keepers, who takes 
us to meet their “naughty guinea fowl.”  

Chris steps into an aviary and ushers us in quickly as a Ken-
yan crested guinea fowl dances around his feet, pecking his 
Wellington boots. We sidle in and quickly shut the gate. The 
naughty guinea fowl is a real character with lots of personality. 
Let’s call him Jimmy.

Jimmy is super-confident around people because he was 
hand-raised, so he's not at all concerned about our presence. 
In fact, he thinks we’re a novelty. He likes to peck everything 
he sees. This is why he’s been dubbed “the naughty one” by 
keepers, who are used to nursing minor wounds after a visit to 
Jimmy's enclosure. He’s just being friendly and likes attention. 

However, Jimmy is no stranger to a bit of bad behavior. He 
was so lively when he was in the Africa enclosure that he had 
to be moved to a more secure location. In his new home, he 
shares his territory with a variety of exotic birds. 

“Why was he moved?” I ask. I’m intrigued. 
“He used to gently peck visitors’ fingers when they were 

over-familiar with him through the fence,” explains Chris. “And 
then he jumped over the fence into the visitor area. That’s when 
we decided it was time to move him.” Jimmy’s escape caused 
some amusement among visitors, but he wasn’t going far. The 
whole area is surrounded by tall fences and gates. 

It's easy to see why Jimmy and the public need to be kept 
apart. Jimmy enjoys pecking people’s shoes, feet, knees ... and 
anything else he can reach. So, to keep Jimmy in his rightful 
place, and everyone's fingers intact, the keepers moved him to 
an aviary in the gardens. Here, he still makes the occasional bid 
for freedom through the keepers’ gate, but so far, unsuccessfully. 
He's a lively little fellow!

Jimmy does enjoy attention and has a happy life at the park. 
He has an adorable mate, who perches quietly on a branch above 
us and looks down on Jimmy's antics, probably in amiable 
despair! The couple gets on well. 

“We usually keep crested guinea fowl in pairs because they 
can be aggressive and there’s a good chance they will fight if 
there are more than two together,” says Chris. “We have seven 
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guinea fowl in total. These two (Jimmy 
and his wife) were born here. His parents 
were our first Kenyan crested guinea fowl 
and we got them from a private breeder. 
His grandparents were living wild in 
Africa the 1980s and were brought to 
the UK when imports were allowed. We 
never take animals from the wild. One 
of ours came from Chester Zoo. We now 
have two pairs of Kenyan crested guinea 
fowl and three males.

“Not many people keep the Kenyan 
crested guinea fowl in the UK. Most 
farms that have guinea fowl have the 
helmeted variety or vulturine guinea fowl, 
which are bald.” 

Chris looks at Jimmy, who's having a 
good peck at his knee, and I ask about 
breeding. “These two eat their eggs, 
which makes successful breeding diffi-
cult,” he says. “We do try to save the eggs 
and incubate them, but the eggs often fail 
to hatch. This is probably because we 
have little genetic diversity among the 
breeding population.”

The species is classified as “least 
concern,” so they’re not threatened in 
the wild. They do have predators, but 
there are no projects in place to protect 
the species because they’re doing fine in 
their native lands of Africa.

“In the U.S., people often keep Re-
ichenow’s helmeted guinea fowl,” says 
Chris. “They have a bony bit on the head.”

Jimmy gives me a good peck and Chris 
pushes him away. I ask about their care 
needs and challenges. “They’re easy 
to keep,” Chris explains. “They stay 
outside most of the year. We shut them 

Not many people keep the Kenyan crested 
guinea fowl in the UK. Most farms that have 
guinea fowl have the helmeted variety or 
vulturine guinea fowl, which are bald.

in when there’s heavy snow, but they’re 
very robust. If it’s -10 degrees Celsius 
outside, we’ll shut them inside to keep 
them warm. They’re nice birds and they 
stay in good condition all year — they 
never look scruffy.

“The biggest challenges are hatching 
them and rearing them,” he continues. 
“They’re not the easiest to breed because 
their genetic diversity isn’t as good as it 
should be. The gene pool is small and we 
can’t import to increase the gene pool ... 
Well maybe we could, but we don’t. The 
lack of people keeping them in the UK 
limits our ability to find them suitable 
matches. There are only two collections 
in addition to ours — one at Chester Zoo 
and a couple at nearby Birdland, where 
they have a brother and sister.”

I ask about their nighttime habits. 
“They roost in the trees,” says Chris, “and 
go to a specific tree at night. They make 
an alarm call if they get spooked and they 
can be very noisy.”

What do they eat? “I feed and water 
them every day,” he says, “give them 
pheasant pellet, corn, lettuce, carrot, 
boiled egg, chopped fruit, vegetables, 
mealworms, and other stuff. They have 
plenty of grit on the floor of their enclo-
sure. Most of the birds are wary of visitors 
and keep out of the way, but this naughty 
one is very sociable. He pecks people to 
say ‘hello,’ if he gets the chance!

“The guinea fowl lay eggs between 
April and August. There are usually about 
five in a clutch.”

“Do any of the others have funny hab-
its?” I ask. 
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Chris says, “One of our guinea fowl pecked the feathers off 
his mate's head, so she was bald. It didn’t do her any harm and 
she wasn’t hurt, but individual birds do exhibit some strange 
behaviors sometimes!

“Our visitors like them,” Chris continues, “especially when 
this one is being sociable!” He points to Jimmy, who's now 
taken to pecking my husband's feet. This enclosure has some 
extra perks for Jimmy and his girl. “They have more perches 
than they did in the Africa enclosure. The perches make life 
more interesting for them.

“I do routine health checks,” Chris adds. “I look out for 
scaly leg, ticks, and signs that they’ve been fighting. These are 
things you have to look out for in chicken flocks too, so it’s 
very common.” 

After we've exited the aviary, Jimmy hops up onto a branch 
and looks at us outside. He's a curious little fellow and he 
seems to enjoy perching on the branches and watching the 
world go by. 
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At Van Ruab Elementary School, 
in Boerne, Texas, lessons about 
science, engineering, math, and 

art often start in the chicken coop. 
Principal Jamie Robinson added a flock 

of chickens to the schoolyard in 2019. 
He received a $1,000 grant to purchase 
supplies and enlisted the help of parents 
to assemble coops while students set up 
the brooder and tended to the chicks. 

The little cluckers were an instant sen-
sation. A video about the chickens went 
viral, and the school fast became known 
as “the chicken school.” The biggest im-
pact has been on the children. 

Elementary school students of help 
with everything from cleaning the coops 
and filling feed and water buckets to 
building chicken swings and other enrich-
ment items, earning them the nickname 
“chicken tenders.” 

Having chickens on campus also 
allows teachers to emphasize hands-on 
science, technology, engineering, and 

CHICKENS ON PATROL

By Jodi Helmer
Photos By Jamie Robinson

Hens are the Stars of the Playground 
at a Texas Elementary School

math (STEM) education. 
“We squeezed an egg, and the kids 

learned that you can squeeze an egg 
vertically without breaking, but if you 
squeeze it from the sides, it breaks. 
It led to a lesson about how ovals are 
pretty strong and one kid pointed out that 
bridges often have circles underneath for 
strength and whether there was a con-
nection,” Robinson recalls. “So, they're 
seeing things in a different way because 
of the chickens. It's an interesting ongo-
ing science project.”

For most students, the schoolyard in-
teractions are their first experiences with 
chickens. It helps them understand chick-
en biology. Kindergarten students help 
hatch eggs to learn about the lifecycle 
,and older students observed that chickens 
fluff up their feathers to stay warm in the 
winter. It also provides a connection to 
their favorite foods.

Special needs students have formed ex-
tra special connections with the chickens. 

Classes have learned to make treats 
and delight in delivering to them to the 
flock. When the chickens gather around 
to enjoy the treats, children pet them. On 
the playground, Robinson says, chickens 
follow the students around like puppies, 
waiting to be held or petted.

Students with behavioral issues such 
as aggression and anxiety also find the 
chickens soothing and will go out into 
the playground to watch and interact with 
them to instill calm. One student bonded 
with a hen named Angel; the chicken 
comes when he calls. 

Hens for Higher Education
The chickens in the flock have fluctuat-

ed. The fox broke into the henhouse and 
killed two chickens; neighbors dropped 
off chickens they no longer wanted. 
The current flock includes 12 chickens, 
including hens named Angel, Midnight, 
Henny, Penny, and Denise. 

Teachers can sign up to help care for 

Photo credit: Jamie Robinson.
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the flock and take turns taking home the 
eggs their playground poultry lay each 
week. Students love collecting eggs, 
especially when chickens like Angel lay 
them in various spots throughout the coop 
and schoolyard. Robinson jokes that it’s 
like a perpetual Easter egg hunt!

The chickens at Van Ruab Elementary 
School also help with composting, eating 
leftover fruits and vegetables from the 
cafeteria. Students even did an experi-
ment to study which were their favorites. 

“They are learning as they go, and a 
lot of it is self-driven because they ob-
serve the chickens and wonder why they 
do the things they do,” Robinson says. 
“They just keep learning more and more 
and more.”

Students have learned about friend-
ships and bullying from the chickens 
through lessons about chicken behavior 
and the pecking order. Midnight, named 
for her black feathers, is like a mother hen 
that steps in to break up fights. Robinson 
has no plans to add more chickens to the 
flock right now because the pecking order 
is well-established.

The chickens have provided another 
unexpected benefit. During cricket 
season, the hens were allowed to free 
range on school grounds to keep the 
insect population in check. It provided a 
pesticide-free option for controlling the 
pests. Shaking the mealworm bag brings 

a flock running from the playground back 
to their coop. 

At the end of the school day, Robinson 
makes sure their feeder and waterer are 
full and locks the chickens in their coop 
for the night. He often goes to campus 
to check on the flock when school is not 
in session.

Three Clucks for Community 
Support

The success of the schoolyard coop at 
Van Ruab Elementary School has sparked 
interest at other schools. Robinson says 
the Hutto Independent School District in 
Hutto, Texas, plans to add coops at four 
of their schools; he is offering advice on 
getting the program up and running.

Robinson hopes more schools will con-
sider adding poultry to their playgrounds. 
He encourages administrators to develop 
students from the beginning and get the 
community involved too. 

Thanks to the popularity of the pro-
gram, community members have offered 
to contribute treats and other supplies 
,and Nutrena donated chicken feed; even 
students have saved up their allowances 
to buy toys for the coop. Robinson calls 
it a low-cost program with a big impact.

“The momentum has kept building 
and building [and] I laugh about how a 
small idea grew into something so big,” 
Robinson says. “It has turned out to be 
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an iconic program and a great teaching 
tool that is helping kids learning many, 
many things.” 
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By Susie Kearley

Animal Antiks

Animal Antiks is a small farm 
in Buckinghamshire, England, 
offering educational programs, 

work experience, and animal therapy. The 
farm’s chickens are a firm favorite with 
the young people who attend regularly. 
They’re studying animal care qualifica-
tions and take time out of school to do 
practical work on the farm. 

People of all ages attend for a wide 
variety of reasons. Beneficiaries, called 
“members,” come along to Animal Assist-
ed Therapy sessions if they’re struggling 
with depression, anxiety, loneliness, or 
other mental health problems. Physically 
disabled people go to spend time with the 
animals. Young and old alike benefit from 
the interaction and the positive vibes on 
the farm. 

I meet Sarah Kettlety, the farm’s found-
er, who started exploring the benefits 
of Animal Assisted Learning 20 years 
ago and she’s never looked back. From 
small beginnings, Animal Antiks now 
welcomes 50 to 60 people every week 
for sessions tailored to the members’ 
individual needs. 

Some of the youngsters who attend 
regularly have difficulties in traditional 
school settings, while others have autism, 
chronic anxiety, or behavioral problems. 
Some have been excluded from school. 
“We have four school refusers,” says 
Sarah. “They learn math, English, and 
computer skills with a private training 
company, and that's supplemented with 
work experience and animal care training 
on the farm.”

Sarah shows me the chickens, housed 
in a very large pen inside the barn. They 
have a lot of space to run around. There 
are about 30 hens, and some cautiously 
approach me to say “hello.” 

“They came from Fresh Start for Hens,” 
says Sarah, “a charity that rehomes hens 
at the end of their commercial lives. We 
also have one cockerel!” she points him 
out among his harem. “He was donated by 
one of our Facebook followers following 
a social media story about our hens.

“The hens are scruffy when they first 
arrive, but we like that,” she says, grin-
ning. “The scruffier the better! It helps 
our young people to relate to their diffi-
cult past. The members feel good about 
caring for the birds and it's nice for them 
to see the hens grow new feathers, gain 
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confidence, and thrive in their care. The 
hens are popular with all our visitors.”

The young people on work experience 
join us in the barn. One young man goes 
in pursuit of a duck, who’s clearly not 
very keen! “She doesn't mind once you’ve 
got her,” he tells me. Soon he’s holding 
the duck, who’s resigned to settling down 
for a cuddle.

“We use chickens to teach responsi-
bility,” Sarah continues. “The members 
on work experience take responsibility 
for two chickens each. The birds have 
color-coded bands on their legs so that 
the children know which are their chick-

ens. They then have to find and catch 
their own chickens so they can do health 
checks. It’s a life and death experience 
too, because sometimes the chickens die 
unexpectedly. The youngsters turn up, 
and if their chicken isn’t there, they have 
to learn to cope with that.

“They love collecting and cleaning 
the eggs,” she continues, “and they paint 
and clean the coops. We do vegetables 
on a string as an enrichment activity for 
the hens and that's a lot of fun. The hens 
are quite happy as they get strawberries, 
grapes, fruit, and vegetables! We give 
them apple cider vinegar in their water 
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and much more! All with 3 year warranty.  

Free Free 
Color Color 

CatalogCatalog Incubation Specialists

Hatching your own 
chicks is fun, easy and 

reliable with Brinsea

once a month as a tonic, and they enjoy sardines too.
“We like the idea of giving them a remote-control car with 

grain in the back to chase, but we're not quite there yet! We have 
done chicken agility racing on an obstacle course. The kids and 
the chickens both loved it.”

The chicken treatments that the youngsters learn include mite 
treatments — they treated all coops recently, gutted the coops, 
sprayed them, dusted the chickens with DE powder, and gave 
them a DE bath. “The members have full involvement in hus-
bandry and care,” says Sarah. “They're very good at identifying 
problems. They look for signs of scraps and molting. They look 
for any changes in their own animals.”

I wonder if the hens exhibit a lot of health problems, because 
of their past as commercial layers in cages. “No. The birds are 
pretty sturdy and resilient,” says Sarah. “New chickens are 
nervous when they arrive, but they’re flock animals, and they 
follow the others — if one goes to have a look at something or 
someone, they all follow. They get used to things quite quickly.

“They’re in the shed in the winter and outside with the alpacas 
all summer. We got the alpacas to guard the chickens and they 
do a great job. The only time we’ve lost chickens to a fox was 
on the day when we moved the alpacas to another field to give 
the grass some time to recover.” 

The farm opens to the public occasionally, holding drop-in 
centers, so that people can come to look around without making 
a prior booking. “We ask visitors for any comments,” says Sarah. 
“They often say the chickens are their favorite.” 

Chickens, dogs, donkeys, sheep, alpacas, pigs, and goats all 
have a role in providing animal care education and therapies. 
There are stables, where a large horse is ready for grooming. 
Nearby, there’s a pet rabbit, guinea pigs, a pig sty, and a field 
of alpacas. “The alpacas go out to nursing homes, in a bid to 
combat loneliness and isolation,” says Sarah. “It’s the highlight 
of some people’s week, when the animals come to visit, because 
being in a home can be quite dull.”

“We also do walks and talks,” she continues. “Groups of peo-
ple take donkeys, alpacas, sheep, and ponies on a walk around 
the farm. It helps people suffering from anxiety, depression and 
loneliness and the animals help break the ice. People come in 
very anxious and the walks help them relax, so they’re often 
keen to come back.

“Some of the children who come here are in mainstream 
school but are struggling with anxiety. We try to get them 
education ready by building confidence. A day a week on the 
farm reduces anxiety, gives them a release, and helps them 
calm down. 

“Sometimes they just go to spend time with the chickens, the 
rabbits or the guinea pigs. They sit on straw bales and watch 
the animals. They might groom a pony or read a book to a 
sheep. Kids with dyslexia enjoy reading to sheep, because it’s a 
relaxing environment. The sheep are curious and very attentive 
because they think there might be food around. The child can 
practice their reading in a non-judgmental atmosphere, and their 
reading levels improve.”

Find out more: animalantiks.co.uk 

• Chicks • Turkeys • Ducklings 
• Goslings • Guineas 

• Gamebirds • Bantams  
• Equipment • Books
Call 717-365-3694

www.hoffmanhatchery.com
PO Box 129BP
Gratz, PA 17030

FREE 
CATALOG!!



Chicken Coops, Brooders, 
Runs, Swings, Dust Baths, 

and More!

50 DO-IT-YOURSELF 
PROJECTS FOR  

KEEPING CHICKENS
Get ready to jump into the world of 
chickens, one  DIY project at a time. 

Owning and raising  chickens doesn’t 
have to  be an expensive hobby. 

With imagination, simple tools, and  
salvaged or bargain  materials, you can 

make  everything your flock needs  
for their health and safety.

Order at iamcountryside.com/shop or by calling 970-392-4419
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The Hen House
By Alex and Jaimie Medina

The Hen House came to life after the loss of our original 
flock. You can see a dedication to them inside our coop, a 
framed photo of their “Grandmas,” as well call them. Our 

five new girls, Leslie Knope, Pam Beesly, Hennifer, Wednesday 
Adams, and Ducky, are a mixture of full-size and Bantam 
chickens of varying breeds. We are lucky enough to have an 
Easter Egger, a sweet and laid-back Buff Orpington, a very timid 
and petite Speckled Sussex, a sassy and brave Delaware, and 
last but certainly not least, our fearless and friendly Australorp. 
Our girls lay and live in a 7½ ft x 5½ ft farmhouse-inspired, 
corrugated metal and shiplap coop. They have a swing, baluster 
railings, roosting bars throughout, and a see-through corrugated 
ceiling in their run. Their coop consists of plenty of dirt floor to 
lounge around in and elevated food and water bowls to keep them 

from kicking them over, time and time again. The ladies have 
multiple windows for their viewing pleasure when they hop on a 
roost to relax. Their coop consists of six laying boxes and a farm 
door that swings down to access their multicolored eggs. They 
have a window in there, as well, for ventilation, but we supplied 
them with shutters for privacy and protection. The inside of the 
shutters, which open out, are covered in chalkboard paint and 
proudly display our girls' names. When closed, they display our 
initials (J+A) in weathered red paint. Our “Coop Sweet Coop” 
sign is what we hope our little flock thinks of their new home. 
They have ample space laid out in BeanRoo Garden (named after 
our beloved dog and cat that have now passed) to pick and peck 
at as they please.  They seem to love it, and we love the aesthetics 
it adds to our home! 
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The framed photo is a tribute to the original flock.

Inside the coop you'll find a swing, baluster railings, roosting bars 
throughout.
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Our girls lay and live in a 7 1/2 ft x 5 1/2 ft farmhouse-inspired 
corrugated metal and shiplap coop.

Our "Coop Sweet Coop" sign is how we hope our hens 
feel about their new coop.

The ladies have multiple windows for their viewing pleasure. 
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They have ample space laid out in the BeanRoo Garden (named after 
our beloved dog and cat that have now passed) to pick and peck as 
they please.

Hands-On, Step-By-Step 
Sustainable-Living Guide

40 Projects for Building Your 
Backyard Homestead

Visit: iamcountryside.com/shop
Call: 970-392-4419

• Create Your Own Planters, Pens, Coops, & Sheds
• Install Aquaponics & Hydroponics
• Add Wind & Solar Power
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BREED 
PROFILE

Breed: Cornish chickens (previously 
known as Indian Game or Cornish Game) 
differ from “Cornish game hens” and 
broilers in that the Cornish is a pure her-
itage breed, while the latter are hybrids 
for fast growth and early harvest.

Origin: Cornwall—in 1886, a gen-
eral of the British East India Company 
claimed that he had developed the breed 
in Cornwall from Red Aseel he brought 
from India with Black Red Old English 
Game.

History: First appearing in British 
national shows in the late 1850s, the 
breed originally resembled a rangy Aseel. 
During the 1870s or 80s, breeders crossed 
in birds known as “Pheasant Malay,” 

CORNISH CHICKEN
A Heritage Alternative for Meat Production

By Tamsin Cooper

probably similar to modern Sumatra, 
to confer glossy black coloring. These 
crosses formed the basis of the breed 
known by then as Indian Game.

No doubt the original goal was to 
produce a superior fighting cock, for 
which the new breed showed poor quality. 
However, its unique appearance gained 
supporters, who formed the Indian Game 
Club in 1886 to support breeders and 
develop a standard. The birds became 
prized for their wide breast, giving abun-
dant white meat. Males were crossed 
with other table breeds to produce large 
meat birds.

They were soon exported to Europe and 
America. The American Poultry Associa-
tion (APA) accepted the Dark variety in 
1893, and the White in 1898. The APA 

renamed these “Cornish Indian Game” 
and “White Indian Game” respectively 
in 1905. To further align the breed with 
its origin and qualities, the APA renamed 
it “Cornish” in 1910, and moved it from 
the Oriental to the English class.

Despite its potential for the table, popu-
larity was limited by low fertility and lack 
of cold-hardiness, requiring experienced 
husbandry and breeding techniques. 
However, two marketing niches were 
captured due to its unique musculature. 
Young birds could be harvested early for 
a tender, meaty delicacy, which became 
known as “Cornish game hen.” Similar-
ly, birds crossed with American breeds 
produced faster-growing hybrids. The 
Cornish crossed with White Plymouth 
Rock found a commercial market in the 
1930s, although growth was still much 
slower than modern broilers. 

In the 1940s and 50s lines from several 
breeds, including Cornish, were com-
bined to increase the fertility, appetite, 
and growth of the broiler within highly 
managed systems. These were refined 
into a few tightly selected genetic strains, 
all now owned by two multinational 
companies, that are crossed over several 
generations to produce the industrial 
broilers of today.

Conservation Status: In the UK, it is a 
rare breed maintained by hobbyists — in 
2002, there were 500 females recorded. 
The Livestock Conservancy status is 
“watch” on their Conservation Priority 
List. The FAO records 2825 head in the 
U.S. in 2015 and lists the breed not at risk 
internationally.

Biodiversity: A composite breed 
from different foundations. The breed 
offers higher diversity than commercial 
broilers, which are limited to few strains. 

White Laced Red rooster and hen courtesy of Russell Roy of Pastime Farms, who has over 50 
years’ experience of raising Cornish, and specializes in genetics.
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This gives the breed the ability to adapt 
and avoid health issues through careful 
breeding.

Description: Broad and deep breast, 
well-muscled and compact. Short, thick 
legs are wide set. Skull is wide with 
deep-set eyes, prominent brow, and stout 
curved beak. Close, short and narrow 
feathers with little or no down. Tail car-
ried low. Male and female body type is 
similar, with minor sex differences. Beak 
and nails are yellow or horn-colored. 
Legs are yellow. Wattles and ear lobes 
are small and red.

Varieties: In the original Dark, the 
male is mainly glossy beetle-green black 
with traces of bay; females have black 
lacing on rich brown. Later varieties 
accepted by the APA are White, White 
Laced Red, and Buff. Further varieties 
are recognized in the Bantam class and 
in the UK, Europe, and Australia.

Skin Color: Yellow.

Comb: Pea.

Popular Use: Meat and crossbreeding 
for market production of “Cornish game 
hens.” Although originally the latter were 
Cornish chicks harvested early, modern 
commercial practice favors a cross with 
the White Rock. Chicks are processed at 
four to six weeks old, when they weigh 
around 2.5 lb., and can be of either sex. 
They are also known as Rock Cornish 
game hens.

Egg Color: Tinted.

Egg Size: Medium to large.

Productivity: Chicks are slow-grow-
ing, ready for harvest at seven months. 
However, this results in a good quantity 
of fine, white meat. The hen’s muscular 
body shape limits fertility to about 50–80 
eggs per year.

Weight: Rooster 10.5 lb., hen 8 lb.; 
market weight: cockerel 8.5 lb., pullet 
6.5 lb.

Temperament: Calm and easily 
tamed, although males can be belligerent 
and chicks are prone to cannibalism if 
not given space and activity. Active, but 
require plenty of space to remain so.

Adaptability: Suited to mild climates, 
due to lack of down and close feathering, 
traits which give limited insulation against 
the cold. Birds require space to exercise 
and develop muscle or their legs will be-
come stiff. If males fall onto their backs, 
they may be unable to right themselves, 
leading to death. So, keepers must remain 
vigilant. Hens become broody and may 
hatch a small brood, having insufficient 
feathers to cover many eggs. They make 
protective mothers. Runs require good 
shelters, low perches, and large pop-holes 
to accommodate their unique body shape, 
short legs, and lack of natural insulation. 
These extra considerations make them 
more suitable for experienced keepers.

Breeders face the extra challenge of low 
fertility due to the muscular body shape. 
A large breast and short legs can limit the 
ability of the male to mount. Breeding 
goals must ensure that natural mating 

Sources: 
The Livestock Conservancy | 

FAO | Don Karasek | Good Shep-
herd Conservancy | The Indian 
Game Club | Skinner, J. and Hady, 
A. 2018. Chicken Breeds and 
Varieties (A2880). University of 
Wisconsin Extension.

remains possible and mobility is retained, 
as well as health traits, which remain the 
great advantage of heritage breeds. Mating 
strategies consist of balancing the weak-
nesses of an individual with the strengths 
of its mate, thereby maximizing fitness 
while retaining genetic diversity. Pastime 
Farms LLC, Amite LA, holds yearly 
seminars to support breeders in continual 
genetic improvement. Seminar speaker 
Don Karasek is an APA-ABA judge with 
50 years’ experience of raising and breed-
ing chickens and a district director for the 
International Cornish Breeders Association. 
He welcomes inquiries on (608) 485-3469 
or three_d_calls@hotmail.com.

Whereas broiler selection for rapid 
growth and high returns has prejudiced bird 
health, the Cornish offers an alternative path 
to more sustainable production. Modern 
broilers are ready for slaughter at six weeks 
old, but their bodies cannot cope with such 
rapid muscle growth, leading to huge health 
and welfare issues. In addition, broiler lines 
lack the genetic variation required to adapt 
to environmental changes. Slower growing 
poultry, such as the Cornish, have been 
successfully farmed to market on a large 
scale by sustainable farmers, such as Frank 
Reese of Good Shepherd Conservancy. 

Dark Cornish hen. Photo credit: The Livestock Conservancy. Province of Ontario Picture Bureau image of hen and rooster circa 1920.
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LIFE OF POULTRY
Secret

By Lacey Hughett

AUSTIN'S CHICKEN  
COMPOSTING PROGRAM

Getting into chickens, especially for people without any 
experience with poultry, can be incredibly difficult. 
The care, time involved, housing needs, health needs, 

benefits, and safety of keeping chickens can quickly become 
overwhelming. Even to a seasoned poultry owner, there are 
things I’m learning constantly in the ever-evolving care of our 
feathered friends. 

To make the transition smoother, the city of Austin, Texas, has 
created a fairly unique program. In an overall effort to reduce 
city-wide waste output per household, the local government 
came together to create the City of Austin Home Composting 
Rebate Program, a facet of which includes encouraging people 
to keep chickens. 

The overall goal of the City of Austin Home Composting 
Rebate Program is to eventually bring waste down to zero. 
According to the Austin government, “compostables” make 
up to 40% of the waste stream. Instead of filling up landfills 
with materials that could ideally be composted, the Austin 
Resource Recovery team, or ARR, initiated a collection service 
that handles and collects resident’s compostables every week. 

The ARR provides bins from 24 to 96 gallons in size and 
currently has about 198,000 customers. Although that sounds 
like a lot, it is only 2% of Austin’s population. As of this year, 
they are expanding and servicing the entire city so more people 
there can get in on the movement. 

So where do the chickens come in with this program? Well, a 
significant portion of the “compostables” people are throwing 
away or having collected is food waste. And as everyone is well 
aware of, chickens love table scraps. 

According to the ARR, the average American throws away a 
half-pound of food per day, coming out to nearly 200 pounds of 
food a year. Multiplied by each person in a household, that’s a 
pretty significant amount of food. Chickens eat about a quarter-
pound of food per day. 

Mathematically, the ARR estimates that if even 1% of the 
households in Austin decided to start keeping chickens, they 

The ARR educates about standard fowl versus bantams. Pictured: A 
Cochin Bantam hen (left) and Barred Rock standard hen (right).

The city of Austin, Texas, has a program encouraging residents to 
keep chicks for waste mitigation. Pictured: Old English Bantam hen.
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Roosters may still not be allowed in certain communities, warns the 
ARR. The existing city ordinances and HOA rules still apply. Pictured: 
Buff Orpington hen and mixed breed rooster.

would divert over one million pounds of food waste away from 
landfills each year. By eating table scraps, Austin chooks can 
become major waste diverters. 

The ARR has a PowerPoint up on their website that discusses 
the City of Austin Home Composting Rebate Program and 
general chicken care for beginners. They discuss the huge 
benefits that come with chicken owning, including free eggs, 
entertainment, insect control, compost materials, and helping 
Austin become a greener city. 

Potential chicken owners not only get fresh delicious eggs and 
the excitement of embarking on a new venture, but they also 
get the satisfaction of getting to know they are part of a bigger 
movement to make their home town more environmentally 
friendly. 

Although chickens are the most commonly cited and are the 
ones mentioned in the PowerPoint, Austin defines “fowl” as 
any chicken, duck, turkey, goose, or guinea hen, so the options 
are certainly open and personal experience says that every one 
of those birds loves to get down on some good table scraps.

In addition to quality information on the composting program, 
the APP outlines city ordinances and how to comply with 
those while exploring chicken ownership. It also has fantastic 
beginner quality information on predators, ventilation needs in 
the Texas heat, spacing requirements, nest box needs, roosts, 
and best bedding material. 

To keep safety in mind, the ARR also goes over what type of 
food to feed chickens and at which age. They also discourage 
feeding moldy food to chickens, which can lead to diseases such 
as Aspergillosis. Additionally, they touch on some common 
foods to avoid in poultry, such as citrus and beans, and warn 
that garlic and onions can change the taste of the eggs. 

To encourage more people to keep chickens, and in an act 
of pure brilliance, the Austin government is offering a $75 
coop rebate through the ARR. To qualify, residents of Austin 
must read the PowerPoint on their website, and submit a brief 
questionnaire that quizzes new owners on the PowerPoint. It is 
currently five questions and based on chicken safety. 

Once those are submitted, potential new chicken owners can 
purchase a coop or chicken tractor of their liking. Unfortunately, 
the rebate doesn’t apply if the coops are made at home, but 
several reputable companies make and ship chicken houses, as 

The average American 
throws away a half-pound 
of food per day, coming 
out to nearly 200 pounds 
of food a year. Chickens can keep 
one million pounds of food out of 
landfills each year.

well as a few local ones. A copy of the receipt must be submitted 
to the ARR. A representative may come out to inspect the coop 
to ensure it is being used as stated, for chickens, then they will 
process a rebate and mail it out. 

This program is a complete game-changer, and we need to 
get the word out. Austin readers, tell your neighbors, friends, 
family, and coworkers! Readers in other cities or countries, 
reach out to your local agriculture or government officials, and 
request a similar program. Not enough residents know about this 
amazing, educational, and environmentally friendly program. 

A benefit of chicken ownership: Fresh, local eggs.Ducks and other fowl are included in the initiative. Pictured: Blue 
Ancona duck.
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By Matthew wolpe & Kevin Mcelroy

Reinventing the Chicken Coop

Backyard chickens meet contem-
porary design! Here are 14 com-
plete building plans for chicken 
coops that range from the purely 
functional to the outrageously 
fabulous. Complete step-by-step 
building plans are accompanied 
by full-color photographs and 
detailed construction illustrations. 
192 pages. $19.95

By Gail DaMerow

Chicken Health Handbook

A must-have reference for the 
small flock owner. Gail Damerow, 
leading authority on all things 
chicken, provides a complete ref-
erence to answer the questions 
and resolve the problems of any 
chicken raiser from beginner to 
professional. This fully updated 
and expanded edition of a long-
time classic offers expert guid-

ance on nutrition, reproductive issues, and a full range of 
health problems. 487 pages.

SAVE
25%

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By Glenn Drowns

Storey’s Guide to  
Raising Poultry

A diverse flock of poultry can pro-
vide free-range meat, a rainbow of 
eggs, and endless entertainment—
all delivered from the confines of 
your backyard or small farm. Glenn 
Drowns, an expert on rare breeds 
and varieties of turkeys, ducks, 
geese, chickens, and other birds, de-
livers everything you need to know 
to raise healthy, safe poultry. 454 
pages.

$22.50
Now $11.25 — Save 50%

Chickens have become the mascot of 
the local food movement. A desire 
for sustainable, clean, wholesome 
food and superior soil quality has 
led more and more suburban and 
city dwellers to keep laying hens in 
their backyards and gardens. City 
Chicks has the ambitious intent of 
exploring three subjects: urban ag-
riculture systems, recycling food and 
yard waste, and using local resourc-
es to preserve and enhance the en-
vironment. This is a book that sees 

chicken-raising as much more than an avian hobby interest. It’s 
a book for our times. 460 pages.

$24.95
Now $18.75 — Save 25%

By JuDy panGMan

Chicken Coops

Whether you keep one hen or 
1,000 hens, you will find a hous-
ing plan in this comprehensive 
book. Coops range from fash-
ionable backyard structures to 
large-scale, movable shelters. 
You will also find plans for con-
verting trailer frames, green-
houses and sheds using recycled 

materials and simple ways to make waterers, feeders, and 
nestboxes. 166 pages. $19.95

For a complete list of books visit:  
iamcountryside.com/shop

SAVE
25%

Backyard Poultry Bookstore

By christine heinrichs

How to  
Raise Chickens

This book provides information 
on breed types, obtaining stock, 
housing, feeding, flock manage-
ment, breeding programs, incu-
bation and care of chicks, selec-
tion and culling, showing, health 
care, and the legal aspects of 
raising chickens. 208 pages.

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

By patricia ForeMan

City Chicks SAVE
50%

By Dave holDerreaD

Storey’s Guide to Raising Ducks

Raise ducks successfully, this book 
covers everything from choosing the 
right breeds to breeding and rearing 
practices, feeding, housing, health 
care, butchering, and much more. 
This revised and updated second 
edition includes coverage of more 
breeds plus expanded information 
on facilities for ducklings, health and 
disease treatment, marketing, record 
keeping, color genetics, and rare 
breed conservation. 356 pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By Don schriDer

Storey’s Guide to Raising Turkeys

Not only are turkeys an excellent source 
of succulent meat, rich eggs, and nutri-
ent-dense manure, but they are curious, 
social, and friendly as well: a perfect 
and profitable choice for many farm-
ers. Don Schrider brings his hands-on 
experience to this one-stop reference 
for humanely raising healthy turkeys. 
Here is everything you need to know to 
raise turkeys successfully, from selecting 
the right breeds to housing, feeding, 

breeding, health care, marketing, and much more. This all-
new edition of the best-selling classic covers a wide range 
of breeds, humane raising practices, pastured feeding meth-
ods, organic certification standards, and on-farm processing 
guidelines. 310 pages. $19.95

SAVE
25%

By carol eKarius

Storey’s Illustrated Guide  
to Poultry Breeds

This definitive guide includes a brief 
history of each breed, detailed 
descriptions of identifying charac-
teristics, and colorful photography 
of more than 128 birds that cele-
brate the birds’ quirky personalities 
and charming good looks. Includes: 
chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, emus, 
guinea fowl, ostriches, partridges, 
peafowl, pheasants, quails, and 
swans. 277 pages.

$24.95
Now $18.71 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

By Gail DaMerow

Storey’s Guide to  
Raising Chickens 4th Edition

Completely revised and rede-
signed, making Storey’s Guide 
to Raising Chickens full of more 
accessible and updated informa-
tive than ever. You’ll get the most 
up-to-date details on shelter, 
food, health care, eggs, chicks, 
and meat, and recent research 
into chicken behavior and com-

munication makes the sections on flock management truly 
authoritative. New color photos and illustrations provide 
more specificity and information about chicken breeds, 
anatomy, and health. 424 pages.  $24.95  Now $18.95

$17.99
Now $8.99 — Save 50%

By lissa lucas & traci torres, the experts at My pet chicKen

My Pet Chicken

Detailed care instructions for baby 
chicks and mature hens help to 
ensure a friendly and enjoyable 
flock. Then the joy of chicken keep-
ing comes full “ovoid” with 50 reci-
pes for breakfast, lunch, and din-
ner, featuring the incredible and 
versatile egg, from homemade 
egg noodles and sesame mayon-
naise to a vegetable frittata and 
caramel custard. 246 pages.

SAVE
50%

By caitlyn KeeGan

Country Life Coloring Book

The delightful rural images 
and timeless country sayings 
in the Country Life Coloring 
Book provide a distinctive take 
on the current coloring craze. 
These 45 ready-to-color pages 
include a mixture of intricately 
hand-lettered phrases and 
charming scenes of farm life 
and outdoor beauty — includ-
ing chickens, honey bees on 
flowers, and barns. 45 pages. 
$12.95

SAVE
25%
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By Matthew wolpe & Kevin Mcelroy

Reinventing the Chicken Coop

Backyard chickens meet contem-
porary design! Here are 14 com-
plete building plans for chicken 
coops that range from the purely 
functional to the outrageously 
fabulous. Complete step-by-step 
building plans are accompanied 
by full-color photographs and 
detailed construction illustrations. 
192 pages. $19.95

By Gail DaMerow

Chicken Health Handbook

A must-have reference for the 
small flock owner. Gail Damerow, 
leading authority on all things 
chicken, provides a complete ref-
erence to answer the questions 
and resolve the problems of any 
chicken raiser from beginner to 
professional. This fully updated 
and expanded edition of a long-
time classic offers expert guid-

ance on nutrition, reproductive issues, and a full range of 
health problems. 487 pages.

SAVE
25%

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By Glenn Drowns

Storey’s Guide to  
Raising Poultry

A diverse flock of poultry can pro-
vide free-range meat, a rainbow of 
eggs, and endless entertainment—
all delivered from the confines of 
your backyard or small farm. Glenn 
Drowns, an expert on rare breeds 
and varieties of turkeys, ducks, 
geese, chickens, and other birds, de-
livers everything you need to know 
to raise healthy, safe poultry. 454 
pages.

$22.50
Now $11.25 — Save 50%

Chickens have become the mascot of 
the local food movement. A desire 
for sustainable, clean, wholesome 
food and superior soil quality has 
led more and more suburban and 
city dwellers to keep laying hens in 
their backyards and gardens. City 
Chicks has the ambitious intent of 
exploring three subjects: urban ag-
riculture systems, recycling food and 
yard waste, and using local resourc-
es to preserve and enhance the en-
vironment. This is a book that sees 

chicken-raising as much more than an avian hobby interest. It’s 
a book for our times. 460 pages.

$24.95
Now $18.75 — Save 25%

By JuDy panGMan

Chicken Coops

Whether you keep one hen or 
1,000 hens, you will find a hous-
ing plan in this comprehensive 
book. Coops range from fash-
ionable backyard structures to 
large-scale, movable shelters. 
You will also find plans for con-
verting trailer frames, green-
houses and sheds using recycled 

materials and simple ways to make waterers, feeders, and 
nestboxes. 166 pages. $19.95

For a complete list of books visit:  
iamcountryside.com/shop

SAVE
25%

Backyard Poultry Bookstore

By christine heinrichs

How to  
Raise Chickens

This book provides information 
on breed types, obtaining stock, 
housing, feeding, flock manage-
ment, breeding programs, incu-
bation and care of chicks, selec-
tion and culling, showing, health 
care, and the legal aspects of 
raising chickens. 208 pages.

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

By patricia ForeMan

City Chicks SAVE
50%

By Dave holDerreaD

Storey’s Guide to Raising Ducks

Raise ducks successfully, this book 
covers everything from choosing the 
right breeds to breeding and rearing 
practices, feeding, housing, health 
care, butchering, and much more. 
This revised and updated second 
edition includes coverage of more 
breeds plus expanded information 
on facilities for ducklings, health and 
disease treatment, marketing, record 
keeping, color genetics, and rare 
breed conservation. 356 pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By Don schriDer

Storey’s Guide to Raising Turkeys

Not only are turkeys an excellent source 
of succulent meat, rich eggs, and nutri-
ent-dense manure, but they are curious, 
social, and friendly as well: a perfect 
and profitable choice for many farm-
ers. Don Schrider brings his hands-on 
experience to this one-stop reference 
for humanely raising healthy turkeys. 
Here is everything you need to know to 
raise turkeys successfully, from selecting 
the right breeds to housing, feeding, 

breeding, health care, marketing, and much more. This all-
new edition of the best-selling classic covers a wide range 
of breeds, humane raising practices, pastured feeding meth-
ods, organic certification standards, and on-farm processing 
guidelines. 310 pages. $19.95

SAVE
25%

By carol eKarius

Storey’s Illustrated Guide  
to Poultry Breeds

This definitive guide includes a brief 
history of each breed, detailed 
descriptions of identifying charac-
teristics, and colorful photography 
of more than 128 birds that cele-
brate the birds’ quirky personalities 
and charming good looks. Includes: 
chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, emus, 
guinea fowl, ostriches, partridges, 
peafowl, pheasants, quails, and 
swans. 277 pages.

$24.95
Now $18.71 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

By Gail DaMerow

Storey’s Guide to  
Raising Chickens 4th Edition

Completely revised and rede-
signed, making Storey’s Guide 
to Raising Chickens full of more 
accessible and updated informa-
tive than ever. You’ll get the most 
up-to-date details on shelter, 
food, health care, eggs, chicks, 
and meat, and recent research 
into chicken behavior and com-

munication makes the sections on flock management truly 
authoritative. New color photos and illustrations provide 
more specificity and information about chicken breeds, 
anatomy, and health. 424 pages.  $24.95  Now $18.95

$17.99
Now $8.99 — Save 50%

By lissa lucas & traci torres, the experts at My pet chicKen

My Pet Chicken

Detailed care instructions for baby 
chicks and mature hens help to 
ensure a friendly and enjoyable 
flock. Then the joy of chicken keep-
ing comes full “ovoid” with 50 reci-
pes for breakfast, lunch, and din-
ner, featuring the incredible and 
versatile egg, from homemade 
egg noodles and sesame mayon-
naise to a vegetable frittata and 
caramel custard. 246 pages.

SAVE
50%

By caitlyn KeeGan

Country Life Coloring Book

The delightful rural images 
and timeless country sayings 
in the Country Life Coloring 
Book provide a distinctive take 
on the current coloring craze. 
These 45 ready-to-color pages 
include a mixture of intricately 
hand-lettered phrases and 
charming scenes of farm life 
and outdoor beauty — includ-
ing chickens, honey bees on 
flowers, and barns. 45 pages. 
$12.95

SAVE
25%
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$19.95
Now $14.99— Save 25%

By Gail DaMerow

Chicken Encyclopedia

New and indispensable for all chicken 
enthusiasts! Beginners and old pros alike 
will welcome Gail Damerow’s latest con-
tribution to the poultry world, Anything 
you want to know about chickens is ei-
ther included here or it’s probably not 
worth knowing. Not only a reference 
work, it’s interesting enough to read on 
its own, to get an education in chickenol-

ogy. Or enjoy flipping through it to pick up fascinating facts 
on every page. The full-color photos and illustrations are also 
superb, both educational and a pleasure to look at. 319 pages. 

Backyard Poultry Bookstore

By DaviD toht

40 Projects for Your  
Backyard Homestead

40 Projects for Building Your 
Backyard Homestead provides 
details on how to build more than 
40 projects to enhance readers’ 
sustainable living. Even if you are 
only moderately handy, you’ll 
discover the tools and techniques 
for building your own feeders, 
fences, and structures. In the pro-
cess, you’ll save money and have 
the satisfaction of doing it your-
self. 255 pages. $16.95

By Gail DaMerow

Hatching & Brooding  
Your Own Chicks

If you want to incubate, hatch, and 
brood chicks yourself, rather than buy-
ing them from a hatchery, this is the 
guide you need. Learn how to hatch 
healthy baby chickens, ducklings, gos-
lings, turkey poults, and guinea keets, 
addressing everything from selecting 
a breed and choosing the best incu-
bator to ensuring proper set-up and 
sanitary conditions, understanding 
embryo development, and feeding 

and caring for newborn chicks in a brooder. 240 pages.
$24.95

Now $16.25 — Save 35%

SAVE
35%

By aDaM DanForth

Butchering Poultry, Rabbit, Lamb, 
Goat, & Pork

With Adam Danforth’s full-color 
comprehensive manual, you can 
learn the skills necessary to take an 
animal calmly and efficiently from 
pasture to freezer. Every step of 
the slaughtering process — from 
selecting the proper equipment to 
preparing, stunning, and bleeding 
the animals — is presented with 
careful consideration for the ani-
mals’ well-being and your safety. 
446 pages. $24.95

Homemade Yogurt & Kefir

Step-by-step instructions cover the 
basics of making dairy ferments, 
from necessary equipment to the 
myriad options for thickening, 
sweetening, and flavoring. Along 
with foundational recipes, you’ll 
find instructions for creating dif-
ferent styles of yogurt and kefir as 
well as other traditional milk fer-
ments from around world, includ-
ing Icelandic skyr, Asian koumiss, 

and Finish viili. Techniques for making simple cheeses, butter, 
whipped cream, and other dairy products using yogurt and 
milk ferments broaden the possibilities of these probiotic-
packed cultures. 224 pages. $19.95

By Gianaclis calDwell

NEW!

SAVE
25%

Backyard Poultry Magazine 
Anthology For the Love of Poultry

If you missed the first year of 
Backyard Poultry here’s your sec-
ond chance. The complete collec-
tion of articles and photos from 
2006 is now a book! 307 pages 
featuring more than 30 writers. 
Enjoy reading as they share their 
knowledge, and be entertained. 
307 pages.

SAVE
50%

$19.95
Now $9.95 — Save 50%

Hentopia

More eggs, less work! And more en-
joyment for both the chickens and 
their keeper! Hyman’s innovative 
building projects are designed to 
save time and money while keep-
ing chickens safe, healthy, clean, and 
well-fed. Featuring easy-to-follow 
instructions and colorful photos.
208 pages. $24.95

50 DIY Projects for Keeping Chickens
By Janet GarMan, tiMBer creeK FarM

Get ready to jump into the world of chickens, one DIY project at a time. Owning and 
raising chickens doesn’t have to be an expensive hobby. With imagination, simple tools, 
and salvaged or bargain materials, you can make everything your flock needs for their 
health and safety. 168 pages. $19.99

NEW!

NEW!
NEW!

Titles:

2.50

Send to: BYP Bookstore, P.O. Box 1848, Carson City, NV 89702
Call 970-392-4419 • backyardpoultry.iamcountryside.com

If you prefer not to cut your magazine, or if you need more room, please write your order on another piece of paper.

 

Book(s) Total   $_____________

S&H $4 first item
   $1 each add’l  $_____________

Subtotal   $_____________

WI Residents Add 
5.5% sales tax   $_____________
 
Total Enclosed  $_____________

Backyard Poultry Book Order Form

Phone: _________________________________________________ 

Visa/MC/AmEx/Disc No._______________________Exp._________

E-mail: _________________________________________________

Name: _________________________________________________
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City:______________________State:_________Zip:_____________
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Want Free Shipping? Upgrade your subscription to ALL-ACCESS MEMBERSHIP and your  
books ship free in the U.S. every day. Visit backyardpoultry.iamcountryside.com to learn about all  

the perks of membership or call 970-392-4419. It’s less than $1 more a month!

By FranK hyMan

How to Raise  
Chickens for Meat

By Michelle Marine

If self-sufficiency and raising your 
own food is important to you, this 
book will help you pull together a 
complete farm-to-table experience. 
Divided into four easy-to-navigate 
sections, How to Raise Chickens for 
Meat is packed with practical infor-
mation. 176 pages. $16.99
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$19.95
Now $14.99— Save 25%

By Gail DaMerow

Chicken Encyclopedia

New and indispensable for all chicken 
enthusiasts! Beginners and old pros alike 
will welcome Gail Damerow’s latest con-
tribution to the poultry world, Anything 
you want to know about chickens is ei-
ther included here or it’s probably not 
worth knowing. Not only a reference 
work, it’s interesting enough to read on 
its own, to get an education in chickenol-

ogy. Or enjoy flipping through it to pick up fascinating facts 
on every page. The full-color photos and illustrations are also 
superb, both educational and a pleasure to look at. 319 pages. 
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40 Projects for Your  
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40 Projects for Building Your 
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details on how to build more than 
40 projects to enhance readers’ 
sustainable living. Even if you are 
only moderately handy, you’ll 
discover the tools and techniques 
for building your own feeders, 
fences, and structures. In the pro-
cess, you’ll save money and have 
the satisfaction of doing it your-
self. 255 pages. $16.95

By Gail DaMerow

Hatching & Brooding  
Your Own Chicks

If you want to incubate, hatch, and 
brood chicks yourself, rather than buy-
ing them from a hatchery, this is the 
guide you need. Learn how to hatch 
healthy baby chickens, ducklings, gos-
lings, turkey poults, and guinea keets, 
addressing everything from selecting 
a breed and choosing the best incu-
bator to ensuring proper set-up and 
sanitary conditions, understanding 
embryo development, and feeding 

and caring for newborn chicks in a brooder. 240 pages.
$24.95

Now $16.25 — Save 35%

SAVE
35%

By aDaM DanForth

Butchering Poultry, Rabbit, Lamb, 
Goat, & Pork

With Adam Danforth’s full-color 
comprehensive manual, you can 
learn the skills necessary to take an 
animal calmly and efficiently from 
pasture to freezer. Every step of 
the slaughtering process — from 
selecting the proper equipment to 
preparing, stunning, and bleeding 
the animals — is presented with 
careful consideration for the ani-
mals’ well-being and your safety. 
446 pages. $24.95

Homemade Yogurt & Kefir

Step-by-step instructions cover the 
basics of making dairy ferments, 
from necessary equipment to the 
myriad options for thickening, 
sweetening, and flavoring. Along 
with foundational recipes, you’ll 
find instructions for creating dif-
ferent styles of yogurt and kefir as 
well as other traditional milk fer-
ments from around world, includ-
ing Icelandic skyr, Asian koumiss, 

and Finish viili. Techniques for making simple cheeses, butter, 
whipped cream, and other dairy products using yogurt and 
milk ferments broaden the possibilities of these probiotic-
packed cultures. 224 pages. $19.95

By Gianaclis calDwell

NEW!
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25%

Backyard Poultry Magazine 
Anthology For the Love of Poultry

If you missed the first year of 
Backyard Poultry here’s your sec-
ond chance. The complete collec-
tion of articles and photos from 
2006 is now a book! 307 pages 
featuring more than 30 writers. 
Enjoy reading as they share their 
knowledge, and be entertained. 
307 pages.

SAVE
50%

$19.95
Now $9.95 — Save 50%

Hentopia

More eggs, less work! And more en-
joyment for both the chickens and 
their keeper! Hyman’s innovative 
building projects are designed to 
save time and money while keep-
ing chickens safe, healthy, clean, and 
well-fed. Featuring easy-to-follow 
instructions and colorful photos.
208 pages. $24.95

50 DIY Projects for Keeping Chickens
By Janet GarMan, tiMBer creeK FarM

Get ready to jump into the world of chickens, one DIY project at a time. Owning and 
raising chickens doesn’t have to be an expensive hobby. With imagination, simple tools, 
and salvaged or bargain materials, you can make everything your flock needs for their 
health and safety. 168 pages. $19.99
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By FranK hyMan

How to Raise  
Chickens for Meat

By Michelle Marine

If self-sufficiency and raising your 
own food is important to you, this 
book will help you pull together a 
complete farm-to-table experience. 
Divided into four easy-to-navigate 
sections, How to Raise Chickens for 
Meat is packed with practical infor-
mation. 176 pages. $16.99
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Prima 
Heat Lamp

RUGGED, RELIABLE 
AND SAFER!

Contact us for FREE catalogs! FREE Shipping on qualified orders!
Poultry Products  •  Electric Fencing  •  Sheep & Goat Supplies

Premier1Supplies.com • 800-282-6631

®

www.rainbowmealworms.net

SAVE 
10%

mealworm
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giant mealw
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waxworm
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LIVE FRESH 
WORMS 

MEALWORMS 
SUPERWORMS 
COMBO PACKS

use code BACKYARD10
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877-596-0960

ROOSTANDROOT.COM

MODELS FOR 2-25 HENS    |    WILDLIFE & PREDATOR SAFE  

NATURALLY 
BUG-FREE

75 Simple,  
Nontoxic  
Recipes

iamcountryside.com/shop

By Stephanie L. tourLeS



This definitive guide to North American barnyard and wild fowl  
includes a brief history of each breed, detailed descriptions of identify-
ing characteristics, and colorful photography of more than 128 birds 

that celebrate the birds’ quirky personalities and charming good looks. 
If it’s fowl facts and photos you want, you’ll find them all here.

iamcountryside.com/shop/storeys-illustrated-guide-to-poultry-breeds

Features 
128+  

Birds!

• Chickens
• Ducks
• Geese
• Turkeys
• Emus
• Guinea Fowl
• Ostriches
• Partridges
• Peafowl
• Swans
     And 
     Much
     More!
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Show your love for  
Backyard Poultry  
with this durable  

canvas tote!

Order at: iamcountryside.com/shop  
or call: 970-392-4419.

Canvas Tote Bag
Backyard Poultry 
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ESSENTIAL OILS

Learn Safe, Effective Ways to Use 25 Popular Oils;  
Make 100 Aromatherapy Blends to Enhance Health;  
Soothe Common Ailments and Promote Well-Being

Visit: iamcountryside.com/shop
Or call: 970-392- 4419

Best-selling author and herbalist Stepha-
nie L. Tourles offers reliable guidance on 
using essential oils effectively and safely. 
This friendly, accessible introduction to the 
25 most versatile oils for health and well-
ness highlights the key characteristics of 
lavender, chamomile, eucalyptus, lemon, 
peppermint, rosemary, tea tree, and other 
popular oils. You’ll learn how to blend and 
apply these highly concentrated aromather-
apy oils for use from head to toe. The 100 
recipes — including Tranquil Demeanor 
Balm, Super Herbal Antibacterial Drops, 
Sunburn Rescue Spray, Sore Muscle Bath 
Salts, and Dream Weaver’s Relaxing Rub 
— offer fragrant, natural ways to enhance 
well-being and promote healing.

A Beginner’s Guide • By Stephanie L. Tourles

Save time and money  
by building your own  

Beekeeping Equipment

Build Your Own  
Beekeeping  
Equipment

iamcountryside.com/shop  
 970-392-4419.
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 Backyard Poultry Breeders DirectoryBreeders Directory
Have birds for sale? Advertise in the Backyard Poultry Breeders Directory for less than $4.50 a month. Your ad 
will be seen by more than 100,000 poultry enthusiasts. Call 715-965-1234 to get your advertisement in!

AssociationsAssociations

American LongtailsAmerican Longtails

Game BirdsGame Birds

Freedom RangerFreedom Ranger

Jersey GiantsJersey Giants

Large FowlLarge Fowl

ADVERTISE TODAY!
E-mail: classifieds@countrysidemag.com 

Call: 715-965-1234

AMERICAN EMU ASSOCIATION, 510 West 
Madison St., Ottawa, IL 61350. 541-332-0675.  
<info@aea-emu.org> <www.aea-emu.org>

AMERAUCANA ALLIANCE: Membership includes 
Ameraucana Newsletters, registration on the Amer-
aucana Forum, a listing in the Ameraucana Directory 
and eligibility for club awards & exhibitor points.  First 
time members receive an Ameraucana Handbook.  
Dues are $10/year, $25 for 3 years (Newsletters 
Emailed) or $15 (Newsletters mailed). Ameraucana.
org Steve Neumann, 3000 Wedgewood Dr #2351, 
Pueblo, CO  81004.

Oregon 
Breeder in southern OR. Sabrina Mejias, 831 Talent 
Ave. Talent, OR 97540. email: s.mejias1983@gmail.
com. Prices vary all standard colors.

Pennsylvania 
FREEDOM RANGER HATCHERY, INC, 187 N. Windy 
Mansion Rd., Reinholds, PA 17569. 717-336-4878, 
Fax: 717-336-3711. <sales@freedomrangerhatchery.
com> <www.freedomrangerhatchery.com>Black & 
Red Freedom Ranger chickens and gray Kosher King 
broiler chicks. Non-GMO option.

Arkansas 
LINEBARGER FARMS, Eddie Linebarger, PO 
Box 35, Scotland, AR 72141. 501-592-3317.  
<eddie.linebarger@gmail.com> Quail: Tennessee 
Red, Valley, Mountain, Gambel, and Blue Scale. 
Hatching Eggs available May-July. 

Indiana 
WOODSIDE AVIARY, James Kotterman, Peru, In-
diana. 765-985-2805. PHEASANT ENTHUSIASTS 
check this out! Displaying full color the Golden 
Pheasant, Ghigi Golden, Peach Golden, Lady Am-
herst, Silvers, Swinhoe, Elliots, Blue Eared, Brown 
Eared, and Temminck's Tragopans. NO CATALOG 
AVAILABLE. GIVE ME A CALL AND WE'LL TALK 
ABOUT THE BIRDS!

Massachusetts 
ANTONIO R. FERREIRA, JR, 49 Chestnut St, 
Seekonk, MA 02771. 401-465-1662. Northern Bob-
white Quail Eggs, 25/$50. Chukar Partridge Eggs, 
20/$50. Postpaid.

Indiana 
MARIA'S JERSEY GIANTS, Since 1977. "Quality" 
Blue, Black, Splash Jersey Giant eggs, chicks, started 
birds, & adults www.mariasjerseygiants.com Cell: 
(502) 548-1075 (texting).

Tennessee 
CHICK-N-STUFF - Crump, TN. (mail: POB 87, 
Adamsville, TN 38310). 901-490-0022 or 731-607-
7324. LARGE FOWL ONLY: Blue/Black/Splash/White 
Jersey Giants, Buff/Light/Dark Brahma, SC & RC 
White Leghorn & EEs. Also Heritage Narragansett 
turkey. NPIP/APA/ALFA. Experienced shipper. See 
us on Facebook.

South Carolina
Limestone Pigeon Farm, Inc. 1128 Deer Crossing 
Road, Orangesburg, SC, 29118. ph 803-534-4293. 
Beautiful Hubbell White Pigeons. $50/pr or $ 20/bird 
plus shipping.

Pennsylvania 
LIVE BIRD SHIPPING BOXES USPS APPROVED. 
www.BoxesForBirds.com, sales@boxesfor-
birds.com, ph 501-329-2377. Also Rare Colored  
Pigeons.

Alabama 
VALLEY FARMS HATCHERY, Ryan Kelsey, 
PO Box 2201, Muscle Shoals, AL, 35662. 256-
314-2282. <www.valleyfarmshatchery.com>  
<sales@valleyfarmshatchery.com> Chickens, Ban-
tams, Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, Guineas, and More! 
Hatching all breeds weekly. NPIP Certified. Hatching/
Shipping weekly.

Colorado 
Waltz’s Ark Ranch http://www.naturalark.com/poultry.
html. Rare and heritage poultry, NPIP & AI clean. Sev-

eral Sussex varieties including exclusives, Swedish 
Flower Hen, Svart Hona, Augsberger, Isbar, Breda 
Fowl, Ixworth, & new breeds coming for 2021. All 
raised non-GMO/Organic. 

Florida 
GREENFIRE FARMS, www.greenfirefarms.com. 
Ultra-rare imported breeds: Ayam Cemani, Cream 
Legbar, Swedish Flower Hens, Bielefelder, Marans, 
Isbar, Barbezieux, Bresse, Sulmtaler, Spitzhauben, 
Olandsk Dwarf, Orust, Barnevelder, Merlerault, 
Niederrheiner, Marsh Daisy, Altsteirer, East Frisian 
Gull, Lyonaisse, Malines, Pavlovskaya, Queen Silvia, 
Swedish Black Hen, Sussex, Twentse, Lavender 
Wyandotte, Yamato Gunkei.

Iowa 
COUNTY LINE HATCHERY, 2977 Linn Bu-
chanan Rd., Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-9130. 
<www.countylinehatchery.com> Rare and fancy  
peafowl, guineas, chickens, ducks, turkeys, geese, 
bantams and more. Featuring Showgirls & Silkies. 
Most economical and diverse poultry assortment 
available.

Maryland 

PigeonsPigeons

VariousVarious

Missouri 
CACKLE HATCHERY®, PO Box 529, Lebanon, 
MO 65536. 417-532-4581. <cacklehatchery@
cacklehatchery.com><www.cacklehatchery.com> 
84 years of hatching and shipping baby chicks. Over 
200 varieties.

CHICKENS FOR BACKYARDS, PO Box 635, Phil-
lipsburg, MO 65722. 888-412-6715. Order As Low As 
3 Chicks, Heritage chicken breeds, Ducks, Guinea and 
Turkey. <www.chickensforbackyards.com> 

New York 
Can Am Cluckers, John Hunter, 435 Cty RT 
11, Gouverneur, NY 13642, ph 315-486-3486.  
canamfarm@yahoo.com. Dominque Bantams, Belts-
ville small white turkeys. Eggs and breeding stock 
available in season.
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Wisconsin 
SUNNYSIDE HATCHERY, Beaver Dam, Wis-
consin. 920-887-2122. Shipping to North Central 
U.S. only. Jumbo broilers, Leghorns, Blacks, 
Browns, Reds, Rangers, Rainbow Eggers, Barred 
Rock, Rhode Island Reds, Turkeys & Ducklings. 
<www.sunnysidehatchery.com>

California 
METZER FARMS, 26000K Old Stage Rd.,  
Gonzales, CA 93926. Year-round hatching. Nation-

WaterfowlWaterfowl

wide shipping. Free catalog now, 800-424-7755.  
<www.metzerfarms.com> Ducklings: Pekin, Rouen, 
Khaki Campbell, Golden 300 Egg Layer, White Layer, 
Blue Swedish, Buff, Cayuga, Mallard, Welsh Harlequin, 
White Crested & Runners (Black, Chocolate, Blue, 
Fawn & White) Saxony: Silver, Appleyard, Goslings: 
Embden, White Chinese, Brown Chinese, Toulouse, 
Dewlap Toulouse, African, Buff Toulouse, Buff, Tufted 
Buff, Sebastopol, Pilgrim, Roman Tufted. Ringneck 
pheasants, French Pearl guineas.

Minnesota 
JOHNSON’S WATERFOWL, 36882 160th Ave. NE, 
Middle River, MN 56737. 218-222-3556. <www.

johnsonswaterfowl.com> Buff or White African geese. 
Rouen, Silver Appleyard, Pekin, White or Black 
Crested, Saxony, Black or Blue Magpies, Penciled, 
White, Blue, Black, Grey (Mallard), and Emory Pen-
ciled Runners, White, Grey, Snowy, Black, Penciled, 
Blue Bibbed & Pastel Call ducklings. Free brochure.

214 Things You Can 
Actually Learn To Do

iamcountryside.com/shop • 970-392-4419

Storey’s Curious Compendium of Practical & Obscure Skills

Have you ever wondered how to capture a swarm of bees?
Predict the weather by the clouds?

And just how do you darn a pair of socks, anyway?

Anyone curious about the myriad ways people 
have taught themselves to make, grow, and build 
things will find everything they’ve ever wondered 
about in this colorful, inviting volume. With 
dozens of useful and intriguing visual tutorials 
selected from Storey’s extensive library of how-to 
books, you can learn how to carve a turkey, cre-
ate a butterfly garden, set up a dog agility course, 
keep a nature sketchbook, navigate by the stars, 
and more. Whether you plan to “do it yourself” 
or just love reading about how things are done, 
this rich compendium will educate, fascinate, 
spark conversation, and inspire new hobbies and 
experiences. Hardcover, 344 pages
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BeekeepingBeekeeping

(Approval of an ad does not constitute an endorsement.)

Water SystemsWater Systems

PreservingPreserving

www.sweetpdz.com

Order tOday!

Mail To:  
BYP Breeders/Classifieds,  

P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451 

E-mail: 
classifieds@countrysidemag.com 

Call: 715-965-1234

Breeders & Classifieds Advertising:
Feb./March 2021 Deadline:  

December 7, 2020

Egg CartonsEgg Cartons

Poultry FeedPoultry Feed

Poultry SuppliesPoultry Supplies

IInnffrraarreedd  RRaaddiiaanntt  HHeeaatt  

sweeterheater.com 
771155--665511--99775577  

Extra IncomeExtra Income

HealthHealth

Worried about VIRUSES?
TIGER-X Black Salve Tablets work to help the 
body’s Natural Immune System to fight against 
virus symptoms. 100% Certified Organic 

Herbs grown in America by American farmers. A 
great preventative for natural health and healing.

TIGER-X PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 3602, Everett, WA 98213

1-800-909-4553

MILLER BEE SUPPLY YOUR BEEKEEPING 
EXPERTS SINCE 1976! Check us out for all your 
beekeeping needs. Whether you are just starting 
out or already have bees we are here to assist 
your needs. Call us Toll Free: 1-888-848-5184. 
496 Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro, NC 
28659. Email:info@Millerbeesupply.com Website:  
www.millerbeesupply.com.

T H E  E G G  C A R T O N  S T O R E 
Modern  serv ice  and speed,  o ld  wor ld  
q u a l i t y  a n d  v a l u e .  O v e r  4 0  y e a r s 
of egg packaging and marketing expertise! 
Egg  Car tons  |  F i l l e r  F la t s  |  Beau t i -
fu l  Colored Cartons |  Poul t ry  Suppl ies 
C a l l  f o r  G R E AT  w h o l e s a l e  /  p a l -
l e t  q u a n t i t y  p r i c i n g !  8 6 6 - 3 3 3 - 11 3 2 
FREE SHIPPING on all cartons and filler flats. 
WWW.EGGCARTONSTORE.COM.

Fire Lite Candle Company, Mr. Kringen. Wisconsin 
Candle company is expanding in your area and 
looking for part-time sales reps. Contact us at ph 
608-783-0822 or lkfirelite@gmail.com.

SOON Church/Government Uniting,Supressing 
"Religious Liberty," Enforcing "National Sunday 
Law." Be Informed! Need mailing address only. TBSM, 
Box 374, Ellijay, GA 30540. thebiblesaystruth@yahoo.
com, 1-888-211-1715.

FreeFree

All American Pressure Canner, the only pressure 
canner that forms a metal to metal seal eliminating 
the need for lid gasket replacement. Offers large 
capacity canning to make pressure canning your 
meats, vegetables, and fruits easy. Easy Cleanup. 
800-251-8824. www.allamerican1930.com.
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just for fun

WORD SEARCH

ANSWER KEY

Name: ___________________________________________Date: ___________________

Backyard Poultry December 2020/January 2021

hella hens homestead alfredo tzatziki harissa brooder's pneumonia mycotic pneumonia

aspergillosis homesteading hacks chicken coop size heat lamps suet cakes posset eggnog

henrietta rooster of barcelos mycoplasma climate change pheasants manchurian

kenyan crested guineafowl chickens on patrol animal antiks city of austin cornish

VVATTEIRNEHGWXMFKIVLQVNV

SPMALTAEHRCEZNZSPYJMOKYD

LJDVYZFAINOMUENPCITOCYML

WZOVGBLDWZRXPEEXFAIRSANO

HOMESTEADINGHACKSTCNNRJH

LJNITSUAFOYTICSAFMJTNFKK

OWEGNAHCETAMILCOKASSIRAH

RDWEMOHZGSUETCAKESLJCMXR

TKENYANCRESTEDGUINEAFOWL

ABVHZANUEDPYOGPOSSETUMUX

PGUNWSDEUMSASPERGILLOSIS

NHDAETSEMOHSNEHALLEHMVFP

OMBINBGYIMBFMANCHURIANAA

SOLECRABFORETSOORQCQXMKS

NGBICRJIECHICKENCOOPSIZE

EDCXPKQWCNLAGZLOLSGABEFT

KIKIZTAZTQJVMCDGUNLWAPWQ

CQFCZGYFRLRREEGTIPCHVWBU

IKQXFYSUXOGRRKAAOCORNISH

HWGONGGEWPUFZAPCJTCCKZKC

CUAZYQINQMLLDLYPMGPTWZXO

NRTJYRAOCAVNJMNCLIZVKATM

NHMOSYNAINOMUENPSREDOORB

WPHEASANTSUSKITNALAMINAO

Name: ___________________________________________ Date: ___________________
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hella hens homestead  alfredo  tzatziki  harissa  brooder's pneumonia  mycotic pneumonia

aspergillosis  homesteading hacks  chicken coop size  heat lamps  suet cakes  posset  eggnog

henrietta  rooster of barcelos  mycoplasma  climate change  pheasants  manchurian

kenyan crested guineafowl  chickens on patrol  animal antiks  city of austin  cornish

V V A T T E I R N E H G W X M F K I V L Q V N V

S P M A L T A E H R C E Z N Z S P Y J M O K Y D

L J D V Y Z F A I N O M U E N P C I T O C Y M L

W Z O V G B L D W Z R X P E E X F A I R S A N O

H O M E S T E A D I N G H A C K S T C N N R J H

L J N I T S U A F O Y T I C S A F M J T N F K K

O W E G N A H C E T A M I L C O K A S S I R A H

R D W E M O H Z G S U E T C A K E S L J C M X R

T K E N Y A N C R E S T E D G U I N E A F O W L

A B V H Z A N U E D P Y O G P O S S E T U M U X

P G U N W S D E U M S A S P E R G I L L O S I S

N H D A E T S E M O H S N E H A L L E H M V F P

O M B I N B G Y I M B F M A N C H U R I A N A A

S O L E C R A B F O R E T S O O R Q C Q X M K S

N G B I C R J I E C H I C K E N C O O P S I Z E

E D C X P K Q W C N L A G Z L O L S G A B E F T

K I K I Z T A Z T Q J V M C D G U N L W A P W Q

C Q F C Z G Y F R L R R E E G T I P C H V W B U

I K Q X F Y S U X O G R R K A A O C O R N I S H

H W G O N G G E W P U F Z A P C J T C C K Z K C

C U A Z Y Q I N Q M L L D L Y P M G P T W Z X O

N R T J Y R A O C A V N J M N C L I Z V K A T M

N H M O S Y N A I N O M U E N P S R E D O O R B

W P H E A S A N T S U S K I T N A L A M I N A O

HELLA HENS HOMESTEAD 

ALFREDO 

TZATZIKI 

HARISSA 

BROODER'S PNEUMONIA 

MYCOTIC PNEUMONIA

ASPERGILLOSIS 

HOMESTEADING HACKS 

CHICKEN COOP SIZE 

HEAT LAMPS 

SUET CAKES 

POSSET 

EGGNOG

HENRIETTA 

ROOSTER OF BARCELOS 

MYCOPLASMA 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

PHEASANTS 

MANCHURIAN

KENYAN CRESTED GUINEA FOWL 

CHICKENS ON PATROL 

ANIMAL ANTIKS 

CITY OF AUSTIN 

CORNISH
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just for fun

Show us your art skills by coloring this rooster. 
Once you're done, snap a picture and send it to us via email at editor@backyardpoultrymag.com 

or via snail mail at Backyard Poultry, Attn: Coloring Pages, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451.
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3 421

Coloring Page Fun
A Selection of Beautiful Creations from Our Readers

3 421

1. By Sarah Chabinak, Oklahoma  |  2. By Bonnie Dreos, age 77, Michigan 
3. By Mollie Pedigo  |  4. By Oscar Kizlinski, age 4

1. Vicky Whitaker, Oklahoma  |  2. By Taylor Manning, age 9, Missouri  |  3. By Sabrinnah Dube, age 12  
4. By Rowan McClannen, age 6  |   5. By Pauline Masters, New York |  6. By Lonny H., age 11

7. By Lily Angst, age 10, Missouri  |  8. Lupé H., age 9

6 7 85

Order at: iamcountryside.com/shop/hentopia 
Or call: 970-392-4419

More eggs, less work!  
More enjoyment for both the 

 chickens & their keeper!

HENTOPIA

Create a Hassle-Free 
Habitat for Happy 
Chickens

21 Innovative Projects

Order  
your copy 

today!

More eggs, less work! And more enjoyment for both the chickens and their keeper! 
Hyman’s innovative building projects are designed to save time and money while 

keeping chickens safe, healthy, clean, and well fed. Featuring easy-to-follow  
instructions and colorful photos, the 21 projects for the chicken yard range from  

creative doorways, nest boxes, fencing, and roosts to a predator-proof pen, a  
“Chunnel” chicken run, and a sturdy but inexpensive coop made from wooden pallets.



Order at: iamcountryside.com/shop/hentopia 
Or call: 970-392-4419

More eggs, less work!  
More enjoyment for both the 

 chickens & their keeper!

HENTOPIA

Create a Hassle-Free 
Habitat for Happy 
Chickens

21 Innovative Projects

Order  
your copy 

today!

More eggs, less work! And more enjoyment for both the chickens and their keeper! 
Hyman’s innovative building projects are designed to save time and money while 

keeping chickens safe, healthy, clean, and well fed. Featuring easy-to-follow  
instructions and colorful photos, the 21 projects for the chicken yard range from  

creative doorways, nest boxes, fencing, and roosts to a predator-proof pen, a  
“Chunnel” chicken run, and a sturdy but inexpensive coop made from wooden pallets.
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